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Fewer:' steelhead anglers reported 
• ". ~ ' , ' / ,  : . . .. ~ / . : :  : - 
TERRACE - -  The number of :nurnfier o f  fishermen pursumg steelhead is also being.reduced 1,000 steelhead weretaken by "They have nothing more they Tyee - -  indicate, a slight :in- 
anslers chasing steelhead are steelh'ead but also: Where they by what Hooton describe.~ as"a sports fishermen--, the lowest 
dropping despite a "perception 
the sports fishery is growing, 
says the province's l iead 
fisheries biologist in the region. 
Bob Hooton says 1990 was 
the fourth consecutive,year of 
decline in those who seek the 
usuallyprized f i sh .  
Because a special licence is re- 
quired to catch steelhead, it was 
not only possible to track the 
Students 
pea 
back in 
sohool 
TERRACE - -  A last-minute in- 
crease in students enrolling at 
area schools has averted the 
need for more cuts to the school 
district's budget. 
School trustees were prepar- 
ing to cut spending after they 
were told. of a more than 
lO0-student shortfall in enrol- 
ment. The decrease from what 
was forecast in the budget 
meant he district was facing a 
loss of at least $250,000 in pro- 
vincial grants, which are direct- 
ly tied to the number of students 
in the district. 
• "We've had quite a few 
pupils return tO school,,' assis- 
tant  schools superintendent 
Mars!!all :Bergsma said. last 
week. ~"We're not as far down 
in' enrolment • as we feared we 
were going to be.'~ 
Extra studen, ts retl~rning 
brought.., ibeX: ~tu'~ledt-~sho~.age 
down to abouti60; he said, and 
almost ~ill d f  ~that js ~k~ected to
he covered in January When 
dhi ldrenl  in ' dt ial-entry 
kindergarten enter the system. 
"Westill won,t meet •our pro- 
jections --  I 'm quite sure of 
that," Bergsma dded. "But 
there's not expected to be any 
net loss in funds to the district. 
We're: basically at break-even 
now'.'" 
He .attributed much of the 
sudden increase in enrolment to 
secondary school students who 
had still been working, or 
hadn't decided, until now 
whether they'd return to school. 
But Bergsma noted that even 
with the late students, the 
school district's total student 
population to date is slightly 
down from last year. "This is 
our first real drop in enrolment 
since September of 1985," he 
said. 
Too fast 
TERRACE - -The  long arm of 
the law was out in force earlier 
this month, slowing down 
speeders, , 
Officers' behind the local 
RCMP's " speeding awareness 
campaign handed out  252 
speeding tickets to motorists in 
the area, and charged seven 
.drivers with excessive speeding 
- -  travelling morel ithan I 40 
~kilometres per hour ~over?~the 
'posted~speed!imit, . ~: i 
Const, > Ken:i Harkness ..said 
police issued a total'of 448,traf- 
-tic. tickets, as well as ~136 warn- 
]ngs, : -~ i ', ,.:.. :~ ~ '~: i~:i! i:, ÷ 
Speeding tickets' nOW result in 
lived, ~he said.. " : :  ~.  dramatic Shift" tO fly fishing by':: figure since records be=an in the 
', Des~fibifig ]986 .hs theilast steelhead :anglersl woi'king i 1960s.. ,: 'Y " ;  .~i 
goodi~ear:ifoi'steelhead r turns Skeena. tribU)aries;particularly i Pointlngi~Ut i hat :iep/ese~ted 
io :the:isk&0a Sy~ten~, H0otOn .on its UPl~er::reaches, ~ ' less than five percent of'iast 
Sa id :  ~!the/i/'atigling .effort  "Fly fishermen' typically:~ year's ;esti'mated total run'." of 
reflected!..>~thatii/~abundant: don't harvest i he fish, they let I 21,062, Hooton said it was 01b.~ 
supply, l ;' Since then, declining : them go , ,  he explained, ' even  a .complete ..ibanii! .On 
runs and a~6mpanying tougher . / The Combined effect of those i steelhead: kills ~ii)  the  sports ! 
catch r~strictio~sihad led t0the tWo trends end Showed up in the .: fishery would make litflei~dif; 
d r6p/  i i~'i: '!~::.: :! ! . depai'tment!s 1989 statistics fe renee  to  the number Of ~t'ish 
ii Sports fishei, y pressure on which suggested, fewer than.  reaching the spawning r0ulids/ 
' ' i i :-. " : . ,~. . . . .-. / 
$75 fines :!n~ additionto ICBC 
insurance :penalty points. 
Parker torun 
TERRACE /--:: Skeena. MLA .there :Is a nominatioi 
Dave:Parker ~ is:sofor the!6nly :flobt.: i ! : :  ;,:': i',i ilii! 
person to  Say he's tdnnl~.for ',, P~ki/r ~;asfirst: 
the'Spcia! Credit Party h6m~a; i1986~ ~ He became thei 
tion here in'the next Pi;'6~ihelai tar~. a~sist/to foreq 
election, . "i~.: .' :: i "  . ~ ,:!i! ~ ..' :-~iack. Kenq)f, 1 took  
: : 'Skeena  !S0~r6ds :/h~aln 'fi6rifoll0: ifi ~ 1987 .~ 
. . ,,,,,!.: i'~ 
: GOi q G~:sK~ARD 'is i one lift tower of the Sha~mes Mou~ntaJnskid'e~veloPmerit,: A large i~e l~ i :op~te  r 
~ it:~o:d, ays last week placing towers on the mountain, .'; - ' :"~ ~ . . . . . . .  
! :towers in: p,ace: : :> 
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can offer up," he maintained. 
The sports fishery catch was 
also "small potatoes" com- 
pared to the number of fish be- 
ing taken by the commercial 
and native fisheries. 
: In 1989, the commercial f eet 
reported catching nearly 3,400 
steelhead or 16 per cent of the 
total estimated run. While fish 
and wildife figures --  they are 
based on the number of fish 
caught in test fishery nets at 
¢ 
'::.. Party! 
Inquest urges 
new city policy 
TERRACE - A Coroner's 
jury investigating the March 23 
drowning of a six-year'old Ter- 
race boy has called on the city to 
change its policies to prevent a
similar tragedy in the future. 
Joey Parsons fell through ice 
covering a pond behind Sam- 
son's Poultry Farm on the 
bench. Since then city council 
has been accused of not enforc- 
ing an order it made in 1986 
that farm owner Start Kinkead 
fill in and fence off the pond. 
At Monday's coroner's in- 
qnest mayor Jack Talstra said all 
the city can do now is "monitor 
the situation better than we've 
clone in the past." 
Talstra said although the city 
could have ordered the problem 
fixed, it didn't-"fdke action 
because of a grey area between 
the city's and the environment 
ministry's jurisdiction/over 
streams running through the city. 
crease of approximately 3,000 
in mis year's run, the reported 
commercial catch swallowed up 
nearly 1,900 of those extra fish,: 
Total reported interception was.: 
5,245 fish or 22 percent of thel 
run. 
And even those figures may i  
not reflect he actual number of: 
steelhead being taken at the: 
mouth of the Skeena, Ho0tonJ 
cont'd A2 i! 
e '  
The six-member jury. handed: 
the city a lists 0f recommenda-,~ 
lions asking it to: ~ 
• Slart enforcing i ts water- [~. 
ways bylaw, which prohibits 
changing or obstructing streams . 
withotucityperm ssi0n. " 
• Correspond with the en- 
vironment ministJ'y any time a 
violation of the bylaw may be 
happening, and determine 
jurisidiction. 
• Ensure violations of the 
bylaw are rectified.. 
• Deter,nine jurisdiction over 
the pond near Kinkead's proper- 
ty anti. if it has jurisdiction, take 
appropriate action. 
• Not try to mediate between 
disputing neighbours, asthat can 
"give the illusion that such pro- 
blem is addressed,'md solved." 
• Try to establish a 911 
emergency telephone service in f 
Ternlcc and area to improve 
reSCue response times. 
~'  ~f: .. : . 
Hbtary wanl, s 
meet with city 
TERRACE -- The library 
board wants a meeting with city 
council to discuss what its chair- 
man describes as "numerous 
questions" surrounding a sug- 
gestion to locate the facility in a 
proposed community-  
conference centre. 
"We have at least 50 ques- 
tions to which we have no 
answers," said Willy Schneider 
last week after a meeting of the 
library board. 
The city-backed plan would 
see the fibrary located in a wing 
of the proposed new centre, ad- 
ding approximately $1 million 
to the contemplated original $4 
million cost of the centre. 
It's viewed as one alternative 
to a library board plan to ex- 
pand the current library in 
Lower Little Park. 
As well. the library project 
and the centre proposal were 
also considered competing for 
provincial lottery money. Both 
efforts require a referendum 
and the lottery branch has told 
the library it can only entertain 
one grant request from a city 
that is tied to a referendum at 
any one time. 
Schneider said the board is 
worried that a change in con- 
cept . fo r  the community- 
conference ntre to one called 
multi-use might mean other ac- 
tivities could be incompatible 
with those of  the library. 
"There are so many gray 
areas ... the proposal by the 
mayor in a letter to us has so 
many pitfalls." he said. 
Schneider said the suggested 
floorspace of 10,000 square feet 
mentioned by mayor Jack 
Talstra in the letter is the same 
size the library now has. 
"We hear there may be a 
daycare centre and there may be 
a restaurant hat will serve 
alcohol. Some activities that are 
multi-use may not go along with 
a library," Schneider said. 
o-thwest Roundup 
iCE': :RuPERT ~' /  i~:the~li innt lon.of  the can- vlcted~!couldfiiceflne~ofup 
ttgh money to restore,~//~ner~mu~am's anagerl ~ to $1mll l lon on each of the 
innery at Port Edwardl / , . . .Thecannery Is owned, by four counts, /: . ' ' 
a:out(the president of. .... the rViilage of Port  Edward ~ .The.ehnrg~ stem from an 
ietY iooking after the:il ::i d B ~ I  hy Ihe museum : :  . Inv~t!on iby / the  environ- 
ylsopiimlstic. :'. i i~.( ~¢.~..~ ii :,..: . , . : :  :-~ .: meat .~t ry  on burning 
..... resident oi( ''~ ~ ~ ...... : .... ; '~! ~ thlit t~k~:]~x.e on  Jan' 31 
~. ~[L,.~. . . . .  s it hl~ ')i~i:~ 4~' : . .~ , , !  Sepkp[;his : '] Th~ d~ys!next, January' 
m ~ 7 ,  ~7 ' I, ~: ..... ..... *'":' . . . . . . .  01~ "~" r : . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .  ' ' na t  Ideas" for tS~i]:~: ~ ~' . tguUtY~O ~ '  have. ~n set aside,ior~ the 
ihu~i~d it Will not~ slash 
'burning this fall as a.way of 
preparing logged off sites for 
repisntlng,, ~ i . ~=. , : 
,/'. Compeny~ e~ecutive Kelth 
Spencer ~d the deeislon was 
basedon pubHcopinl0n, i:. :" 
The i company! : i will, 
however, burn piles of  debris 
. . . .  i e ~ for ~ t  left on  IoHing landings• 
, ~ ~,!,;' =i : i :i , ,we ' re  go ing  to  t ry  lode  
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Timber purchase 
draws protest 
TERRACE - -  The economic 
development commission of the 
Kitimat-Stikine regional district 
wants forests minister Claude 
Richmond to revoke the licence 
of a forestry company and put it 
up for competitive bids. 
Tay-M Logging is one of 
three companies which have 
cutting rights in the northern 
section of the Kalum forest 
district. It recently agreed to sell 
its licence for an undisclosed 
sum to West Fraser Mills. The 
deal, however, requires forests 
ministry approval. 
In calling on the minister to 
instead revoke the licence, 
Thornhili director Les Wat- 
mough said he was concerned 
the deal might mean Tay.M 
would, in effect, be making a 
profit on uncut timber. 
Watmough pointed out the 
trees were Crown timber and 
the whole idea behind granting 
licences was for companies to 
make their money from 
harvesting it. 
While Tay-M deserved to be 
compensated for any work and 
improvements (roads) it had 
made, it should not be allowed 
to make money on standing 
trees it was handing over to 
West Fraser. " I t 's  not a real 
estate deal," he added. 
He pointed out his proposal 
was little different from the pro- 
cess followed by the ministry 
five years ago when Westar 
voluntarily gave up its north 
Kalum licence and interested 
companies were invited to bid 
on the wood. 
Although the motion was 
passed unanimously by the 
commission, an earlier attempt 
to persuade the Kitimat-Stikine 
regional district to take the 
same position was torpedoed 
when Kitimat director John 
LeSage invoked a procedural 
device which killed any vote on 
the issue. 
Regional district rules allow 
any director to call for 
postponement of voting until 
the next meeting if the board 
has not been given 24 hours 
notice of a motion. No such 
notice had' been given in this 
case. 
LeSage used the same tactic 
to head off a vote on a motion 
put forward by Stewart director 
Andy Burton. Burton had asked 
the board to seek assurances 
from Richmond "a complete 
review of wood flows and 
volume in the north Kalum is 
taking place pr ior to any 
changes in existing licences." 
Here again, Burton's sugges- 
tion subsequently received the 
unanimous approval of the 
commission. 
The seemingly contradictory 
results reflect the fact Kitimat 
and Terrace opted out of  the 
economic development commis- 
sion some years ago and their 
representatives therefore do not 
sit on that body. 
Commenting later, Burton 
complained attempts by the 
smaller communities within the 
regional district to further their 
aims of long term economic 
stability "always eem to run in- 
to tremendous roadblocks." 
Although Tay-M has been 
sending the wood to Stewart's 
log barge loading facility, West 
Fraser has indicated it will 
divert at least a portion of  the 
timber to its Skeena Sawmills 
operation in Terrace. 
With the only opposition to 
both motions at the regional 
district meeting having come 
from Kitimat and Terrace direc- 
tors, Burton added, "Let's be 
honest, Terrace and Kitimat are 
sitting in a pretty good position 
regardless of  what happens. 
We're the ones that are 
hurting." 
from front 
Anglers decline 
suggested. 
Pointing out every opening 
for commercial fishing had been 
followed immediately by a 
sharp drop in the number of 
steelhead passing Tyee, he said 
"We're having great difficulty 
believing the estimates of the 
commercial fishery." 
However,  he conceded, 
"When you're asking people to 
offer up information which may 
be used to lobby or argue 
against them, don't expect to 
get the full story." 
As for the effect of the native 
fishery, Hooton said the branch 
was still working on this year's 
estimates. He also pointed out 
that fishery "is not over by any 
means."  
He said a recent patrol of  the 
lower Skeena had revealed 
"pretty intensive netting activi- 
ty." With runs for all other 
salmon species either finished or 
very nearly so, Hooton said it 
was obvious those nets were 
targeting steelhead. 
He anticipated the total 
nat ive catch would fall 
somewhere between the com- 
mercial and sports fishery 
figures. 
"Nutri/System 
helped me lose Safely;' 
157 ibs. 
"This is the one program that made nutritious fooo, counseling, light 
me feel safe. I felt great the whole activity, even maintenance. That's 
time I was on it. why I tro.~t Nldrl/.quct~rn 
638-1800 1 
• o,,o, v '= ".+,+,,'. Y:,.+","+'. cL  + o, +u.,,+ 
nutrz;syslem food+ d,~rles, video, and rneJnlenence Ixogr0nt Of!at valid at IOatticlpotJng cenh'efl New . !. 
cl~enfe only. Ex;olre= O¢1, 13, I OaO. 
i 
WESTERN FAMILY 
PEANUT BUTTER 
Case of 6/500g jars 
REG. PRICE 14.94 
WESTERN FAMILY 
SMOKED OYSTERS 
Case of 1 2/104g tins 
REG. PRICE 22.68 
PUREX WHITE 
BATHROOM TISSUE 
Case of 12 4 roll pkge 
REG. PRICE 27.48 as. 
MR. NOODLES 
CUP O' NOODLES 
Case of 12/70g 
REG. PRICE 10.68 
GOLD SEAL CHUNK LIGHT 
TUNA 
Case of 1 2/184g 
REG. PRICE 26.68 
KING OSCAR 
SARDINES 
Case of 12/99g 
REG. PRICE 27.00 
WESTERN FAMILY 
APPLE SAUCE 
Case of 121398ml tins 
REG. PRICE 12.80 
WESTERN FAMILY 
MANDARIN ORANGES 
Case of 12/398ml tins 
REG. PRICE 13.08 
• ~,,-=~r ~l^mT, ',. . . . .  ~ . . . .  ; .... 
BEANS 
CASE LOT PRICE 
Whole, cut. wax, french. Case of 12/398ml tins 
REG. PRICE 15.06 
GREEN GIANT 
CORN 
Creamstyle, niblets, white. Case of 12/341ml tins 
REG. PRICE 15.86 
WESTERN FAMILY 
SPAGHETTI 
Case of 1 21398ml tins 
REG. PRICE 11.88 
WESTERN FAMILY 
RED KIDNEY BEANS 
Case of 12/398ml tins 
REG. PRICE 13.08 
WEST BEST 
MUSHROOMS 
Stems & Pieces, Case of 12/284ml tins 
REG. PRICE 14.28 
PLANTATION LONG 
GRAIN RICE 
1 Okg bag 
REG. PRICE 10.49 
WESTERN FAMILY 
TINNED POP 
Case of 12/355ml tins 
REG. PRICE 5.28 plus deposit 
WESTERN FAMILY 
PINEAPPLE JUICE 
Case of 1 2/1,361 
REG. PRICE 22.88 
V-8 JUICE 
Case of 1 2/275ml 
REG. PRICE 11.16 
8",," 
8 
68,, 8 
10'8 
15 . 8 
8," 8 
8 
MR. NOODLES 
Case of 24/85g pkg, 
REG. PRICE 6.00 
14981 TOMATO sOUP Case of 12/284ml tins REG. PRICE 7.44 
I 
CAMPBELLS 
VEGETABLE SOUP 
8 
i _  
8 
8 
8 
36,,.8 
13 a 
Case of 12/284ml tins 
REG. PRICE 11.88 
CAMPBELLS 
CHICKEN NOODLE 
SOUP 
Case of 12/284ml tins 
REG. PRICE 11.88 
VIVA TOWELS 
White, case of 12 
2 roll 
REG. PRICE 17.49 
WESTERN FAMILY 
PINEAPPLE 
Case of 12/398ml tins 
REG. PRICE 13.80 
ARDMONA 
FRUIT 
Pears, peaches, frt. cocktail. Case of t 2/398 
REG, PRICE 19.80 
WESTERN FAMILY 
BABY CORN 
Case of 12/398ml tins 
REG. PRICE 15.48 
GREEN GIANT A 
SWEETLET PE S 
Case of 12/398ml tins 
REG. PRICE 15.98 
CASE LOT PRICE 
38,,,8 
6 88 
EA. 
68,, 8 
8 
8 
o,11 S 
968 
EA. 
1148 WHOLE TOMATOES Case of 12/796ml t' REG. PRICE 23.40 
AYLMER 98s 
BEETS 
Whole, diced, sliced. Case of 12/398ml tins 
REG. PRICE 16.68 
WEST BEST 
BEANS WITH PORK 
Case of 12/398ml tins 
REG. PRICE 11.88 
HUGGIES 
DIAPERS 
Supertdms & jumbo. Case of 2/60 min pak 
REG. PRICE 45.98 
KRAFT DINNER 
MACARONI & CHEESE 
Case of 16/2279 pkg 
REG. PRICE 
WESTERN FAMILY 
TOMATO JUICE 
Case of 12/1.361 
REG. PRICE 23.88 
KOOL-AID 
KOOLERS 
Case of 9/3/250ml 
REG. PRICE 13.95 
PACIFIC 
EVAP. MILK :. 
Case of 48/385ml 
REG. PRICE 47.52 
8 
6 
147 a 
788 
EA. 
35 a 
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Man given 
Tasteful trio 
DINNER WAS POTLUCK and the company excellent last and Marjorie Brown getting ready to serve another plate. 
Thursday as members of the Pathway computer-assisted They and other Pathway participants began their studies in 
education program, treated family and guests at the Kermode June and will be done early next summer. 
Friendship Centre. That's Elaine Christenson, Mickey Muldoe 
Hefty drug fine issued 
weeks after Bonner's partner - -  
Robert Erb - -  also pleaded guil- 
ty. Erb was sentenced to a day 
in jail, fined $12,000, and was 
also ordered to forfeit a $28,000 
GMC truck he bought with drug 
trade profits. 
The two Terrace men were ar- 
rested on Oct. 3, 1988 near 
Williams Lake, where RCMP 
watched them complete a:drug 
transaction. 
Police seized a sealed con- 
tainer of 50 pounds of  Thai 
marijuana --  worth nearly a 
quarter million dollars on the 
street - -  and the $60,000 cash 
the pair had just handed ever to 
their North Vancouver supplier. 
Several other northwest 
residents were arrested in con- 
nection with the drug sale. Two 
othe~, defendents who have 
pleabled not guilty to the charges 
TERRACE - -  A Terrace drug 
dealer has been fined $12,000 
for his part in a failed attempt 
to import 50 pounds of high- 
grade marijuana. 
Robert Victor Bonner was 
sentenced Sept. 10 to one day in 
jail and ordered to pay a 
$12,000 fine after he pleaded 
guilty to conspiracy to traffick 
in marijuana. ~:~ 
The sentencing ~ame two 
Nyce loses Socred bid 
Rupert Social Credit Consti- 
tuency Associat ion,  said 
resource development can occur 
while protecting the environ- 
ment. 
were last week ordered to stand 
trial. No date has yet been set 
for that trial. 
Crown prosecutor Jeffrey 
Arndt said police regarded Erb 
and Bonner as the leading mari- 
juana suppliers in the northwest 
at the time. 
The 1988 bust came after an 
intensive six-month RCMP 
wire-tapping investigation, dur- 
ing which Police intercepted 
thousands of phone calls bet- 
ween the dealers and their 
customers. More than 200 
cassette tapes of wire-tapped 
conversations were entered in 
court as evidence in the case. 
The dealers had elaborate 
systems for encoding pay phone 
numbers and times to call them, 
the tapes showed. 
TERRACE - -  Canyon City Nyce is also a director on the 
chief councillor Harry Nyce was Kitimat-Stikine regional district 
unsuccessful in becoming the and an executive member of  the 
Socred candidate for the North Nisga'a Tribal Council. 
Coast provincial riding. The North Coast riding takes 
He was defeated 82-50 by in Prince Rupert, the Queen 
Prince Rupert resident Linda Charlotte Islands, the Nass 
Marshall-Lutz at the party's Valley and Stewart, 
Sept, 15 nominating conven- Lutz, a chiropractor and 
tion. former president of the Prince 
Terraceview Lodge 
presents its 
A Annual 
Harvest Dinner 
Sunday, September 30, 1990 
5 p.m. 
Terracevlew Lodge 
Tickets - -  Adults • $10.00 
Seniors & Children (0-12 years). 7.50 
Children under 6 years- $5.00 
EVERYONE WELCOME 
Only a limited number of tickets available 
TERRACE - -  Council has 
given a Graham Ave. resident 
until Aug. 31, 1991 to clean up 
his property or the city will do it 
for him and charge accordingly. 
That decision followed a 
Sept. 10 public hearing, the first 
since the city began its 
c rackdown on what the 
nuisance by-law describes as Un- 
sightly premises. 
Enforcement officer Fern 
Sweeting told aldermen she first 
received complaints about the 
property in late March of this 
year. A visit to the property had 
revealed a substantial part of 
the lot was littered with derelict 
vehicles, tires, large appliances 
and "vast quantity of scrap' 
metal." 
Pointing out requests the pro- 
perty be cleaned up had resulted 
in "very little, if any improve- 
ment," Sweeting said Don Gun- 
son, father of owner Dean Gun- 
son, had ,'indicated it may take 
him two years." 
Suggesting that was an 
unreasonable amount of time, 
she asked council to set a firm 
deadline and advise Ganson if 
the work was not done by that 
date, city crews would do the 
clean-up with the cost being ad- 
ded to his next tax bill. 
In reply, Ganson said the 
scrap had been accumulated 
over the 22 years the family had 
lived there and it would 
therefore take a lot of work to 
remove it. 
Arguing it was not " junk," 
he said there was very little that 
could not be re-used. " It  wasn't 
very long ago (alderman) Mo 
Takhar bought an axle out of  
my back yard," he pointed out. 
Clean up would involve sor- 
t ing through all of it to salvage 
what was re-cyclable and then 
arranging for a scrap dealer to 
haul away the rest. He 
estimated it would take a year to 
do that. "All I 'm asking for is 
what's reasonable," he added. 
In imposing the deadline, 
council rejected alderman 
David Hull's suggestion the 
clean.up job be broken down 
into stages, Ganson given a 
deadline for each and the city 
move in if he failed to meet any 
one of these. While one for 
completion of the job was ac- 
ceptable, Hull argued "The 
neighbours deserve to see some 
improvement before then." 
Given the impossibility o f  any 
clean-up operation once the 
snow arrived, the potential dif- 
ficulty of obtaining the services 
of a scrap truck before spring 
and the likelihood imposing a 
number of deadlines would 
simply lead to a series of  battles 
between the city and Ganson, 
council settled on the Aug. 31, 
1991 date with the warning 
there would be no 
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EDITORIAL' 'i 
Highway ,havoc 
The highways ministry report on number of vehicles making turns. 
what's needed to improve and make safe Solutions won't be easy. There's no 
the flow of traffic on Hwyl6 as it passes room for access roads to run parallel to 
through the city will be a fascinating 
document. 
That's because what takes place now 
along that stretch of road, particularly 
between the new bridge and the over- 
pass, is a shambles. The journey across 
the overpass does more to increase the 
heart beat than any ride at Disneyland. 
It's frustrating to enter the traffic stream 
from the Skeena Sawmills side of Keith 
Ave. Turning left from Tetrault on to 
Keith requires the nerves of a jet fighter 
pilot. Keeping track of vehicles as they 
turn left anywhere on Keith across the 
flow of traffic coming from the opposite 
direction is nerve-wracking. 
All of this just sort of happened. It
kind of reminds you of journeying 
through Snrrey. The overpass was never 
intended to be the main axis for highway 
traffic. It's only in the last few years that 
business development along Keith has in- 
creased to include main line consumer 
outlets and brought with it, an increased 
the highway anymore. Installing traffic 
lights at any point along the way would 
only create lines of stopped vehicles that 
in turn would block access to businesses 
on either side. 
About the only credible solution is a 
complete diversion of highway traffic 
from Keith that woul~l connect o the 
highway on either side of the city. That, 
however, has immense financial and 
engineering difficulties. 
One possible and partial solution is 
alderman David Hull's idea of pro- 
hibiting left hand turns on to Keith from 
streets on the south side. That would 
eliminate vehicles entering on Keith 
across the flow of traffic heading in the 
opposite direction. 
Another is the prospect of construc- 
ting a tunnel near the overpass o that 
pedestrians won't put themselves in 
danger. The suggestions the study will 
outline will require the same amount of 
diligence it now takes to maneuver along 
that stretch of highway. 
tqA ~)'re r., , 
,..At you  . serv ice  - 
It does seem strange that city hall, 
which bills all that is surveys as the ser- 
vice centre for the northwest, wants 
rather stringent conditions for a business 
that wants to open up here. 
But of course the city reaction to the 
proposal by an escort service has little to 
do with nice men meeting nice ladies. 
It's what might happen afterward that 
has the city worried. The word which 
causes that worry begins with 's' and has 
three letters. It's a word that isn't men- 
tioned much in polite circles (except for 
99 per cent of all talk shows). 
The stringent conditions of $2,000 for 
a business licence and keeping a list of 
clients and the service they request is 
rather harsh. That client list also appears 
to be a deterrent to the service over and 
above anything else. More correctly it 
appears to be a deterrent to potential 
customers, provided the service does 
open, who may not want their names ap: 
pearing on something that is filed away 
in a drawer at city hall. There's a feeling 
by the city of guilty firsL perhaps inno- 
cent later. 
And whatever happens, it's another 
example that the goal of free enterprise 
has a long way to go, despite what the 
politicians would have us believe. 
At your service 
Terrace is expanding into its 
"city" designation gradually, 
the way a young kid grows to fit 
the shirts his mother buys for 
him. 
We have litter. Noise. Pover- 
ty. A rising crime rate, Armed 
robberies. Drugs. AIDS. Even a 
by-law enforcement officer. 
We can flag a bus as handily 
as New Yorkers flag taxis. We 
have serious traffic congestion 
on Keith Avenue. During slash 
burning; our air pollution rivals 
that of Los Angeles. 
Our potholes devour wheels, 
and we don't warn away 
motorists as Con Edison does 
Through 
Bifocals 
by Claudeffe Sandeckl 
ly for setting an appointment to 
meet one of its two local 
employees. Escorts' salaries will 
come from tips paid by clients 
for the services they request. 
Some tips! If these scorts are 
remunerated as liberally as 
.Cosmopolitan would have us 
believe. Though in truth, 
escorts might be better paid - -  
ai)d physically safer -- clearing 
service, too, will have to record 
the name and address of every 
person requesting their service, 
as well as the name of the escort 
.. I BR'OW3E . . . .  : .  
• THROUGH A FEWOF YOL R :,:::. :: 
• : MUGBOOKS?,,.: 
t : :  
Artist's dream 
coming closer 
with yellow barricades that read 
"Dig We Must For a Growing 
New York". 
Recently our local rad io  
newscast are heralded by a 
stripper-style fanfare. How ap- 
propriate, then, that our locale 
has hooked the attention of an 
escort service. 
The escort service will have a 
vICrORIA -- Karl Schutz is 
one step closer to seeing his se- 
cond dream come true, and the 
first one was no mean feat. 
Karl was the driving force 
behind the murals in Che- 
mainus, the little Vancouver 
Island town that almost died 
when the local lumber mill: . 
s~ut down,in 1982,., .~ v.i:,... 
Karl's idea of having artists 
tell the town's history in giant 
murals gave Chemainus a new 
lease on life. The community's 
future suddenly looked bright 
and secure again. 
Nobody could have blamed 
Karl if he had started living 
life a little less hectically, but 
another idea, more ambitious 
than the mural project, had 
already begun to take shape in 
his imagination. 
Karl wanted Chemainus to 
be more than the town with 
those interesting murals. He 
envisaged a vibrant community 
where art was not just an ex- 
hibit but an activity. His 
dream of a Pacific Rim Ar- 
tisan Village was born. 
The concept is challenging. 
It calls for a community of ar- 
tists from every Pacific Rim 
nation to create, exhibit and 
sell their works at a village to 
be established at Chemainus, 
National pavilions at the 
village would show the best 
their artists have to offer. 
There would be lodging 
where, as Karl once put it to 
me, "visitors could book an 
experience rather than just a 
room." For a couple of years 
now, Karl had doggedly pur- 
sued his dream, and at long 
last, things are beginning to 
fall in place. 
In his letter, Karl said tables at a fast food restaurant, available for conversations, 
Apparently Fort St. John's body rubs, or dining and dane- everybody he talked to during 
transient population has a big ing - -  but no hanky-panky, the trip was impressed by the 
demand for escorts. Does Ter- Sure, sure. concept O f an international 
1'11 believe that when 1 read it cultural village. He said, at 
race closet that many big li.ncosmo. 
spenders? 
Since the service won t hav 
an office here, where will the: 
post their rates for their variou 
assigned, and the function to be Last week, 1 received a letter 
attended, form Karl, It had been written 
I'll bet the escort service during a whirlwind tour of 
could double its income if it half a dozen Asian countries. 
could sell photostats of  its client The purpose of the trip was to 
registry, promote the concept of the 
We're to ld  escorts will be Pacific Rim Artisan Village. 
local Terrace phone number services? Or will they 
which, thanks:to call forwar-'  '!customize" rates as they g( 
ding, will be answered in the 'along? 
Fort St. John office. Th is  Escorts will have to pass at 
makes the service subject to RCMP criminal check, Will an: 
Terrace's non-resident businessl effort he made to screen client; 
license fee of $2000 per annum, to safeguard escorts? 
sixteen times the $125 fee of a Provincial legislation make: 
Terrace-based business, i tmandatory :  for room;n! 
Theservice will charge clients 'houSes, motels and taxis t( 
an introductory fee of $45 mere-~: register their clients. The eseor 
i 
• ~ ,:i:: • i: 
From the : ,  
Capital 1 
by Hubert Beyer " L  
crusade spreading ihe message 
that tourism is more than just 
building hotels and 
restaurants. 
"Cultural tourism can and 
will become a vital force for 
peace, besides being an 
economic spark. The concept 
of our village will be a major 
contribution to better 
understanding and the develop- 
ment of  education as well as 
commerce between par- 
ticipating nations," he said. 
"Indeed, the renaissance of 
the arts, predicted and started 
in Chemainus in 1982 is on the 
move and will be a major 
economic factor in our 
lifetime." 
Karl also told me that a col- 
umn 1 wrote on the subject 
two years ago had been 
distributed, along with other 
information on the Pacific 
Rim Artisan Village, in Japan, 
Korea, Thailand, Bali, 
Singapore and Malasia. Very 
flattering, Karl. 
Upon his return, Karl wrote 
a report, summarizing his im- 
pressions of  the trip. Here are 
some excerpts. 
"Our first objective tO in- 
troduce our endeavor to 
establishing an International 
Artisan Village in Canada was 
realized. Over a two-month 
period, we were able to in- 
troduce Chemainus, Vancouver 
Island and the artisan village 
to six Asian countries and their 
respective agencies," Karl said 
in his report, 
"More than 300 individuals 
have been introduced to the 
project and in addition we 
were able to establish a work- 
ing relationship with approx- 
imately 100 individuals, 
as well as government 
officials,,, he said. 
"We have now established 
an image bank of approx: 
imately 300 photos. We also 
have books and resource 
material from the six countries 
visited. In addition, we have 
gained an enormous amount of 
experience in dealing with the 
different countries and compil- 
ed valuable information." 
One of the most fascinating 
experience of his Asia tour was 
a visit to the "Shigaraki 
Ceramic Cultural Park," 
dedicated solely to the 1,200 
years of the history of 
ceramics of the town of Shiga. 
The facilities consist of  a 
museum, an exhibition hall of 
industrial ceramics, ceramic 
studios with ultra-modern as 
well as traditional kilns, a 
research centre, offices, a 
retaurant and dormitories. 
"Other than its modern ar- 
chitecture, which we prefer to 
be traditional, it is a role 
model for a segment of our in- 
ternational artisan village," : 
Karl said. 
What's next? Karl hopes 
that Japan will be the first 
Pacific Rim country to actively 
support he artisan village pro- 
jeer. And judging from the en- 
thusiasm the proposal 
generated in the other coun- 
tries he visited, he believes 
they, to0,: will participate in 
the cultural venture sooner or 
later. • i " 
The 50,acre site is there t0~ 
accommodate a proposed , : 
120-room lodge, a 250-seat : 
out-door theatre, the national 
pavilions and the studios for 
artist to work in. What it taEes 
now is a financial commitment 
by all the countries itivolved, ' 
times he felt like being on a private, artists, entrepreneurs, Karl thinks it's close at hand. 
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Pea k performa nce 
SATURDAY MARKED the start of preparations for a 6,000 club members want it finished in time for the Northern B.C. 
square foot gym for the Terrace Peaks Gymnastic Club. It'll be Winter Games next February. In the Picture:are Joe  Neves 
attached to.the Thornhill Community Centre so workers had Cal Albright, Roger Mogg and !an Jordan~ The ;backhoe 
to move sewer lines as the first step. The project will cost operator is Cecil Gordey. ~ :~ 
$150,000, two-thirds of which has already been raised, and 
There's value in select 
logging of forest land 
By MALCOLM BAXTER 
TERRACE - -  Many people 
who buy large, forested lots do 
so with the intenti0n ofclear!ng 
the land for agricultural pur- 
poses. However, they might be 
better off leaving it as it is, says 
the president of the northwest's 
woodlot association. 
"What we hope to do is con- 
vince those people they're going 
to get more value out of their 
land by leaving it as forest," 
Lars Rees-Hansen explains, ad- 
ding that could ceratinly be true 
of sites other than rich valley 
bottoms. 
A member of the B.C. 
Federation of Woodlot Associa- 
tions, the local group promotes 
small scale forestry by in- 
dividuals owning parcels of 
forested land in excess of 100 
acres or involved in the 
ministry's Crown land woodier 
program. 
Formed one year ago, it 
covers an area from the Queen 
Charlottes to Hazelton, already 
has 18 members and, says Rees- 
Hansen, is growing quickly. 
While many might 
automatically assume the 
association opposes all forestry 
methods used by the giants of 
the industry, he says that is not 
the case. 
For example, the association 
has not taken a position on the 
use of herbicides -- some 
members do use them to control 
brush --  rather taking the line 
that if the forest is "managed 
properly," there will be no need 
for them. 
Similarly, while selective log- 
ging is the preferred harvesting 
method for many, others prac- 
tice Heat' cutting.' Those cuts are 
smaller than those of the major 
companies. 
Rees-Hansen intends to use 
the selective method on his own 
property, a 130-acre parcel near 
Old Remo, "because I'm per- 
sonally convinced that in this 
type of forestry it's the way to 
go. I believe the productivity of 
the forest is much higher," he 
adds. 
Selective logging 
results in a multi-aged 
stand of timber giving a 
steady supply of 
harvestable wood over 
the long term. 
Selective logging, he em- 
phasizes, results in a multi-aged 
stand of timber giving.a steady 
supply of harvestable wood 
over the long term. And with 
mature trees there to promote 
natural regeneration, "you 
don't have to spend a lot of 
money replacing the trees • 
you've removed." 
To show just what can be 
achieved by this method, he of- 
fers the example of Merve 
Wilkinson who is something of 
a guru for many small-scale 
foresters. 
He explains Wilkinson pur- 
chased 140 acres of old-growth 
forest on Vancouver Island in 
1936 which he began to selec- 
tively log in 1945. Since then he 
had' harvested a volume 
equivalent to all the timber that 
stood on the land at the time of 
purchase and yet the quantity of 
standing timber on the property 
today was slightly greater than 
in 1936. 
If Wilkinson had instead 
clear-cut the land and 
replanted, "he would still be 
looking at another 20-30 years 
at least before he would have a 
second growth forest," Rees- 
Hansen adds. 
While timber produced by 
woodier owners finds ready 
buyers in local mills, he agrees 
any such revenue will form only 
a small portion of the average 
member's annual income. 
However, if a large •enough 
parcel of productive forest 
could be obtained through the 
Crown woodlot program, it 
could be possible to make a liv- 
ing from the land. 
Nor need wood fibre be the 
sole source of that income. 
"One member will not log 
about 40 acres of his land 
because he makes more money 
off pine mushrooms than he 
ever would off the trees," Rees- 
Hansen points out. Knowing 
that, other members are looking 
at ways of actively promoting 
greater mushroom growth on 
their land.. 
ii 
Lars  Rees -Hansen 
He has even discovered a 
member who taps his birch trees 
"just like a maple" to produce 
birch syrup wine and beer. "It 
Seems people have been doing it 
around here for years," he 
adds. 
Rees-Hansen says the 
message the association is sen- 
ding out is "you can have your 
cake and eat it too" by obtain- 
ing some revenue from 
harvesting while retaining the 
forest "and all the values that 
go with it." 
Anyone wishing to learn 
more about the association -- 
land ownership isnot a require- 
ment of membership-- can 
phone Rees-Hansen at 
635-4939. 
Police complaint body in action 
TERRACE - -  An independent 
body to investigate complaints 
against he RCMP is now in ex- 
istence. 
The Public Complaints Com- 
mission gives people who aren't 
satisfied with the RCMP's 
handling of their complaint an 
independent forum. 
It was created by order of 
Parliament through amendment 
to the RCMP Act in 1986, but 
conducted its first full public 
hearings in March in Gibsons. 
"It's a new avenue of appeal 
that's been created for the 
public in general," commission 
spokesman Jacques Genest ex- 
plained recently. 
He Said complaints to the 
The commission is designed to be a final public 
avenue to have a concern aired and doesn't get in- 
volved until all other RCMP complaint procedures 
have been exhausted. 
aren't able to deal with the corn-" 
plaint informally, an internal 
investigation begins. 
Genest said if a complainaiit 
isn't happy with the results of 
the RCMP's local investigation 
they can bring the dispute to the 
attention of'. the RCMP's pro- 
vincial headquarters, or the pro- 
vincial solicitor-general. 
Failing that ~ as a third op- 
tion - -  complainants, can ask 
the commission to look into it, 
order action be taken, it can on- 
ly  m~ike recommendations," 
Genest said. 
The hearings are generally 
cond~Jeted in I~ublic and iun the 
community where the alleged 
incident arose. ,The complai- 
nant, the RCMP officer involv- 
ed, the RCMP, and any in- 
terested party have a right o he 
heard. 
The commission is designed 
i6 be a final public avenue to 
have a concern aired, he added. 
commission are first forwarded he said. '  The commission's It doesn't get involved until all 
chairman ch~ks~out the com. , . to the local RCMP detachment . . . .  . .~ . .., . . other RCMP complaint pro- 
beca-:e t'~e commission d : -  '- plaint, and asks tar att rezevant: . . . . .  _ . . . us " n : oesn z . k. , . ,•..,,, ,~,,': ~ ~. : . .  ceoures,lzave I~een exnausleu, 
*et lzi~,0[vcd' until  all" nor - - I  uocuments anw rues tram me. ~ ....... ,~, .,: . . . . .  s ma " "  " n :  : = ' : ~rocnures~oetailing now it 
Complaints procedures have ,aetacnme t~ '  ~ : '  : : operates are available at the 
b~n exhausted, !flthe'RCMP %!i~:,~'The ~¢ommission cannot : postoffice;and other locations 
around town. 
The commission's 1989 an- 
nual report indicates B.C. 
receives the most complaints of 
any province in Canada. A 
quarter of the country's RCMP 
members are based in B.C., but 
according to the report 45 per 
cent of all complaints were 
dii'ected at officers here. 
The report divides complaints 
into five categories: attitude, in- 
adequate service, conduct of in- 
vest igat ion,  oppressive 
bFhaviour, and excessive force. 
B.C, led all. other provinces in 
all categories, the report says, 
a~c0unting for a third to half of 
the national total. 
, According to the statistics, on 
average only 20 per cent of com- 
plaints are substantiated. Of the 
c~mplaints:referred to tile com.~ 
n)issi0n lni~ [ix:.inonth period in 
1989, 40 'Pe reiml~ originated in 
{ 
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I TO THE TERRACE STANDARD 
Do Jim Fulton's 
shoes fit th is? 
Dear Sir: 
Re: "Fulton unhappy with 
ad"  article, Sept. 12, 1990. 
As the saying goes,' if the 
shoe fits - -  wear it. I would 
suggest that perhaps Mr. 
Fulton has been in the 
political arena too long when 
he states that residents of his 
riding are "playing political 
games" because they are 
earnestly trying to contact 
him, as their local MP, for 
suggestions as to best help 
address major issues affec- 
ting their lives. 
It's a pity when more ob- 
vious measures such as 
newspaper ads have to be 
undertaken to gain a 
response, however misguided 
that response, because 
repeated attempts through 
his office in Terrace have 
failed. 
To set the record straight, 
the ad was placed by the 
United Northern Citizens, an 
organization formed in Kit- 
wanga Aug. 1, in response to 
the native blockades and the 
perceived inaction by the 
government. 
Suffering due to the 
economic and social hard- 
ships experienced by the sur- 
rounding communities, caus- 
ed in large part by the 
blockades, was fast develop- 
ing into a crisis situation. 
Resulting from interest 
throughout the province an 
umbrella group was formed 
with Pemberton, Lillooet 
and Prince George, known as 
the United Citizens of B.C. 
The mandate is one few 
could find exception with: to 
insist all people of B.C. have 
fair representation at ta lks  
surrounding the aboriginal 
claims issues, to  insist the 
public is fully informed of 
facts and consequences of 
any actions proposed as a 
result of negot iat ion 
meetings, to demand one law 
for all people and to demand 
equality of rights and respon- 
sibilities :for all. ' .... 
i 
Suffering due to the 
economic and social 
hardships experienced 
by the surrounding com- 
munities, caused in 
large part by the 
blockades, was fast 
developing into a crisis 
situation. 
When the ad was submit- 
ted to the newspapers on 
Aug. 24 Mr. Fulton had yet 
to return any calls, either to 
individuals or to reps of the 
U.N.C. To whom he refers 
to as a spokesperson from 
the group with whom he 
spoke for two hours remains 
a mystery. 
Lawrence Stokes and I 
finally caught up with him at 
the fall fair (Smithers) and 
introduced ourselves but did 
not identify ourselves as 
spokespersons for the 
U.N.C., although we are 
members. 
cont 'd  A6  
Double standard 
seen with books 
Dear Sir: 
Not long ago Canada and 
the USA allowed The Satanic 
Verses book by Saiman 
Rushdi to be published in the 
name of freedom of press 
and expression. 
To what they call a fiction 
novel, it was clearly hate 
literature and was permitted 
as fiction, despite all the 
Muslim countries' efforts to 
stop the publication. No one 
cared and some Muslims 
said, "How can we expect 
justice if our enemy is the 
judge?" 
Now there is another con- 
troversial book. It is a true 
spy story, By Way of Decep- 
tion. The author is a Jewish 
Canadian who worked with 
Mossad, the Israeli in- 
telligence service. Victor 
Ostrovsky shows in his book 
the Mossad conspiracy 
against the USA and other 
nations and shows the ter- 
rorist activities that the 
Mossad carried out. 
He says Mossad knew 
about he attack on the U.S. 
marines in Lebanon (Beirut) 
days before the attack and 
didn't inform the USA or the 
US embassy in Beirut. 
When he asked why they 
weren't informed, he said 
Mossad replied that the at- 
tack would poison USA and 
Arab relations. 
A few days later 210 U.S. 
marines died in Beirut and 
most of us know the story; 
but we didn't know that the 
Mossad silence and con- 
spiracy was one of the 
elements behind their deaths. 
It could have been prevented. 
The USA helps the Israelis 
very much and yet the 
Mossad holds back this vital 
information. 
The Mossad threatened 
Mr. Ostrovsky, just like 
Khomeni n lran put a price 
on the head of Salman 
Rushdi. 
The book was banned 
for awhile in Canada. 
Where is freedom of 
press and expression. 
The book was banned for 
awhile in Canada. Where is 
freedom of press and expres- 
sion. Why permit Satanic 
Verses and ban By Way of 
Deception? The Jewish lobby 
is very strong in Canada nd 
they say this book will put 
the Mossad agents in danger. 
That has been proven wrong 
and is too late anyway. 
The book is being publish- 
ed in the USA and will be 
published soon in Germany, 
USSR and the Middle East. 
Let everyone hear the truth 
about the Mossad con- 
spiracy. 
The book is full of true 
stores, true stores embarass- 
ing the Mossad. Let us show 
some justice for the freedom 
of the press and not a double 
standard. 
Steve Ramzi 
Terrace, B.C. 
About Letters 
The Terrace Standard 
welcomes letters to the editor 
on all topics. All letters must 
he signed and carry an ad- 
dress and local telephone 
number. Addresses or" phone 
numbers won't be printed 
with the letter, but they are 
necessary for confirmation 
of the letter's authenticity 
The .writer's name will be 
published. ~ Requests for 
names to be withheld may be 
granted in extraordinary cir- 
cumstances. 
Thank you letters should 
be submitted to the "Card of 
Thanks '  section of the 
classifieds. 
'Letters containing libelous 
or objectionable matter will 
be edited or returned to the 
writer. All letters are run on 
a space available basis, with 
shorter letters likely to be 
published soonest. 
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M i i P Jim Fulton's 
i I • 
tacted the key people, as was re- 
quested. He lamely replied he 
couldn't return them all. 
Mr. Fulton being unable to conducted also. In all we spoke 
attend a meeting being, held the with him for not more than half 
following Thursday by the an hour not the two hours~he 
U.N.C. said he would be glad to alludes to. I find it hard to '  
attend ameeting we proposed to believe he has tried so diligently 
arrange with non-native and to reach the U.N.C. at  the 
native community members number on the ad: : , ' i 
after the Thursday meeting. The  phone is monitored 
Repeated attempts to set a date almost 24 hours a day and when 
with Mr. Fulton have failed as someone is unavailable for a 
he has yet to respond to the short period of time the answer- 
subsequent calls placed to his ing machine is connected. If he 
We spoke with him along 
with other people about he lack 
of communication between 
himself and individuals as well 
as the U.N.C. We do appre'iate 
he can't be expected to return 
calls while on holidays but upon 
his return he,d ,found he had 
2,000 calls (likely as a result of 
the blockade on Highway 16 by 
the U.N.C. to raise the public 
and gov't awareness as to the 
plight of the north) by which he 
could have determined the 
nature of the ~:alls and con- 
office. ! were to leave a message - - they 
He has yet to  Send me the ~, do return their callsl - -  "I'11 
promised copy of a study he ~ certainly keep this in mind" as 
: he has yet to contact the U.N.C. 
to dat e, as the ad stated. 
Group says it advocates 
equal rights for citizens 
Dear Sir: I have heard similar stories qualities in our Canadian laws, 
A Mr. Morven from the Nass 
expressed considerable concern 
over an open letter I wrote to 
the Indian Affairs minister. In a 
Sept. 5 letter to the editor I ask- 
ed the minister to attach condi- 
tions of non-aggression against 
working Canadians, to the $72 
million self government grant 
going to the Gitksan tribal 
counceil. 
This aggression, in the form 
of road blocks, has caused con- 
s iderable hardship and 
unemployment in our area 
recently. 
Mr. Morven tells us that his 
mother, who was a taxpayer, at 
one time had trouble getting a 
Canadian passport and that his 
aunt had citizenship problems 
after she left Canada. 
from other Indian people, 
although fortunately they are 
mostly old stories, dating back 
to the times when Indian people 
were not allowed to vote, or to 
buy alcohol. 
Times have changed, and 
there is now a perception that 
native people have all of the 
rights of Canadian citizens, as 
well as a number of privileges 
not available to non Indians. 
If Mr. Morven feels that there 
are certain Canadian citizen's 
rights he is being denied, I 
would urge him to join our new- 
ly formed organization, the 
United Northern Citizens. 
This organization is set up 
especially to address inequalities 
such as Mr. Morven's mother 
experienced and other ine- 
A little history 
about land claim 
places for hunting and fishing. 
The elders know every nature 
regulation on on mountains, 
lakes, rivers and creeks. The 
scientists don' t  know. 
Whenever a person got caught 
':.on private places,,h~)~ot killed 
and burned=u~:o:funerals m 
those days. 
All welfare comes from the 
land taxes. Lawyers don't know 
native law. 
James Fowler, 
Kitwanga, B.C. 
Dear Sir: 
1 have read letters on land 
claims by Jack Davis, MLA, 
North Vancouver and Bill 
Homburg of Terrace. 
Way back, years ago, my 
gi'eat g?~lf;ithers and gi.eat 
gi:andmO~fierd" live~t ''frith'out 
welfare or family allowance. No 
stores or hospitals. They made 
their own food and fur clothes. 
Way before the CNR and 
highways appeared along the 
Skeena River territory, my 
grandfathers and grandmothers 
made fire by hands using dry 
cedar bark and alder bark. They 
used wooden boxes to cook and 
fish and wild life. On the moun- 
tains are private places that 
belong to each tribe, private 
which give unequal rights tO 
various Canadians based on 
race. The address of United 
Northern Citizens is Box 277, 
New Hazelton. 
Pete Weeber, 
New Hazleton, B.C. : 
Nirvana. Modern 
Metaphysics Courses 
Introduction to ~etaphysics, Pro- 
gressive Metaphysics, Advanced Medita. 
tion 1 & 2, Stress and Relaxation Medita 
tion, Progressive Meditation, Young Adult 
Courses, Spiritual Growth, Healing Group. 
8 Wk courses start October 1 
Registration by September 24 
Pte.reg~stration for each set. Space 
limited. For calendar and info. call 
Laurel at 635-7776 
I had hoped that the U.N.C. 
could work with some 
assistance from our MP since 
they have  had direct contact 
with 'various other Gov't of- 
ficials such as Mr. Weisgerber, 
Erie Denhoff, Jack Kempf, 
Dave Parker and with Premier 
Vander Zalm and Mr. Siddon 
throught he United Citizens of 
B.C. They have also met with 
various .Native Officials, 
Hereditary Chiefs and elected 
Councillors as well as the public 
at large. 
Why does Mr. Fulton remain 
so elusive? Does he truly rep}e- 
sent his constituents? I have 
heard him referred to as "Phan- 
tom Fulton ~ The Missing 
MP". Perhaps these people are 
right. 
Debbie Meek 
A member of the 
U.N.C., 
Kitwanga 13ranch.. 
The friendliest " Inn" townl 
Make our place "Your Place" to enjoy an 
evening of intimate dining and reasonable pricesf 
September is Late 
::,v,~;,,, ~ ,;~..,,:-:_ Summer  Special  
= :e,', .... "ii'/: ~:!'= M o n t h 
T"T it!i  BAVARIAN  
INN 
=NE, A, co.moN.///r  
" '~  tO"= C, OMFORTI / 4 ~ /  
.,/."'~OUNG RABBIT "DIJONNAISEr' ~ , ( , .  
rabbit braised in a mustard wins sauce, 
served with fettuccine noodles 
/ s15.50 
[ MEDALLIONS OF VENISON SlRLOIlt STEAK & 
with alight creamy cranberry CRAB LEGS ) 
\ sauce, served with potato served with vegetables, / 
~croquettes. & fresh vegetables mushrooms and baked potato/ 
O! the day ~ $"40  i t '~= ~' /  
! ~\~'~. S4 0 •~ z o .~o ~rw J 
For more Information and reservations call: 
DINNER: Man. • Sun. LUNCH: Man. ~ Fri. 4332 Lakelse Ave. 
5 p.m. to 11 p.m. 11:30 a.m. to 2 p.m, Terrace BC 635-9161 
The Pastor and Parishioners 
of *: 
Sacred Heart Parish, . ,  
Terrace, B.C. .. i~ 
$ 
invite you to join us as we celebrate , 
the 75th. Anniversary of our parish on ~ 
October 6 & 7, 1990 
$ 
October  6 - 8 :00  p.m. - Wine & Cheese Social 
October  7 - 1:00 p.m. • Outdoor Mass 
• - 3 :00 p.m. - Afternoon Tea 
ALl POURFARROKH, Artistic Director 
"A guaranteed crowd pleaser" 
Dance Connection 
Monday, October 1 
: :, 8:00 p.m.~ ~ , ~ !i i 
R.E.M..Leo Thdatro :, ,.. 
Adults - $18.00 
Students & Seniors. $12.00 
Tickets available at Erwins Jewellers (Skeena Mall) and 
Kermodei Trading. 
GASAVER BEATS IRAQi OIL PRICE HIKES 
Could Save Up to 22% 
Typical Example of savings: 8 cyl. 15 MPG Over 24,000 miles. 40,000 K you could save approx. $810. 
BOSTON - Iraqui aggression has once both on the road and in his shop. He not safety inspection, GaSaver users report 
again saddled the American motorist 
with brutal hikes in the pump price of 
gasoline. But for the more than 
150,000 and growing satisfied users of 
the Platinum GaSaver, the blow will be 
softened by the 22% that the system 
saves In gas cost. The GaSaver'works 
on the same chemical principals as the 
catalytic converter whose platinum sur- 
face has the unique ability to promote 
the combustion of'unburnt fuel in the 
exhaust, "By bringing that chemistry in- 
to the engine itself," states Joel Robin. 
son, Inventor of the GaSaver, "we get 
useful work out of the fuel that is now 
being wasted.,." 
Harry Hyde, champion stock car racer 
and engine builder, testeO GaSaver 
only recorded appreciable gas savings significant reductions in exhaust 
in every case, he found another unex- pollutants, 
pected benefit after bench testing an 
old Chevy VS. "The.GaSaver had done 
a masterful Job of cleanlng up the inside 
of the combustion• chamber," he 
reported. "An engine that's a dirty mess 
inside would cost a lot of fuel miles just 
by being dirty." 
Taking only 10 minutes to install the 
GaSaver works with both leaded and 
unleaded gasoline, ~hat's more, the 
process is patented to raise the fuel's 
octane, eliminating the need for 
premium gasoline. The GaSaver meets 
the emission standards of all states, In 
fact, in those states where emission 
testing is now part of the annual vehicle 
AS DEMONSTRATED AT 
THE PNE AND INDY RACE 
• Increases Gas Mileage • Increases Octane 
Level * Increases Engine hie 
• Reduces Carbon Budu UP 
• ReOucee Maintenance Costs 
• Reduces Emias~ons 
• Environment Frienrqy 
• All of Iheas benefits are guaranlesO, so Piing 
GaSaver is RISK FREE to you. 
For those of you wilh Diesel Un41s. there is a t#til 
for yOU Wlth proven savings of up to 1 t % 
FO~ further lnformalion call: 
1'800.661.5171 o¢ 1.892.5220 
How to jet through 
an othdrwlse hecnc day. 
~'J:i,,~:i:i(i:i;',Th~ schedule was fight. With 3jets 
:~ Andicheck-in was a breeze, daily to 
? iNow you have a few 
minutes of breathingroom 
Time to appreciate he wider seal and quieter ide 
of our new 4-engine British Aerospace j t. With 
Va~couver 
enougtl elbow room to let you lake care of business. 
And enough leg room to let you kick back and relax. 
It may not be the only reason to choose 
AirBC. But riglit now it's the reasun that brings you 
the greatest conffort. 
Call your travel agent or Air Canada t 
63,5-7069 for reservations and advance seat 
selection . . . . .  ." .:).,,: 
4 ? WI':I!KDAYS'iD ~,~J~ICOUVI,;II "~;.. ~ 
8:35am 2:25pm 6:50pro) 
Weekend service varies . . . .  
.,, Aeroplan i: 
i " 
AN AII CANADA CONNECTOR 
~', r -• - i t . . . . . .  • ~ q ' ( '  
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Very ,ira porta n i t  Very Important 
- 
. .  ~ ,~ _ ~ ~  . 
lr~Porta n t ?~:o ~'~° 
. .  r . . . .  - 
. ::: PRODUCE CASE LOTS 
:~  .~ :niors Day : ~, 
'~  Thursday_ ~.. 
Sept. 27 
~i~i  :~ ~ ~'  ~,!i ~ ~!,~~ ~i , 
Health and Fitness Fair 
Local Dietician - -  Life Plan --- Nutrition Awareness 
Complete Information on the Care of Your Body 
.... SERVING YOU "FRESH" EVERY DAY! 
[ TWOFORONE / IA 
PIZZER '~.~= 
8 INCH 
OR 
12 INCH 
PIZZA! 
WIN, WIN & WIN INSTANTLY! 
~34,000.00 Travel Van - -  Furniture --  Gift Certificates --  Trips to Hawaii 
or Las Vegas! Check your mail for your personal V.I.P. Entry Card 
Go Nuts With 
Rubbermaid 
SAVE UP TO One Pound 
of Peanuts 
FREE 
with the purchase 
of a Rubbermald 
Servln'Saver 
Plus...Enter to WIN 
a 31" Plush Squirrel 
See Details at the Store 
STORE HOURS:-- 
Sunday 10 a.m.- 6 p.m. 
Mon. - Frl. ' 9 a.m.- 9 p.m. 
Saturday 9 a.m.- 6 p.m. 
Sale price effective Sun., Sept,23 :i 
to Sat,, Sept 29 ' 
t 
SAF EWAY 
We b it al! ii o  .ether,,, 
\ 
m 
. . . . . . .  I t i . + " / i I 
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Regional district notes . . . . . .  " = , 
Province and feds urged 
to settle native claims 
TERRACE -- In the absence of 
any progress on resolving land 
claim issues in the northwest, 
the Kitimat-Stikine regional 
district wants action from the 
federal and provincial govern- 
ments. 
"It is imperative both govern- 
ments deal with land claims,." 
said Hazelton director Alice 
Maitland in asking the letters be 
sent. 
Pointing out the issue and its 
attendant blockades was "split- 
ting the population down the 
middle," she warned more than 
just the tourism trade was being 
damaged by the controversy. 
The board also agreed to send 
a letter to the provincial native 
affairs ministry asking it to im- 
mediately begin negotiating 
with any native group that in- 
dicated it was ready to do so. 
Maintaining the province 
already had before it "all the 
facts it needs to negotiate," 
director Gordon Sebastian 
dismissed the recently formed 
lands claims registry as "just 
another bureaucracy." 
*****  
The Kispiox forest district's 
failure to make public the fin- 
dings of a brush-weed control 
committee suggests the exercise 
was a waste of time, says New 
Hazelton director Pete Weeber. 
The forestry service formed 
the committee last year in the 
wake of a regional district call 
for a moratorium on using her- 
bicides as a method of brush 
control on replanted sites. 
After sitting through "nine 
intensive 
dozen volunteers from local 
communities had submitted a 
detailed report including recom- 
mendations on the issues 
discussed. 
Pointing out four months of 
"dead silence" had followed 
presentation of that report, he 
added, "It is now beginning to 
look as if (it) has been surpress- 
ed." 
Weeber also expressed con- 
cern at reports professional 
foresters' requests to use 
manual brushing methods in- 
stead of chemicals had since 
been turned down by the forest 
service. 
He said the the forest service 
owed it to the commitfee 
members, the groups they 
represented and the public at 
large to make the report public. 
The regional district agreed to 
support hat demand in a letter 
to Kispiox forest district 
manager Charlie Willson. 
*****  
The environment ministry is 
responsible for looking after 
flood protection dykes along 
Granite Creek --  it flows into 
Lakelse Lake-  and as far as 
the regional district is concerned 
that arrangement is just fine. 
Constructed under the Pro- 
vincial Emergency Program 
following devestating floods in 
1978, the dykes are intended to 
prevent future inundation of 
private properties in the vicinity 
of the creek. 
In a letter to the board, acting 
inspector of dykes Ron Henry 
recommended the district now 
take responsibi l i ty for  
num. Immediate work required" 
included removal of brush from 
the dykes, replacing eroded rip- 
rap and possible dredging of the 
creek bed. 
Directors decided to decline 
the invitation to assume that 
responsibility. 
*****  
Directors have agreed to sup- 
port Shames Mountain Ski Cor. 
poration's application for a li- 
quor lice~ce covering it ski 
lO~r~e .a .  licence will cover the 
"cafeteria nd lounge, both of 
which have a 100-person capaci- 
ty. Planned hours of operation 
are lla.m.-llp.m. Sunday to 
Thursday and 1 la.m.-la.m, on 
weekends. 
r~ 
Alice Maitland 
WE NEED A LOT MORE WARM TOES. 
The giving begins with you. 
COIFFEURS 
Welcomes Cathy Johnson to their staff. 
Cathy would also like to welcome any of :her 
old and  new customers, 
8tuff Includes: 
Get away 
from it 
all, 
relax and 
unwind 
Doris 
Diane 
Cathy 
Hours: 
Tuesday - Friday 9:00 a .m. -  6:30 p.m. 
Saturday 9:00 a.m. - 5:00 p.m. 
4603 Park Ave. Terrace 638-1704 
provincial agency which pro- 
wasVides the service with its under protest by  = ~71(° L0~(~J[~ AV6 
Prince Rupert community i~ '~[ l~.~t!~ 011 
counselling services there wi l l  ]~  
suffer as a result. , , , , , ,  , "t~i Ti ll4~M Y~,~ T],~r~, 
At the Same time, the drug ~/q~(o ~1~.~ ) 
and alcohol counselling service . . . .  
has  recetved a bit more money i v . , .  ,-',u,'f 31.r l , l~ i t.,/llr~ "3 IMrI,, ~ OU~{ Pk()i~P~ ~kF '  
rom the provincmi govern' I ;wil ~;~eai~.!~,=e., : 
meat. " I ;~ (=MS' 1900 ~ 
Detlef Beckof  tbe,Terrace~l . . . . .  , :~,i::~il ' ' V , : ,  ' , , .... 
drug and alcohol counselling. I 10 
The counselling position was 
created in response to a great 
demand for such services in the - - - - -  
Terrace area. 
Earlier this year, the service 
had a waiting list that was as 
long as six weeks. 
Jappy will spend three days a 
week here and two days a week 
in Kitimat. 
The position does not repre- 
sent new money for the service 
but was created by moving a va- 
cant Northwest Drug and  
Alcohol Counselling Service 
position from its Prince Rupert 
office. 
That move, ordered by the 
SAN - BERRY UNITED WINS! 
Berry-Lynn Johnson receives the playoff trophy from the SamBerry Soccer Team, win. 
nera of the 1990 Soccer playoffs In the 12-14 year old division. ' ~ ; .... ~ 
• . I • I =.j F I I I I 
, .  , / • 
I 
N ° 
l i  II and lengthy maintenance of the dykes at an 
meetings," Weeber said the estimated cost of $5,000 per an- ' ~ " ~',-~|['"" r~' .~-"~r~l '" lP l '~A~J~||r l  
Second a Icohol l 
worker place r f :A"  ~, .::':'-' "'~,:'%'~ .: ' 
.'~¢d,~/ql 
and alcohol counsellor has been / "-- y ravel agent In the ©lty ..z ..,.,: 
hired to work for the Northwest EXPERIENCE COSTA RICA FOR JUST $1299.00 
Drug and Alcohol Counselling Visiting San Jose city, the coasts of the Pacific and the Arian- 
Service here. tic, volcanoes, highlands, jungles and much morelfH Alistair Jappy from Langley 
began work three weeks ago. * * * * * 
REGENT HOLIDAYS PRICE SHOCK!!!!! 
It's the first such job for Jap- Limited time offer... No fuel surcharges,,, No G.S.T., no in- 
py who once worked at the creased departure tax... Book now... Departures exit Toron- Woodlands institution on the 
lower" mainland, to... Check out our brochures... 
"I like the job description * * * * * 
~-~r~.~,~=. ,~, . , ,~  MALDEN PACIFIC HOLIDAYS HAS AIR ONLY 
because it is 60 per cent ~£SIGNS FOR JUST$369.00...CHECK flOUT. 
counselling and 40 per cent ADRIAN PASDAR' DIANE L,~' WILLIAM DEV~E • . . , .  
prevention and education -- 
building awareness in schools NONA&Ek~DROandJIMMYSMITS LONDON SHOW TOUR....FROM JUST $129.00 
~ ,  ~oo~y~=~.~.~==~,~o.,~o,~. per person, double occupancy features include six nights and with other groups," he said II~ t~ ~~, , ,~ .~.~o.~==, ,~.~. ,~¢~0~ , W m e- YP -R I~ a~d CA] I~N 5U~ E l~.  D i rec le~ ~ - ~  S IL  last week. . ,~.-.o~=,co~.~,=,.,~o~,,,~o,,~co~.~i~,,~,~. .  hotel, continental breakfast daily, airbus transfers, THREE 
"I 'm also impressed with the eMALOONUMIIER 103| • Ig90, COLOR.102 MINUT|$ • RATED R theatre vouchers to selected list of plays and musicals. 
(counseliing) staff up here. The o CLOSED CAPTIONED BY NCl. HI-FI51rER[O , , , , , 
MEXICO SUPER SALE 
professional attitude and sense September 15 - December 15, 1990,,. Mazatlan from 
of humanity made me feel right $785.00 Puerta Vallarta from $777.00 for 14 nightslllf 
at home when I came up for my Alistair Jappy 
interview," Jappy said. 
He said he's looking forward ] (~ i~~ = CATCH THE SP IR IT  AT  
to the education and outreach and District Community Set- 
aspect of the job because it vices Society, the umbrella ~ J " ~  . .~  
shows people with problems group of the counselling service, 
that there is help. said the $10,000 will take care 
Part of the prevention and of a shortfall in its budget. NO. 140 --4741 Lakelse Ave., Terrace, B.C. 635"61  21 63S-6181 
education process involves The service operates on a No. 2.2823ClarkSt.,ThomhilI, B .C.  635-4841 ' Skeens Mall 
working people past the denial budget of approximately .... ~ ~, )P~"  
stage of abuse problems they $400,000 a year. It has 529MountainViewSq..Kitimat. B .C.  632-4825 
might have, he continued, counsellors in Prince Rupert, . No. 309- 2~,d Ave., West, Prince Ruperl, B.C. 624"2221 " * "  " "~¢ " "-' 
That denial stage, Jappy con- Kitimat, Terrace and Slithers, ~, 
tinned, is the biggest 5arrier in 
THORNHILL NEIGHBOURHOOD 
PUB 
2387 Thornhi]l 638-8404 
I 1  
Daily - 
Luncheon 
Specials! 
B 
=4.95 
with us! ~ ~  celebrate the Ter- 
race Road Runners 
BB ~ Motorcyc le  Club's 
8th annual Toy Runl 
Every Saturday, September 29 
/Vednesday . i lk  DON'T MISS IT! 
is l l r~  ~ 
Suds Day! q~ Dally Special 
JL  I~IV'AI~I[~"=~I ) Saturday, Sept. 29 
• . SPAGHETT I  
Join in the fun as we 
JOIN THE 
FUNI 
M '•an  =;u rV ives  
, .  z ,  I 
watery accident " 
Rescuers 
up for 
awards " 
TERRACE - -  A local resident 
who survived 10 minutes under 
water in the Skeena River two 
weeks ago now sports a pair of 
bright, neon green laces in his 
running shoes. 
"It's so'.:'they ~an find me 
quicker next time I go in the 
river," says Chris Jennings in 
describing the gift from a co- 
worker. ): • 
Jennings,. ordeal began while 
he and Angela Schuyler, a 
fellow employee from the 
Canada Employment Centre 
here were driving toward Prince 
Rupert Sept. 11. 
Jennings, the driver of the 
car, attempted to pass a 
transport truck on a stretch of 
highway running parallel to the 
Skeena River. 
He encountered a vehicle 
coming in the opposite direction 
and in taking evasive action, his 
vehicle spun out of control, 
went off the highway and ended 
upside down in the river in 
about 10 feet of water. 
Schuyler got out, of the car 
but Jennings didn't. Then 
began a rescue effort that in- 
volved three people diving into 
the river to find Jennings. 
The trio couldn't located Jen- 
nings and the car, in danger of 
being swept away in an ebb tide, 
was pulled closer to shore by 
Greyhound bus driver Ted 
Cullis using a load securing 
strap from a transport truck. 
Jennings was found in the 
back seat and carried to shore. 
He wasn't breathing and didn't 
have a pulse. Several attempts 
to revive him failed. A last ef- 
forf . . . .  ' was made by a bus 
passenger who knew CPR. Jen- 
t 
- ,  ~4  
OUT'OF the hospital and doing well is:(2fidS Jennings. He was 
rescued and revived when a car he was driving left Hv~]16, endin8 
upside down in the Skeena River. 
be alive. It's like a gift ... I 
don't know how to deal with 
it," he says. 
"You find yourself thinking 
so much about the people, you 
care about. You have to tell 
them because you almost left 
without elling them. You find 
out how fragile life is," he Said. 
Jennings has no recollection 
of the seconds before the vehicle 
went into the water or of what 
happened immediately after- 
ward but says he must have got- 
ten out of the seatbelt because 
he was foundin the back seat. 
• He thinks there could' have 
been an airpocket in the vehicle 
or that his body gradually shut 
down its systems in reaction to 
the cold water and so reduced 
nings began breathing but,',re-~" th'e am0unt0f Oxygen ecessary 
mained uneon~cibus.--- :: :',,; ~::~:~6'~fay ~ i~e~ ~-.:' ~,' ;" i . -  :~ :!! 
He was then flown to Prince Jcnnings aid doctors in Van- 
Rupert by a medevac helicopter 
and transferred: to: Vancouver 
General Hospital by air am- 
bulance. 
Jennings woke up after about 
a day and a half, was transfer- 
red back to Mills Memorial 
Hospital here and discharged 
late last week. 
Other than. bumps and 
bruises and a short term 
memory loss, Jennings is not ex- 
pected to suffer any long term 
effects from the experience. 
"l feel incredibly fortunate io
ment 
Cliff McChesney 
Investors Syndicate 
Limited Is proud to pay 
tribute to this outstan- 
ding Individual for excep- 
tional serviceon behalf 
ofhis clients throughout 
1989. : : :." ' . ,  
An expert in person= 
f lnanc la l :p lann lng , , ,C l l f f  
directs Individuals ' '  , 
fatal lesand companies 
• on:savingsandlnvest- 
ment strategies, retire- 
ment planning, taxes and 
Inflation; and a variety of 
Investment funds. HIS 
• clients turn to him for his ,  
experience, his declica- 
tlonto personalized ser- 
vice;and the technical 
, resources of the com. 
~pany that pioneered In 
the field of total financial 
i plan01ng. : • ' " 
Investors Syndicate 
: Limited I~; a member of 
the Investors Group of 
cohlpali(es which 
manages or administers 
assets of $11 billion. 
mlnvestor~ 
Group 
Building [utures ince 1940. 
Cliff McChesney ,: 
• Executive and Corporate 
Division, Terrace, B.C. 
:!. Telephone: 635..6682 
couver told him he lived because 
" he stopped smoking ayear ago. 
That gave his lungs time to 
recover'and better be able to 
withstand being under water. 
He credits Schuyler with con- 
vincing the rescuers to keep 
. . . . .  , ~ 
looking. "She was the one who 
kept saying I was there." 
He's also grateful to the three 
men who dove into the water 
and the bus passenger who per- 
formed CPR. The divers, Kevin 
Thomas and Raymond Ward 
from Tennessee and Bill Evans 
from Prince Rupert, are being 
recommended for federal 
government bravery awards 
given to those who risk their 
lives by saving others. Ralph 
Hutley, from Prince Rupert, 
who performed CPR, is being 
recommended for a St. John's 
Ambulance Association award. 
"I'm blessed in being all right 
and blessed in friends," said 
Jennings in recounting the 
messages, flowers and visits 
whil~,.he.w~'hospitaUzed. 
!- ~ '~1,~aY"e~g~:  about 
Vancouver General Hospital - -  
the ICU unit. I'll stand up and 
defend that place from now on. 
I feel the same way about Mills. 
People may not want to be in 
hospitals hut I'd rather be there 
than on the bottom of the 
Skeena River," he said.' 
announces the winners of the 
BACK TO SCHOOL COLORING CONTEST 
Ages 3-5 
1 Matthew Gyorfi 
2 Bryan Wyatt 
3 Adrian Boissonnault 
Ages 6-8 
1 Jesslca Bukkas 
2 Sonya Wong . 
3 Ryan Graham 
Ages 9-11 
1 Phoenix Diep 
2 Kathleen Marsh 
3 Fraser De Walle 
Ages 12-15 
Sarah Miller 
Thank you to all the children who sent In their pictures and 
congratulations to the winners. 
MORT6A6[S 
• starting at Prime plus 3% . . . .  
.*new mortgages arranged 
eexlating mortgages purchased 
. by people who want to help 
'AVCO 
' .~ lp$  " ' :  ,! FI~ANC3~LSERVICES 
,(" .i Our ~. Oloie mal~e the difference 
4609 Laze~le Avenue ,,, ~ , ~' , ,- '  ; (604) 635"2826 
: . . . . .  ' "~  ¢ '  ' . . . . . .  ' f ' .C : '~v '  i ~ " :  i ' ,  ,, - 
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BUY 
NOwI. 
• Tv  i 
PAY NO 
INTEREST.re,, 
MAKE NO 
DOWN 
PAYMENT/ 
Make No Payment o.,.c. 
Until January 1991 on 
all Furniture Purchases 
Over $400.00! 
See Totem's 
Fantastic Selection 
of Furniture-Specially 
Sale Priced For This. 
BIG 
P 
=. 1 0 DAY EVENT! __, 
[I FURNITURE.. z_ & APPL CE LTD. ] 
4501 LAKEI.SE AVE., TERRACe.B.C.  PHONE 638-1158 
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" "  Cur lers  for the following leagues :~ ' ' : '  ' 
::'~ .Monday, Mixed .Tuesday, Mens " 
'~: ~ ' .Wednesday, Ladies .Thursday, Mens 
~:  '~: ' ;~~"~' .Saturday Night, Mixed 'Wednesday,Juniors 
' . . . .  : .Sunday, Family , Also commercial 
 hway ' 
i:pr°jeCtstarts " " I 
THE ROUTE for a passing 
lane on Zymacord Hill west of 
the city on Hwy16 is gradual- 
ly taking shape as drill "GET  SWEPT UP 
machines lead the way. It's 
pa~t of large construction and IN THE FUN" 
paving program which will CALL BRUCE AT 
conclude next year . . . .  
• 635-5583 
I 
School notes 
Another Year 
2000 forum set 
for next month 
TERRACE - -  Another forum" 
for parents on the Year 2000 
changes to the school system is 
scheduled for Oct. 26 and 27. 
A similar forum was held last 
January to explain some of the 
changes, and school district of- 
ficials said parents clearly need 
more information about the 
changes. 
Parents will be able to ques- 
tion a ministry speaker at the 
evening forum, which is to take, 
place at 7 p.m. on Friday, Oct. 
26. A full day-long seminar is 
also being organized for in- 
terested parents, set for 9 a.m. 
to 3 p.m. Saturday, Oct. 27. 
Officials are asking interested 
parents to pre-register for the 
seminar by calling the school 
district office. 
Teacher 
turnover 
15 per cent I 
Teacher turnover in the 
school district was about 15 per 
cent of total staff over the sum- 
mer, according to assistant 
schools superintendent Mar- 
shall Bergsma. 
" I  can remember in the dark 
ages when we' used to have a 
much higher turnover than 
that," he commented. 
A total of 52 teachers are 
completely new to the district, 
Bergsma added. Almost all 
empty postings have now been 
filled. 
But he said the search is con- 
tinuing for music teachers for 
the district. "There is a general 
shortage of music teachers 
across the district," he said. 
Only one of four vacant music 
teacher positions have been fill- 
ed in the district, he added, 
despite cross-country advertis- 
ing. 
Quake 
.money 
arrives 
Vic tor ia  is giving School 
District 88 an extra $24,700 to 
assess how well local school 
would' stand up In an earth- 
quake. 
The seismic study money 
allocated for all school districts 
in the province - -  was set aside 
by Victoria after last year's ma- 
jor earthquake in San Fran- 
cisco. 
B.C.'s coast.is an earthquake 
zone, but the most vulnerable 
part of the province is believed 
to be sea-levd Lower Mainland 
communities, such as Rich- 
mond. : : , ,  
I 
Back to 
the table 
School board negotiators and 
representatives of the Terrace 
District Teachers' Association 
are back at the bargaining table 
this weekend to resume contract 
talks. 
The teachers' contract ran 
out July 1, and only three minor 
clauses in the collective agree- 
ment have been signed off, 
Talks have not yet begun on 
salary increases. 
Both sides have issued 
lengthy lists of changes"they 
want to the language in the con- 
tract. Meetings to date have 
mainly involved each side ex- 
plaining its requested changes to 
the other side, with little actual 
negotiating going on. 
"The TDTA bargaining team 
is committed to an attempt o 
achieve a peacefully negotiated 
settlement," says the union's 
latest bulletin to members. 
can realize'with rich, long-lasting, 
natural-looking colors by Matrix. m~J l l l l i  L" L ' ' ' - -E~- - - -  HA/R&SKINC-~R 
And SoColer conditions as it colors. It leaves your hair shiny, soft and 
manageable in the color you once imagined e'very time you I~.o.ked i n.~ 
.the mirror:i., : "'"~ ~' • ?- - 
BECOME 12 TIMES MORE PROFITABLE 
* Increase and even double your business through the total 
satisfaction formula. 
• Learn how customers buy expectations --  not things or 
services. 
• Reduce line-ups waiting, delays and unanswered 
telephones. 
• Tap the first global market of humanity, the integrity market. 
• Harness the power of your people, the last great value add- 
ed frontier. 
• How to recruit for service. 
The Presenter Wolfgang G.  Babbel 
During the past year Wolfgang has conducted over 120 seminars 
across Canada. He is a dynamic speaker and a powerful com- 
municator. His presentations combine knowledge, humour and sinceri- 
ty to challenge and inspire the audience. Wolfgang has over 22 years 
managing, supervising, marketing and training in the media Industry. 
Date: October 3, 1990 
Place: Terrace Inn ..... 
Time:  9:00 a.m. - 4:00 p.m. 
(Includes luncheon) 
To reglster call Danlelle In Terrace at 
635-4951 
Presented By: 
~ Federal Business 
Development Bank 
Banque federale 
da developpement 
Canad~ 
The perfect place In Terrace to meet friends and have pleasant conver- 
sation, in a relaxing setting, is Auglgs Lounge in the new Terrace Inn. 
It's open daily, (except Sunday)from 11:30 a.m. until 1:00 a.m. Glen 
Fossum plays piano tunes from noon till 2:00 p.m. weekdays while you 
enjoy our popular buffet lunch, a good deal at $6.95 including soup, 
salads, a hot entree and dessert. Weekday evenings Glen returns at 
9:00 p.m. to play more of your favourita songs, and on the weekends 
enjoy a local artist, Karln Ljungh. Augle's Piano Lounge, try it and I'm 
sure you'll like it. 
GIGI' PUB 
For Live music from top name bands, the lively spot in town is Gigrs 
Pub. Dance or sit and enjoy the music from 10:00 p.m. till 2:00 a.m. 
Monday to Saturday. GIgrs Pub is on Kafum St. at the new Terrace Inn. 
Push it, Pull it, 
Drag it Or NoEoW,S BY ROBERT O. SMITH • [] [] • 
GENERAL MANAGER " 
AUGIE'S LOUNGE JUST IET IT HERE!!: 
"AFTER 5" WIND DOWN 
Complimentary Hot Hors d'oeurves are served weekdays between 
5:00 p.m. and 7:00 p.m. in Augle's Lounge at the Terrace Inn. After a 
busy day, unwind with a cool beverage and some of our free snacks. 
It's also a good place to celebrate a birthday or special occasion. 
BREAKFAST AT6 
Our Kermodel Restaurant opens at 6:00 a.m. for breakfast and its serv- 
ed until 11:30 a.m. Start your day, the right way at the Terrace Inn. 
4551 Grelg Avenue, , 
Terrace, B.C. V8G 1M7 
For Reservations, 
Call (604) 635.6630 or : 
l'roll Free 1,800-603,81,,, 58J 
Fax (004) e3G:27ee! , :  ::: 
AND 
WE'LL 
GIVE 
YOU 
GUABAH't'EEO " 
MINtMUM OF 
° , 
k,- 
ON ANY NEW 
1990 HYUNDAI 
IN STOCK! 
, v ¸ • 
HYL InDRI  ' . • , .~ ,~, i  i -'~ 
i i , :~ ,  We sell cars that make 
' HILL HYUNDA!I ORN . . . . . . . . . . . . .  i~ i-~,; ~i i . . ,  . . . . .  . ~ ;: . :  ~ ~ ~; 
' : :  ; ! !~ ~ ~i 3040 Hwy.'10 Basil Terrace, B.C. 635-7288,  
i :iii ~ ,:+:~:Y~ ~: ,: ~; ' :  " OUklr NO; "/041 1 ,, ~ ~:!i?~: ~:i~.~:++:: :  ~!: ~'+ ~ ~ . ~  ~ ~ 
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RUSINESS REVIE W 
It's that time 
CRISP MORNINGS mean revived wood stoves and fireplaces 
and the correctional centre is getting orders for wood. Income 
from the sale of wood goes toward supporting the centre. 
Logs are taken from old logging sites to the centre where it's 
bucked, split and loaded for delivery. 
TERRACE - -  A nation-wide 
home decorating store is open- 
ing here next month in the shop- 
ping centre that now contains 
the Fields store. 
The Colour Your ~Vorld 
outlet will be one of three in 
northern B.C. and one of more 
than 240 across the country, 
says operator Claude Chepil. 
It'll have two full time staff 
and one part time employee and 
be 1,800 square feet in size, he 
said. 
Chepil is from northern 
Manitoba, has a metallurgy 
technologist's certificate and 
has spent 25 years in the mming 
industry . . . .  ;'.- 
It's located in the shopping 
centre owned by Okanagan- 
Skeena Holdings. 
** ' i t * **  
Also going in early in October 
at the same shopping centre is 
Superior Video, a chain that has 
20 outlets in B.C., Saskat- 
chewan and Alberta. 
The outlet will be 4,200 
square feet in size and have 
eight or nine full and part time 
employees, says Byron Hill of 
Kamloops, one of three owners 
of the chain. 
"We like to deal in medium- 
Smoking banned 
by gov't on Oct. 1 
TERRACE - -  What has been a 
gradual effort to ban smoking 
in provincial government of- 
rices becomes complete Oct. 1, 
That's the day a no-smoking 
edict takes hold in all provincial 
government buildings. 
Smoking has already been 
banned in public areas in pro- 
vinciai buildings and in work 
areas, leaving staff rooms --  
until Oct. 1 -- as the only 
designated smoking spots. 
The province has distributed 
literature containing tips on 
quitting smoking and has 
available more detailed kits on 
kicking the habit. 
"It's understood and has 
been accepted. There's no 
animosity," said local provin- 
cial government agent Randy 
up, Trombley added. 
Moving into a new building 
also helped as employees who 
do smoke became used to not 
lighting up during work, he 
said, 
The same attitude was evident 
when forest service mployees 
moved into their new quarters 
in the B.C. Hydro building, 
says forest service finance and 
administration manager Orest 
Wakaruk. 
"We've been.abiding bythe ~ 
city (smoking) by-law. There's 
no smoking except for the cof- 
fee room. We decided that when 
we moved," hesaid. 
Wakaruk estimated that a lit- 
tle less than half of the 50 full 
and part time employees of the 
forest service here smoke. 
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°~,  
Did you 
that 
~ ~ - 
. .  - .  , . . 
• "r'Proof of identity is 
. ' j  
2_ ~: 
re-, " 
quired for most Autoplan 
transactions? We can serve 
your insurance needs most Trombley of the policy. The federal government for a ~I .. . .  
" I 'm sure there will be some year and half now has banned [ effectively if you bring 
frayed nerves ... but the pro- all smoking in its offices, in- I~i] when you 
vince does have booklets eluding staff rooms, and the come to see  u 
available on stopping situation is working out, says 
smoking," he said. local Canada Employment Cen- Thanks[ 
k 
Wightman & Smith 
Insurance Agencies 
Ltd. 
Approximately 10 of the 30 
employees in the provincial ac- 
cess centre on Eby St. now 
smoke but that number is down 
by four since the province 
gradually began eliminating 
areas in which they could light 
sized places because the people 
are friendlier and they are a bet- 
ter place to do business," he 
said. 
Hill also added the chain likes 
to go into places where there are 
younger people. 
Superior Video was formed 
10 years ago and its two closest 
outlets are located in Prince 
George. 
Sandy Glendenning has been 
returned as president of the 
local representing unionized 
Skeena Broadcasters workers. 
Joining her on the executive 
of Local 827 of the National 
Association of Broadcast 
Employees and Technicians is 
Heather Logan as treasurer. She 
replaces Blaine Gaffney who 
left the company to work for a 
television station in Kelowna. 
The other two executive 
members of the local are vice 
president Todd Bentley and 
secretary Kathy Brookes. 
Local 827 represents Skeena 
Broadcasters workers in Ter- 
race, Prince Rupert, Kitimat 
and Smithers. 
There's a new outerwear 
clothing store going in in the 
Skeena Mall. Northsky Trading 
should be open early next 
month• 
The company has locations in 
-B.C• arid in'Alberta. :~ . . . . . . . .  ' .  
The store is being located in 
the space which most recently 
housed the Radio Shack outlet. 
Skyline Gold Corporation 
chairman non Shon says he's 
encouraged by findings from 
work on property in the Iskut 
Valley. 
The results are from a joint 
venture agreement with Placer 
Dome Inc. and ore reserves 
resulting from exploration 
could lead to a re-opening of 
Skyline's now-closed Johnny 
Mountain mine !n the Iskut. 
I 
GET YOUR 
RADE-I 
HERE... 
YOU CAN, 
USH, PULL o, 
RAG 
.:.ON ANY NEW 
1990 SUBARU 
IN STOCK 
Of ferexp i res  Sept 29/90 
I 
~ i; Subaru, If you think about It, you'll drive one 
THOR H LL SUBARU ,,,, ' N !- 
: ' 3026 Hwy. '  16 Terrace  
m 
3227 Kalum Street 
,~- 635-6361 
tre manager Shirley Kimery. 
Again, a move to new offices 
helped establish a new attitude 
toward smoking, she said. 
"At the start, when smoking 
was restricted to staff rooms, 
we said it was fine for smokers 
to go into the room for a couple 
of puffs if they had to. Then we 
reduced it to smoking only dur- 
ing coffee and lunch," said 
Kimery. 
Those who smoke now go 
outside and have grouped 
together to convert a length of 
cermic pipe into an ashtray to 
reduce litter from cigarette 
butts, she said. 
Kimery estimated that half of 
the 40 employees in the employ- 
ment centre smoked before the 
ban went in but that the number 
has now been cut to 10. 
"It's OK now. People are do- 
ing fine," she said of the smok- 
ing ban. 
• - ' -  . . . . . .  ' - (  
L 
is opening 
Weof fer .  factory pr i ces  on all latest styles and colour in all 
outerwear and ski wear 
, 
"9.9s 79.95 
Reg. $229.95 Reg. $149.95 
I l I 
COME IN ANDSEE ~OUR LARGE SELECTION 
OF COATS AND SKI WEAR AT 
FACTORY PRICES 
I . I I I 
' : !  
I I I I 
. . . .  ± . . . . .  
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from front 
Shames lift, york 
just moving right along 
Ma nager hired 
Lifts which constructed the lift 
equipment) and his crew did 
very well. They had to be very 
organized," said Grabowski. 
Using a helicopter may seem 
expensive but it is fast and effi- 
cient compared to how lift 
towers were installed in the past 
and to how some developments 
are being constructed in other 
places in the world, he added. 
"In Asia they are still using 
hand labour, perhaps 300 to 400 
people - -  horses, cats and 
cranes," Grabowski said. 
Crews are now waiting for the 
other elements of the lifts - -  
chairs and cables --  to arrive so 
they can be assembled and in- 
stalled. 
Grabowski said load testing 
on the lifts should take place by 
the early part of November. 
The mountain, located off 
Hwyl6 about 30kin from Ter- 
race toward Prince Rupert, is 
scheduled to open mid- 
December. 
Grabowski and Shames 
Mountain Ski Corporation 
president Gerry Martin called 
the installation of the lift towers 
a psychological boost. 
"Certainly it's very positive. 
There was never any doubt on 
our part the development would 
go ahead but this is very nice to 
see," said Martin. 
And while work on the moun- 
tain continues, Martin said 
directors of the corporation 
keep on their efforts to raise 
money by selling shares and 
developing marketing plans. 
He said the first installment 
of a $503,000 low interest 
federal-provincial tourism 
development loan is expected 
very soon. 
"We're waiting for a call. All 
the paperwork has been done. It 
should he here very quickly," 
Martin added. 
The man who will manage the 
ski development arrived in the 
city last week. 
Scott Siemens, most recently 
employed at the Edmonton Ski 
Club's Connors Hill develop- 
ment, will be responsible for all' 
aspects of Shames Mountain. 
He's the first full time perma- 
ment employee to be hired by 
the ski corporation and is now 
preparing budgets and plans for 
the 50 to 60 people it will take to 
run the operation. 
"It 's a real challenge," said 
Siemens in describing the job of 
opening a new mountain. 
Prior to working in Edmon- 
ton, Siemens was involved in a 
four year-S4 million develop- 
mere of a ski facility in New 
Brunswick. 
That facility ~s similar to 
Shames Mountain because it 
meant developing skier interest 
and demand and regional 
marketing plans, he said. 
" I  learned a lot (in New 
Brunswick) and will be able to 
take that experience and apply it 
here," said Siemens. 
He added that customer 
HEAl HER WILSON and brother 
Shayne get a close up look at 
one of the ski lift towers before it 
and others were airlifted into 
place on Shames Mountain last 
week. Those metal wheels will 
guide the pull cable past the 
tower. 
satisfaction is the most impor- 
tant aspect of developing a new 
ski facility. 
The road to the mountain 
should be ready for gravelling 
after Thanksgiving, says the 
highways ministry official in 
charge of the project. 
The first 9kin of a Skeena 
Cellulose logging road in the 
Shames Valley has already been 
improved and crews are now 
blasting the final 4.Skin spur 
connection up to the mountain. Scott Siemens ' 
Ski share idea denied 
Debt ex-tension pondered 
back three times. 
The equipment is being used 
on the corporation's Shames 
Mountain dev~lopinent, 
scheduled to :0'pen this 
December. 
Thornhill regional district 
director Les Watmough said he 
favoured extending the debt 
repayments in some fashion. 
" I  was never in favour of the 
share option - -  it's like a stock 
market deal," he said. 
" I ' ve  always favoured 
lengthening the contract, the 
debenture contract - -  not for 40 
years but for some period," 
Watmough continued. 
He added that the last repay- 
ment scheduled negotiation call- 
ed for first payments this year 
and that although the corpora- 
tion has yet to make payments, 
Although there is a sugges- 
tion the province might consider 
a debt for shares swap if a 
referendum gave approval, 
Taistra said he doubted direc' 
tors will contemplate a vote. 
"There's the time frame and 
the uncertainty," said Talstra. 
The debt for shares proposal 
was made by the Shames Moun- 
tain Ski Corporation this spr- 
ing. It also asked that $94,000 in 
accumlated an unpaid interest 
owing on the debt he forgiven. 
The corporation owes the 
debt dating back to the 1986 
purchase of the district's lift 
and other equipment from its 
now-closed K i tsumkalum 
operation. 
It failed to make payments on 
the debt and the original pay- 
ment schedule has been pushed 
TERRACE - -  Regional district 
directors will probably consider 
extending the payment period 
for a $313,650 debt owed it by 
the Shames Mountain Ski Cor- 
poration, says district chairman 
Jack Talstra. 
Taistra, also Terrace mayor, 
said extending the payment 
period is one option it can pur- 
sue since the provincial govern- 
ment has denied a plan to con- 
vert the debt into shares in the 
corporation. 
More on 
swap deal 
TERRACE - -  The denial by 
the provincial government of a 
plan to convert a debt owed by 
the Shames Mountain Ski Cor- 
poration to the Kitimat-Stikine 
regional district into shares is 
based on several factors. 
Proposed by Shames Moun- 
tain this year to the regional 
district and passed on tO the 
province, approval would have 
resulted in the regional district 
owing $313,650 worth of shares 
and have $94,000 in unpaid in- 
terest forgiven. 
The proposal was one of six 
options given by the regional 
district to the province. In all 
but one, a provincial municipal 
affairs ministry official said ap- 
proval could not be given. 
The options ranged from 
whole or partial forgiveness of 
the debt principal and interest~ 
to converting all debt and in- 
terest into shares. 
In a letter to the regional 
district, deputy municipal af- 
fairs minister Ken MacLeod 
said sections of the Municipal 
Act prohibit a board from 
directly assisting a commercial 
undertaking. 
"Converting the debenture, 
principal and all interest, into 
preferred or common shares 
would, in my opinion, put the 
regional district back in the ski 
hill business, an event which the 
voters clearly rejected in the 
referendum of June, 1986," 
wrote MacLeod. 
He said investing by way of 
shares in private corporations i  
not favoured because of poten, 
tial conflict Of interestand the 
question of control . . . .  
The one option open to the  
regional district that doesn't 
need provincial approval is call~ 
ing in the debt, something the 
regionald=strict  assaid it J, not 
considering, ~ ,. : i : '."~ . . . .  W~Hl/IIIASS~e~^NCE OM ~H~ c~rv or xEr~r~ c^~ ~ :. . . . .  : .  ...... . ,  
JUST BECAUSE IT'S SEPTEMBER DOESN'T MEAN THERE AREN'T 
ANY MORE VISITORS TO OUR CITYI THERE AREN'T ANY GATES THAT 
CLOSE ON SEPTEMBER SECONDI WHETHER FOR BUSINESS OR 
RELAXATION, VISITORS CONTINUE TO COME TO TERRACE AND THE 
WARM WELCOME THEY RECEIVE WILL MEAN THEY'LL COME BACKI 
VIRGINIA HAUGHIAN HAS LIVED IN TERRACE FOR FIVE YEARS. 
WORKING AT MACDoNALDS MEANS THAT VIRGINIA MEETS 
VISITORS FROM NEAR AND FAR, AND FRIENDLY PEOPLE MAKE THE 
DIFFERENCE FOR ALL OF THEM. COME ON TERRACE_ SHOW YOUR 
PRIDEI 
there is no worry on the part of 
the regional district. 
"There's no panic. We'll be 
negotiating like gentlemen;" the 
director said. '~ 
Watmough also felt that 
voters would reject any referen- 
dum seeking approval of a debt 
for shares wap. 
"From what I've heard on 
the streets, it (the vote) would 
have failed dismally. That's the 
reading I got," he said. 
Shames Mountain • Ski Cor- 
poration president Gerry Mar- 
t in said the corporat ion  
couldn't comment until its 
board members received copies 
of correspondence by the pro- 
vinciai government and have 
had a chance to study the infor- 
mation. 
! ' ~~ A ~::,I i:~!, :'i: NIRVANA - M~DERN 
; ~ "  METi~' PHYSlC ENTRE COURSES, 
'Open  Channe l  reader ,  books ,  
tapes,  crystals ,  oils 
and  more,  
OPENING OCTOBER 1 
3611 Cottonwood Crescent - 635.7776 
Your  
Choice. . .  
PICTURES MAKE GREAT 
CHRISTMAS GIFTS AND GOING 
AWAY PRESENTS... 
Give A Gift 
Thats Unique 
PHOTOS BY DAN 
• Old Skeena Bridge 
or  
• Kermodei Bear 
or 
• 7 Sisters Mountains 
Available in 3 sizes, framed 
• sxTp,oto framed up to 8x10.,  ....... *29.99 
• 8x lOp,oto  Irar, ed up to 11x14 ...... S35.99 
• 11x14phot0 framed up to 16x20 . , .$43 .99  
Your Choice of Frame 
0-71 Silver or D-71 Gold 
3DAYS ONLY 
Sept, 27, 28, & 29 
Don't  miss this exc i t ing of fer  
SURE EXPOSURE 
PHOTOGRAPHIC  
FRAMING STUDIO 
4617 Lazelle Ave., Terrace(Beside Sears) 63  5"971 4 
. : ! : i~ i i~~ 
I THE CARDINAL OF 
SOUPS THE SEAS 
Frenoh Onion Soup BroiJed lobster toll served 
Boston Clam Chowder with Zucchini sautee and purl- 
Soup Du Jour sienna potato 
SIRLOIN STEAK 1 I 
FORISTIERE 
Select prime choice sirloin LOBS'I'ER THERMIDOR 
broiled to your preference, 0tceolLobstercemblnedwlth 
garnished with sauteed cream sauce, Returned to 
mushrooms, served with shell and oratlne. 
broccoli au beurre and bok. 
ed potato. 
All dishes are pro 3Grad fresh while 
. you wait, so relax and enjoy an 
evening of fine dining at  Its bes t  In our 
elegant new dining room, 
Reservations Recommended 
HOURS 
Monday. Saturday B:O0 p,m, • 10:00 p,m, 
Sunday & Hofldays §:00 p,m,, 9:00 p,m, ~, 
O MOUNT LAYTON 1 
HOT SPRINGS 
RESORT LTD  
798 2214 
SEFrEMBER 12 - oc r .  14, 
1990 - -  Kltlmut Centennial 
Museum will host Our Native 
Languages, an exhibition cir- 
culated by the Royal B.C. 
Museum. Museum hours: "rue. 
- Frl. - -  11 a.m. - J  p.m., Sat. 
- -  12-5 p.m. Closed on Sunday 
& Monday. 
SEPTEMBER 18 - oc r ,  12, 
1990 --Kitlmat Centennial 
Museum presents Kitimaat: 
"O ld  Town" and "New 
Town"  an exh|bltion of 
historical photographs, ar- 
tifacts, and documents related 
to cultural changes that took 
place in the Kitimaat Village at 
the turn of the century. 
SEPTEMBER 19 - 30, 1990 -- 
A display of masks, costumes 
and adornments by the Queen 
Charlotte Island Maskateers i  
at the Terrace Library. 
SEPTEMBER 26, 1990 - -  Ter- 
race Minor Softball Assn. is 
holding a public meeting io the 
Library Board Room at 7:30 
p.m. regarding election of of- 
ricers. We are in need of 
volunteer help. The more help 
and support we can get, the 
greater the success. Contact 
"Gary Turner 635-2943. 
** l i ' * *  
SF.lrrEMBER 26, 1990 - -  The 
Terrace Unit Canadian Cancer 
Society's Living With Cancer 
Support Group meets Wed. 
Sept. 26 at 7:30 p.m. in the 
health unit auditorium. Guest 
speaker is medical health of- 
ricer Dr. David Bowering. Call 
635-2879 or 635-2995 for info. 
* t ' * **  
SEPTEMBER 26, 1990 -- The 
35th annual general meeting of
the Kitimat General Hospital 
Society will be held on Wednes- 
day at 8 p.m. in the Hospital 
Cafeteria.To beeligible to vote 
at the Annual general meeting 
all renewals of memberships 
must be completed by 1600 
hours on the date of the 
mecting~ New members .must 
pay'their I niembership 30days 
in advance ofthe meeting date 
in order to vote at the meeting. 
The membership fee may be, 
paid at the Hospiiai Reception 
desk, or by mall. Secretary, 
KItimat ~ G~neral ~ Hospital 
Society 
***  t.* 
SEPTEMBER 27, 1990 
--Skeena Health Unit, Terrace 
is making influenza vaccine 
available to certain groups at 
no cost. Annual vaccination is 
recommended for adults and 
children with chronic lung or 
heart diseases, orother chronic 
conditions such as cancer, im. 
mune system disorders or 
diabetes. It is also recommend- 
ed for persons over 65 years of 
age. Vaccination i  the fall may 
provide protection for the up- 
coming "flu" season. Special 
clinics will be held on Sept. 27, 
Oct. I 1 and Oct. 25. Please call 
638-3310 for an appointment. 
SEPTEMBER 27, 1994) - -  
Joanna Buyers, former esident 
of Terrace, will read at the Ter- 
race Public Library on Thurs. 
at 7:30 p.m. Her poetry is 
strongly influenced by her on. 
vironmental nd feminist con. 
corns. The reading is sponsored 
by Northwest Community Col- 
lege and the Canada Council, 
Admission is free. 
SEPTEMBER 29, 1990 - -  
Singles dance, at eli's, Lakelse 
Lk. 8 p.m. No charge. Come 
on out, it will be funl 
OCTOBER 2,1990 - -  The Ter- 
race Breastfeeding Support 
Group extends a special invita- 
tion to all expectant and new 
morns. We will be showing a 
video which will teach correct 
positioning. There will also be 
discussion time. The meeting 
will be on Tuesday at 8 p.m. in 
the education room of  the 
hospital. For further informs. 
t ion, call Terry Walker 
635-3287. 
Cont'd on B13 
Arts" in crisis 
I n  the wake of an annual 
genera[ meeting that left the 
Arts Association without an ex- 
ecutive; a committee has now 
been for'mud to seek solutions to 
a crisis that could lead to 
closure 9f the local art gallery. 
The 'association's problems 
began w~en all four members of 
the outgoing executive said they 
would not stand again. "it Was 
a case 0f total burnout," ex- 
plained Diana English, who has 
been president for the past two 
years and vice-president for two 
years before that. 
She said the remaining three 
members ~had also been on the 
executive for a number of years 
and when they too indicated 
they wanted to take a break, 
"Nobody, stepped forward to 
f'fll any POsition." 
While ~mphasizing the ex- 
ecutive had been helped by 
other volunteers, English said 
the work of running the associa- 
tion had istill fallen on the 
shoulders of "a very small core 
group." Given the executive 
played a ~ primary role in 
organizing the exhibitions at the 
gallery, the absence of one put 
its future in doubt. 
However, Alan Soutar, one 
of people 'on the rescue opera- 
tion committee, said the gallery 
would remain open for the time 
being andl "hopefully until we 
sort the situation out." 
Expressing optimism a solu- 
tion would be found, he main- 
tained "It's not a matter of a 
lack of interest, it's a matter of 
overwork." Therefore the com- 
mittee would immediately ook 
at ways o f  increasing the 
number ofivolunteers which in 
UU I WILL  I I HEMAIN SO 7 First opened in 1983, the public art  
gallery has since drawn thousands to view its exhibitions. However, 
an excessive workload is driving away the volunteers needed to 
keep it going. A newly formed committee is now looking at ways to 
save the gallery. 
turn would reduce the load on 
any one individual. 
He said it might also be 
necessary to consider creating a
paid position. "We're not small 
town anymore and maybe we 
can't do these things on a 
volunteer basis as much as we'd 
hoped." 
That might be the answer, 
English agreed, even if it was 
only a part-time position. Poin- 
ting out it was harder to find 
volunteers than it had been in 
the past, she added, "It 's not 
just the Arts Association, 
there's a lot of groups having 
the same problem." 
Soutar said the committee 
would hold its first meeting this 
week. 
• 
Revvm.ng up for Ch risrmas 
They won't look much like Santa's elves, but Cover all ages from new-born to 16. Therefore he 
the old geritleman would be ~ well pleased by the'el- "~  asked ,those .planning to~ take part in the ride to 
forts of motorcyclists who will gather at the Hwy. remember there was a need for more "practical"- 
gifts as well. Toys that did not require batteries 
were also preferred. 
Although the numbers taking part is an 
unknown until the day arrived, he said the best 
year to date had seen 160 riders on 100 machines 
shoe/up. 
The procession will leave the weigh scales at 2 
p.m. and the route will take it over the Sande 
Overpass, up Greig to Apsley, along Lakelse to 
Eby and then on Lazelle to the Inn of the West. 
Explaining the relatively short distance covered 
by the ride, Gilham pointed out "You can never 
be sure of the weather." By keeping the ride 
short, organizers hoped for a good turnout even 
if the weather was poor. Given it was for such a 
good cause, he added, "We can all stand a little 
rain.." 
16 weigh scales on Saturday. 
That's the day bikers from around the area will 
mount up for Terrace',s eighth annual Toy Run 
organized by the local Roadrunners Motorcycle 
club. 
As in years past, the event serves as-an early 
kick-off to the Salvation Army's Christmas cam- 
paign and participants will arrive laden with gifts 
of toys and •money to get the campaign off to a 
flying start. 
Although the Roadrunners handle the ar- 
rangements for the ride, club spokesman James 
Gilham emphasized the event is open to anyone 
with "a street-legal, motorized, two-wheeled 
vehicle. The more the merrier." 
Noting plush toys are always a popular choice 
with participants, he pointed out recipients would 
Masketeers exhibit 
well worth a visit 
I hope you've taken the time ¢im a_  _: _ , - - i " -. :, 
recently to drop into the art a | i~ i~O gN 
gallery an dviewthe collection" :=L"erO i l in  / " ~ ~%~' 
of masks by the Queen ] 1 - ~ 1  i ~  ~1 D"  
Charlotte Musketeers brought'~-~ ~ [~[~")  I n 
here by organizer Jeanne ~ '~ i C'~ i ~ L ' ~  
Hayward. Yvonno Moon I [ l l~  ~~, J ~"  
Apparently it all began when 
Kako and Paul Gibbons of Van- 
couver's Snake in the Grass 
Moving Theatre did a workshop 
on the Char'ottes on making 
papier macho masks. 
Some of. the participants in 
that workshop decided to con. 
tinue making imasks on their 
* **  * * own and Jeanne has since been 
The Terrace Standard giving workshops for both 
offers What's Up as a youth groups~ and individual 
public service to i ts  adults. 
readers and those t:om- The Musketeers held an ex. 
munlty organizations in hibition of their work last fall in 
the area. the Prince Rupert's Performing 
Items for this section Arts centre and will be back NASS VALLEY residents Florence and Orville Spencer were back 
are for non-pro f i t  there again once the present in Terrace residents as family and friends joined the couple in 
organizations and for Terrace show closes, 
those events in which The masks are made out of celebrating Orvlllo's 81st birthday. 
• there is no cost to gala papier macho, wood, handmade public library - -  this weekend luck supper, On each table were 
admission, paper, feathers and fabric and to catch the final days of this eX. tiny vases filled with flowers 
i To meet our produ¢- are complimented by lovely ¢iti0g exhibition, from the Spencer's Nass Valley 
' t ion deadlines, we uk  handmade costumes and adorn. * ~. * * * garden. The colours were love. 
that all items be subndt, ments. ~ . . . . . .  The Masonic Hall was the ly, 
• ted  by  IOOa~ on ~ the Jeanne says the Musketeers scene Saturday, Sept. 15 of a FIe and daughter Boa Thain 
~FRiDA preeedink the . are vet;y icreatiVe ~and w.ill next!/;~,e~:s~htl ~y to mark Or- made sure everyone was com- 
~: ..following week's issue; I year': work 0n~ :brlngmg the ~l~:s~neer,sSlst birthday, fortable and granddaughter 
; We also ask that i tem be, masts to lue with dancing and ' : F~I ly '  and  good friends Diaiie Thain :played soft Orgdn 
~'i typewflt lmor~pdnled~ r drumming.;-, i . . ,  i l te r  . . . .  . . . . . . . .  . . . . . .  ,-,, : ..... :/~:, "~g~, hed  for a very relaxed music while everyone was chat. 
/ mitflY~i : !, - i,.,;:~i~, ,,i i-~ :. : .~ So why not.head down to , the /~ id l l=  W~th Orville ahd :wife t~ing. • : 
", ........ ' ,~, ~':~ ........... ~ eatery --. it s downstain ln' the, ~ %FIO] :~  ....... a n , ,.:~. run ,:,~ginnin. with a _ot ' ':"?~': Conrd on B3 
. . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .  mr = . . . . . . . . . . . . . .  .t ~ .... . . . . . . . . . .  I M m H a r . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .  ' . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .  
Games telethon set 
for this Sunday 
This weekend local residents can enjoy fine entertainment 
and ai the same time help ensure next year's Northern B,C. 
Winter Games are the best yet. 
All they have to do is drop down to the R.E.M, Lee Theatre 
or tune in to Channel 10 anytime between 1i a.m. and 9 p.m. 
on Sunday. Either way, they'll find themselves watching the 
Northern Winter Games Telethon. 
Internationally-renowned singer Valdy will be on hand for 
the event as will Terrace's own Laurie Thaln, impressionist 
Jim Branch and a host of talented performers from across the. 
region. 
Variety will be the key to the show with music being provid- 
ed by more than half a dozen local bands, including the Rube 
Band (perennial hit of the Riverboat Days parade), dancing 
exhibitions by the Skeena Valley Squares and Prince Rupert 
Chinese dancers and magical comedy from the Shrine clowns. 
The extravaganza is an important fundraiser for~ next 
February's games and organizers hope audiences both at the 
theatre and at home will be quick to reach for their wallets 
and purses to make a donation. 
Those donations can also be made to grow by accompany- 
ing them with a 'meet-or-beat' challenge for people in the 
same company, school, business or whatever special category 
the donor can come up with. 
A further financial boost can be provided by taking time 
out at the theatre to purchase the souvenir pins, spoons and 
clothing that will be on sale there. 
Master of ceremonies for the event will be Doug Smith who 
will bring a decade's experience with Kitimat's Aluminum Ci- 
ty Telethon (ACT) to the event. Organizers could not confirm 
whether Smith will perform the death-defying gymnastic feats 
for which he is famed at the ACT. 
Who'd a thought it? 
Terrace may seem an unlikely Jumping off point to interna- 
tional stardom, but ihe community may prove to be just that 
for Kevin and Margaret Harcourt. 
Calling themselves Two Part Country, the country music 
duo have spent the past three and a half years travelling 
Canada In their own bus and performing as they went. 
The tour has included a couple of stops in Terrace, the last 
being earlier this year and it was then their pouible break 
came. The Harcourts Say they met a gentleman from Austria 
and it transpired he was in Canada looking for acts to book 
for shows back home. 
The result was an invitation to submit an application to ap- 
pear and the couple are now waiting to hear if they have been 
successful. 
Willits awarded 
nursing bursary 
In 1977, local public health 
nurse Nora Langley died 
following a car accident. 
However, her efforts to im. 
prove continuing education 
for members of her profes. 
siGn are being kept up 13 
years later through an annual 
bursary offered by the Ter- 
race chapter of the 
Registered Nurses associa. 
tion of B.C. (RNABC). 
This year's winner of the 
bursary named for Langley is 
Sonja Willits. Having 
graduated from the Van. 
couver General hospital 
school of nursing in 1982, 
she has worked full-time in 
, .1  / 
the northwest for the past six Sonja Willits 
years. 
Willits moved here from Smithers in August of this year 
and now works at Mills Memorial hospital as an intensive 
care unit and float nurse. 
She is currently studying for her Bachelor of Science in nur- 
sing and has completed two-thirds of the courses required for 
that degree. In announcing the award, local chapter president 
Ellen Betltham said Willits would receive $300 to help her 
completether studies. 
Willits' interests lie in critical care and continuing educa- 
tion and she has also been an active member of the RNABC 
for the past three years, two of which she spent as treasurer of 
the Smithers branch. She is also a member of the Rural 
Nurses group. 
Church dedicated 
Guests and members of the Terrace Full Gospel Christian 
Fellowship church gathered Sept. 23 as the congregation 
dedicated its new church. 
The building, formerly the Oddfellows Hall on. Munroe, 
was purchased and renovated this year. 
It's the first time the church as had a permanent home since 
it began services here two years ago, said Pastor Slade Comp. 
ton. 
"We first met at a hotel, then rented from the Zion Baptist 
church and then from a day care centre," he said, 
Guest speaker at the service was Pastor Tim Osiowy from 
local congregation's parent church, the Prince George Full 
Gospel Christian Fellowship. 
There are now one dozen Full Gospel Christian Fellowship 
churches in northern B,C. 
~ :~Leaders of those churches gathered here this week for a 
series of business and leadership growth meetings, They are 
held twice a year. 
~ -  I1~ I . . . . . . . .  l i l i ' J i "~  . . . . . .  , i l . . ,= . '~t . . t l . . .A~.~ . . . . . . . .  
l ~ ~ ;  ~ Program provides challenging beneficial tomedium.sized + By ELLY KARDAMYLAKIS of Schizophrenics. full of life as you or 1 at that 
On the weekend of October Time is scheduled for group age. But at some time in their I ~ ~ ~  opportunities for companies companies in need of capital, 
12 - 13, Friends and Families of discussions, coffee breaks, young lives, a big-chemical im- I I  • ~.~,--r,~. • and employees to cooperate in managers looking for 
Schizophrenics from the nor- lunch, and some relaxation and balance occurred in the make- I ~ - ~ ~ '  Employee Investment Plans.' 
thwest will meet at the Terrace entertainment. Invitations are up of their healthy brains that ~ . -  BENEFITS pr0gressiVeempl0yees inWaystheirt°c0mpanyinV°lve or 
Inn for their third annual con- being mailed to friends in now robs them of the ability to ~-~~,  ~ [ ~  • Financial assistance to set up businesses planning for 
ference, which is sponsored this Kitimat, Prince Rupert, concentrate properly, it scatters employee investment plans succession ofownership. 
year by our Terrace support Hazelton, Telkwa, Houston their thinking, distorts it, plays Licensed Premises * Employee lax credits 
A seminar on employee investment, group. Registration will take and Slithers. The Terrace tricks on their minds, creates • New capital for business led by Jan Christiansen, LL.B..will 
place Friday evening from 7 "to members want to encourage all delusions, hallucinations and HOURS: start up or expansion be held at: 
10. interested local people to attend paranoia. As a result of these • Enhances corporate The Inn of the West 
This will be a time of getting this important and informative troublesome symptoms, they Monday performance 
acquainted with new friends event, often go through a complete Terrace 
from OUt of town while to Saturday "Improves employee/employer Wednesday, October3rd 
refreshments are beingserved. The B.C. Friends of  personality change, become 
One of the invited speakers Schizophrenics have become a suspicious of their families and 7 a.m. - 8:30 p.m. relations. Time: 6:00 to 8:00 p.m. 
from the lower mainland is go- powerful force in furthering friends, suffer deep depres- 
ing to present avideo and share public awareness and signs, withdraw from us and Sunday & 
her own experience with understanding of the tragic ii- sometimes from society as a Holidays Creating a Climate for Grom~l;h 
schizophrenia n her family, lness of schizophrenia and have wh°le" Sam 3pm ~ ~  Honourable Dave Pmker MLA 
The Saturday conference positively influenced govern- In one word, schizophrenia 
'~'i:b+ni: 9.fi;m; io 4 p.m. will in- lent decisions, regarding .the destroys the lives of our youth ~ ~  MinlsterH°n°urableof ReglonaIStanley B. Hagen 
elude an update on the provin- care and support of and creates heartbreaking pro.  GOOD FAMILY DINING AT .... "' - - md~con~nlc.Developmonl[ .......... 
cial and internat ional  schizophrenia sufferers. Yet, blems and often unbearable ~RegionalondEconomic! 
there is still a lot of work to be stress on the families. ' REASONABLE PRICES Development .... ). ~' ~: ~ '~ "'" 
schizophrenia scene by one Unfortunately, many families ~ 
BCOFOS excecutive director, done. The stigma attached to hide their pain and stay in their 
Another topic on the agenda is this illness is hard to overcome closets. But in recent years, 
"The Value of Support" and and makes the sad situation of I 
many support groups have 
"Taking Care of Ourselves". these patients even more dif- sprung up all over the world. In 
Reports on the recent Inter- ficult. B.C. their number has grown 
national Conference in Van- The widespread opinion that from 13 to over 30 in the past 
couver, entitled "Schizophrenia schizphrenics have been born three years. 
1990: Poised for Discovery", retarded or mentally handicap- For further information on ,~g~ ,dl 
are going to be heard, ped is totally false. We, the the conference or on Friends 
There will also be a contribu- families and friends of these pa- and Families of Schizophrenics, ~ : : i 
tion to the program by thepresi- tients, know that hey wereonce call Elly Kardamylakis at .... 
dent of the Bulkley Valley bright youngsters, talented and 635-3654. :~  
ENDS SATURDAY, SEPTEMBER 29  
DEDICATED TO ATTAINING AND UPHOLDING THE 6==00 P.M. SHARP!! ~j,~,//~, 
HIGHEST POSSIBLE STANDARDS OF PRACTICE 
IN THE REAL ESTATE FIELD. 
REAL ESTATE SALES ...... 
MORTGAGE BROKERAGE 
VALUATIONS ]f~ 
PROPI:RTY MANAGI:MENT WASHER & w 
FINANCE '4 .p  
- , REAL PROPERTY ASSESSMENT ,~_~ DR Y E R , 
, LAND DEVELOPMENT -- " 
Ri(BC) ' I ~ ~ 5  . , . "~Set  " ""~ THE REAL ESTATE INSTITUTE OF B.C. ~B , 
.............. '...~_:.. ' ! I" ! CALLA MEMBER IN YOUR AREA ~]~l l l~ iN  T 
I ~ - - . -  m - . . -mm -~ m ,m 1 18 cu. ft. Fridge...reg. 
,~I~A MOt q Now on ,y . . .S l029 .00  
i I ~  HOT RES ! 16 cu' ft" Fridge'"reg ~"  
.ow o s89900 
:|,, FUN- FUN. FU~ Stoves  " Black Door Dishwashers  
'+l" Slides & pools " ' 
every Wednesday The B~l#?~:~:r?hwest Starting + ,ow S 4 9 9. O 0 
I : 00 bring a friend owe , :+589 +LB,. 0, ,,.m,., 
~ F~E~k~ ~ While quantities last ~ |gcredibl, Low 
j l i ,~~ mercl.lndlle In ,le©kl ~ HOTI~INr  . . . .  +• i + •+ 
I c, , ,  798"22.14,.r,. +~ EVERY :1 : Terrace Furniture Mart 
. o  +o  ,oo,, w~nmp.~nav , ,  
: I :~  + ..... ~,:,:,,+:+:,;,I I I n slides a re2for l  __ . _  + I 4434 Lakelse Ave Ter race  638"0555 I '  | 
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he Isk ......... ' to ld  -'slt not wo- t  - rh  t+ + +;+ " ' :  ~ ,~+~ A littlebWd Central Gifts  A sixmonth old baby girl suf- markets, in second-hand fur- ' .~ , +i i " +:~::i:~ + ;::, 
focated and died when she niture stores, and from " ' " 
became wedged between the neighbourhood garage sales, lf L ~ . . , ~ I , ~ R R ~ ¢ , .  /~., m o v ]  g ! !  mattressandthebumperpadin youareusingorplanningtouse FENOF " ' iS  
her crib. When police examined a second-hand crib write to 
the crib they discovered that the Consumer and CorporateAf- , "~'~ n 
mattress hanger near the fairs Canada, Communications i 
infant's head had been dislodg' Branch, Place du Portage, Hull, ~ : 
o,..s,o,,,o oa,,=,,o,,,,. ~o+oo ~,, 0o. ~.0, w,i ~ October  1 
Unfortunately, this is not an supply you with an easy to open window four stories to the s Mobiles and toys with strings 
isolated incident and several follow booklet, "Is I t  Worth 
ground. As your baby grows, and cords which dangle over or 
children have died because of The Risk?', which outlines how lower the crib mattress to : the  near the crib, ~ can strangle a We will be in 
certain features of crib design, to modify a second-hand crib. lowest position and remove child, as can a string holding a our  new location 
In 1973 Consumer and Cor- However, modifying a bumper pads and large Stuffed pacifier. Keep strings or cords 
porate A f fa i r s  Canada second-hand crib or even buy- toys that can act as steps for wellout of reach of your child. 
established standards for the ing a new one is no guarantee of climbing. A crib should never Check today to make sure NO. 102"  4716 Lazelle 
design of cribs to cover overall your baby,s afety. As a parent be placed against a window, or your child's crib is a safe haven 
construction, the allowable it is your responsibility to see near any furniture that can be and  nora potential deathtrapL Terrace , 
space between bars and locking that your child's crib is assembl- used to help the infant climb out : ourn 
weredeviceS'updatedln 1983otheSeremoveStandardSfrom ed properly and that each corn- of his crib. (directly behind the  TilIi Twin .... J
the marketplace all cribs that p~nent ,s securely inplace, that . Babies hould never be tied or 
ere are no sharp eages or pro- harnessed in a crib because the r ' ~r  L ~ ' ' l 
had knobs or designs that could !rudmg pmces, that the surface cords and straps may strangle II ~ I 
entrap children. Is m gooa snipe, and that the them 1 _ ~ ~ , ~  l 
While cribs in the stores to- mattress i firm and fits snuggly • Do'not leave a baby unattend- II ~ ' ~ "  II 
day comply with these new stan- .... :g.amst he side .of the cr!b. ed with a bottle propped to feed II C~ ~ TT~glr~T~T~ l : 
dards old cribs are SZUl Atwoyearomooyaieownen himself as he may choke I k_~J.~[/lVl ~ P, I'~. I 
dangerous. And, they are he climbed out of his crib with • Make sure the crib does not  II -~-  ~. . "~ '~.~' "  II 
available everywhere - - in  the aid of a bag of clothes. He contain smalltovs0robie~,o I LT~RmL)A(~  I EMPLOYEE grandmother's attic, at flea- climbed np and fell out of an that could cause cho~i~,~: , 
Schizophrenics support I '+ [ INVESTMENT 
groups plan conference " ...... [ SEMINAR 
B.C.'s Employee Investment The seminar will be especially [ 
Friends i 
From el 
• More  Moen 
Once supper was over, it was Mothballs. 
time for the joke-telling. Orville Have you d] 
and Nellie Reid both kept centre for a 
everyone laughing. More and sandwich . . . . . . . . . . .  
humour followed with the great lunch and, of course, 
presentation of some funny company to match. 
gifts by Eileen Mick. Finally * . . . .  
came the cake baked by Bea and A very special congratula- 
Diana Thain and decorated by tions goes out Jean Froese on 
HildaDavis. her marriage to Erich Burr. 
Others present for the Many, many years of happiness 
celebration included Nass to you both. 
neighbours Dawn and Des Ger- * * , , ,  
myn, son Ben, wife Laura and The big black and yellow 
their two children and son Dan, courtesy bus you might have 
~wife Vivian and children, seen around town recently was 
Daughter Trudy and husband busy while here. 
John Procyk were unable to at- First 38 seniors from the 
tend but promised they would Happy Gang Centre went on a 
be toasting Orville in Van. trip to Prince Rupert for a tour 
couver, of the city and its surrounds. 
Orville and Florence say While on the outskirts amother 
thank you to all who came and deer and her two fawns were 
helped make the evening a spotted on the roadside and the 
special one. And they have a trip home included the sighting 
special thank you for Nellie and of a black bear. 
Albert Reid. The Spencers have Then it was the turn of Ter-. 
now returned home to the Nass, raceview and Willows apart- 
Many more years of good ments residents and members of 
health, Orville. the White Cane Club to head 
off on a day outing to Stewart. 
• * * * * On the third and final day of 
Hello to all out-of-town the bus' stay here, two school 
readers of the newspaper-- I 'm tours were transported to 
told it travels far. I would like Furlong bay for a nature hike 
the person who thinks they may and mushroom trip. 
be the most distant reader to Everyone on those trips en- 
drop me a note. And the same joyed themselves and a special 
goes for anyone living outside thanks to driver John who did a 
of Terrace who has something great job and had some good 
they would like to share with jokes to tell. The Tim Horton's 
everyone. Write to me in care of bus visits communities across 
the Terrace Standard, 4647 Canada each year where it is 
Lazelle Ave., Terrace V8G 1S8. made available to local groups. 
• **  * -k*  * 'A '**  * 
I was talking to •some of the Two lucky boys from Terrace 
seniors who went down to this report hey had a great ime this 
year's B.C. Senior Games and summer attending the Tim Hor- 
apparent ly  they a had a ton Memorial camp located on 
marvellous time. All were 107 acres of sandy beachfront at 
treated very well whilethere and Lorimer Lake, Ont. That's 12 
a few also returned with medals, miles north of Parry Sound. 
Congratulations to all par- Jason Kirsch, 10, and Terry 
ticipants. Reinert, 11, said camp activities 
• * * * * included waterskiing, sailing, 
There was a good turnout at canoeing, fishing, hiking and 
the Happy Gang Centre's recent archery. They said the camp 
10th anniversary dinner. The was intended to give the 
hall had been decorated by children self-confidence and 
Arlene Bergh and Hazel pride in their accomplishments 
Dufresne, excellent food was and both came away with a very 
laid on by the Legion ladies and positive view of the world and 
everyone njoyed the entertain- their own futures. In short, it 
merit prov ided by the was "awesome." 
I If there Is ababy on the way, you'll 
I want to attend welcome wagon's 
J /  30, 
] [ Inn of The West 
OPENING IN OCTOBER, 
Terrace's First 
"Full Feature" 
Balloon Store 
• * Spectacular Decorating for every event or occasionf 
• Unique Floral Designs 
/ Contact: * Balloon Gift Wrapping (wrap your gift in a balloonl) 
/ Karen Farrell • Birthday Fun Paks I 636-0707 . Year Round Costume Rentals 
/ ~ .~ , . .  LIVEN UP YOUR NEXT OCCASION WITH S l 3 2 3 7  Kslum Terrace ...... 
e e 
De% 
On Oct. 6, "MAGIC-MAGIC" Is coming to Terracel ashow that Is 
guaranteed to amaze, amuse and mystify. The show features "The 
Magic of Murray Hetfleld and Co." along with special guest comic/Jug- 
gler Clark Roberteon. 
Murray Hsffleld, one of Canada's top Illusionists, has entertained all 
across the country In addition to performances in Australia, Israel, New 
Zealand and Japan. His show features some of the latest and best from the 
world of magic and illusion. Along with assistant Brenda Fox, who has been 
vanished into thin air and levitated high above the stage, and "Zlggy the 
Wonder Dog", the true "STAR" of the show, Murray will present some of 
his latest creations when "MAGIC.MAGIC" plays R.E.M. Lee Theatre on 
October 6, 1990 at 2 p.m, 
Special guest Clark Robertson has made audiences laugh from coast to 
coast with his unique style of comedy, and juggling. A regular at Comedy 
Clubs, Fairs and Variety Shows, Clark invloves his audience in the wild and 
wacky mayhem that he creates, 
Tickets for "MAGIC.MAGIC" will be 
avallabe at the door. • ' . . . . . . . .  , 
. .:.. .Don't miss it. 
Racing time 
INVIGORATING. Local cyclists always welcome sunshine, 
but never more so than on crisp autumnal days. Apart from 
the fresh air and exercise, zipping over the old Skeena bridge 
(above) also offers an opportunity to enjoy the sight of the 
reds and golds of fall now adorning nearby slopes. Eye- 
pleasing though the colourful scene may be, however, it also 
serves to warn pedal power enthusiasts they will soon have 
to put away their machines for another year. 
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Terrace Youth 
- -  rbocce . . . . .  ' 
' : .  . . . .  
ANNUAL . . . . .  
General Meeting 
Tuesday, October 2 
at 7:30 p.m. in the Library Basement 
All coaches and parents please attend. There will be an 
open forum for general discussion. 
OF 
! / \ JOY 
~... / 
Baby's Name: Emily Sarah Wright 
gate a Time of Birth: September 2,1990 at 1:46 pm 
Weight: 6 Ibs. 11 oz. Sex: Female 
Parents: Teny & Ruth Wright 
Baby's Name: Gage Tyrel Cooper 
Bate & 'rime of Birth: September 5,1990 at 7:53 pm 
Weight:. 7 Ibs. 2 oz. Sex: Male 
Parents: Cindy Davis & Seas Cooper 
Baby's Name: Nicholas Franklyn McLaren 
Bate & Time of Birth: July 29, 1990 at 12:12 p.m. 
Wofllht: 7 Ibs. 4V2 oz. Sex: Male 
Penmts: Stephen & Christine McLaren. 
Baby's Name: Sarah Margaret Monture 
Date & Time of Birth: September 2,1990 at 10:58 pm 
W~ht: 8 Ibs. Six: Female 
Parents: Tern/& Laurie Monture 
SEE OUR NEW LINE OF 
EDUCATIONAL SCIENCE TOYS 
AND GAMESf 
0% OFF 
I 
i i~ . .  LL SCIENCE TOYS & GAMES 
~ i ~  Sept. 26 - Oct. 2 
"~ GINGERBREAD PLAYHOUSE 
Mall 635 .5236 Skeena 
" -  THERE ARE 
_ . .  • 
CHEAPER WAYS OF 
COMMUNICATI  t'  ....
But you might get yourself in a flap if your message doesn't 
arrive on time. 
With a Radius two-way radio, you can say what you want. when you 
want. It's so light-weight, compact, portable and dependable. 
And, you can do it under all kinds of job conditions, The Radius line of 
radios has already been tested under the worst conditions possible, 
The best hing is while Radius' quality and reliability are sky high. 
the price isn't. 
So if you want o slate your message clearly, why fly in the face of 
reason?Do itwith Motorola Radius. Radiu  
MOTOROLA RELIABILIIY NOW WELL WITHIN REACH. 
re((<< 3974 Old Lakelse Lk. Rd., Terrace, B.C. V8G 3V1 Office (604)638-0577 !ii. 
. . . . . .  : , ,  A 6 K TELECOMMUNICATIONS LTD,-: 
Mobile Radio Sales and Service ,~~,~~-'~:, : '~: ;" ,  
24 HOUR SERVICE '~ '  . . . . . .  -':- ~ i -~  
. . . . . . . . . . . . . . .  mild  I I I Inr~l _ .L  . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .  I I I  I [  . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .  I I I  - I -  t " - ' : . . . . . . . . . . . . .  
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Smaller size islbig d ra:w!:!:::: 
• • .' "" , ' ,T"oMo,, ,o, ' ,ooo.d 
t ~ef°r~iamd:ingFrMaas~hr ' U~nPa; tsitf u he loo~s ~iomr~,~tond;H~aw~v~; s E FREE B IBLE~O~E~P~DEN ~ 
::amCchs~retraining program, next ~):;c~OlU:;;.--Introduction to A' nondenoml"atlona, ~ 
and then i! . 
'months .  
brought him back to Canada 
two months ago. - munity and a ii - '" " ~ 
beautiful, munication." Asked why he chose NWCC, thwest, Steve Francom, who isolated, setting. , 
Nair recalls he was an says the closer contact with Apart from NWCC's size and 
Alberta Ballet to perform 
Ballet comes to Terrace next 
Monday when the 18 member 
Alberta Ballet company per- 
forms at the R.E.M. Lee 
Theatre. 
Under the artistic direction of 
All Pourfarrokh, the Alberta 
Ballet pursues an innovative 
and theatrical approach. As a 
choreographer Pourfarrokh 
prefers the contemporary idiom 
ranging from nee-classical to 
modern and jazz. His stagings 
of classical works include most 
of those from the standard 
classic ballet repertoire. 
Having its roots in the forma- 
tion in 1954 of a small troupe of 
amateur dancers known as 
Dance Interlude, the 'name 
Alberta Ballet was adopted in 
1966. 
Since then the company has 
grown in both size and stat'~i;6. 
In 1988 the company gave, its ' 
premier performance of The 
Snow Maiden at the Winter 
Olympics Arts Festival. That 
was also the year Pourfarrokh 
became artistic director. 
The Terrace performance is
part of a national tour taking in 
communities from Ottawa to 
Victoria. It takes place Mon- 
day, Oct. 1 at the R.E.M. Lee 
Theatre beginning at 8 p.m. 
Tickets are $18 for adults, $12 
for students/seniors and are 
available from Erwin's Jewelers 
and Kermodei Trading. 
McEwan's Weekly Special 
' : ::: ':': il:E 
- " ' :~ ' t '  : : "~"  
:::: :~ ? ::i:~i,~:: :•: !i !:i~: I: 
J 
' . " .': L¸ : :'i>• 
1984 0LDS DELTA 88 
• Power Steering • Power Brakes • Automatic trans 
..... :=.~,: . . .• 4 : .Door ,Sedan • Ai r  Cond i t ion ing  •T i l tS teedng , . . . . .  , . . . .  ; .... 
" = Cru ise  Cont ro l  ® Fu l l  Load!  .......... " . . . . . .  : . . . . . . .  
=699500 Only 
~.sk One of Our Sales Consultants About Our 30 Day Exchange Polic!t 
~ - - - -  635  4941 " McEwan ou,  of Town Customers-Call Col le¢!  I I i  
Torraco "The Bright Spot", Hwy. 16 West ,  Terrace 
ONE OF THE talented dancers appearing when the Alberta Ballet 
takes to the R.E.M. Lee Theatre stage next week will be Barbara 
Moore. 
' Terrace Youth 
Soccer 
, ,  ~ • 
Assocmbon 
The executive of Terrace Youth Soccer extend their 
warmest thanks to the following sponsors who helped to 
make 1990 a very successful year for the youth soccer in 
Terrace. 
Northern Drugs 
Tilden 
Dairy Queen 
Rnnlng Ltd. 
Sight & Sound 
Sanberry 
Skeena Sawmills 
Totem Ford 
A.G.K. 
M.J.B. Plumbing 
Terrace Shell 
Richards Cleaners Ltd 
Wilkinsons 
McAIpines 
Terrace Dullders 
Skeena Cellulose 
Northwest Sportsman 
Manuel da Silva 
Dandstra Ud, 
Terrace Travel 
Co.op 
Cadyle Shepherd 
Hlghe Surveys 
Cedadand Tire 
Braid's Insurance 
Safeway 
Shoppers Drug Mart 
Phllpolts 
All Seasons 
Terrace Chrysler 
Northern Motor Inn 
K'saln Construction 
Bavadan Inn 
Terrace Rotary 
Kinetles 
VIe Froese 
Centennial Lions 
FACTORY DIR 
No. 2 
16"xl 6"x2.5 
PATI0 SLABS 
OTHER SIZES IN STOCK ALSO 
CT o.X 
% 
'~ '~'!'~i~,~,b,',~ -'.i';~,i'~':;~','!::!' " ; ' " " '~  ,-:;:'... 
.... t ,. =,J, I. ' :. :~." ..': " ' "~ U.. , ,  :,'." 
I / 16"X20" " I 
WHILE STOCK LASTS 
• Limited Stock • Limited Stock • Limited Stock • Limited Stock 
Clay Brick 
" 8"x 16"x2" ~o,~°B,o.~ . ................................ 45¢~, NO. 2 ~ 89¢l  Po,,os,a~ ................................. .  $1.25 
Concrete MIx . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .  $4.99.Q - ' " -  " "~ ~ ' -  EACHI  UnlStonePaver __~ 
ToppinGMlx ............................ $3 .99 ,0 .  , .,. "....~.'.I ~'..:.-.., ' Unl Stone Paver . . . . .  - • 
6"Sona Tube ~1~ 
[ L',;" ','..'~'*~,.'" ' ' '":'~." I 12x12screen : 
,~,x~,,=o,o,~o,t ......... $35.00,ox,o0 /l.',,~':;,.-.l::~." . . '~" ; "  :"""" - ' :~ :  ! ~_'~" ................. ,,,L,.,.,.: ....... , .$1 .69  
2"x4" Lumber _~ . t~ , "  '.'.: : . . . .  ..~.- I arc Slab ; , ~9 .99  
I, ~ s x s x , 6  KOBBI .x .~ .o  .... 8', I0' .  12', & le ' .  ............................ 15;Fr. ':."r:,.'" ..................................... , ! a~a. BIoc~ ......................... ~D.  ~l~ r~CH 
::::~"~" STEEL SALES ~ BAG CEMENT 4, CONCRETE FORMING 4~ 
" .  . . . .  . i l t l  i i i  i 
J 
have hot tempers. If that's the 
rule, then Doug is the excep- 
tion. After spending hundreds 
of hours on stream with him, 
the only disagreements we've 
had have arisen when each of us 
has been adamant that the other 
should be the first to fish 
through new water. 
doors is not confined to angl- 
- 1"7 '~ 
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S.hame. and di.sgrace in, 
D OUG WEBB is a ing. Helikes to shoulder the ri- ~":"" 
dedicated, en- fie and stalk through the crisp abuse. Recent articles in National 
thusiastic angler. In autumn air after moose. Given Thanks to the machinations Geographic and The New 
the middle of winter his fondness for the outdoors, it of our former minister of Yorker have served notice that 
you might find him skiing down was nor surprise when Doug forests and his cabinet cohorts, the rest of the world now knows 
a trail to the Kalum River with a became enthral led with we have turned what is rightful- of the reprehensible way we 
tube containing his rod tethered mushrooming, ly ours over to giant corpora- have treated our forests. 
to his belt and sliding on the Hunting for mushrooms is tions. Our crown forests are Following those pieces there 
snow behind him. In spring done ineitherold-gr0wthforest now plantations where fewer was much moaning and 
Doug will be on the river with or long healed-over burns - -  men are logging more trees at a gnashing of teeth by govern- 
the small rod, enticing cutthroat beautiful places. And, thanks to faster ate with scant regard for ment ministers. "These people 
trout with dry flies. In summer the demand from the Orient, the truly sustainable resources: just don't understand," .they 
, f ish, wildlife - -  and wailed. ~ . and fall he will be out with the the quest for fungi is not only Everything is gone. The place hausti0n Run and found some mushrooms. Like hell they don't. 
salmon rod after larger quarry, good for the soul and the car- wherethe bear~ hadworn atrail o f  its Strikingly beautiful trees The Kalam forest district is The authors and ediiorial 
R d-headed ople, it is said, diovascular system, but also for in themoss by stepping in each gone and the others lying heavily overcommitted. The so- staff involved in those articles 
the wallet, other's tracks year-after.year.., twisted and broken on the called 'Fall Down' is coming to have a global view; they see pro- 
Doug phoned a while ago. all theold hemlock.., all gone." ground. I 'd felt it when I came this community and it will make fligate greed and strip-mining 
We talked of meetings and ~le hesitated a moment, ai:ross the ruins of the cherished the recession of the early with a saw and tower for what it 
future fishing adventures. He "And for what? A few old stand of timber near Herman eighties look like good times is. To our shame and disgrace, 
sounded istracted, hemlock - -  not even good saw Creek, and this spring when I when it does. they are showing it to the rest of 
"What's the problem?" I logs - -  and some small sticks?" saw the first divot in Skeena Until ,that time the forest theworld. 
asked. I knew his sense of loss. I 'd West. giants will promote their myth Welcome to T ree  Farm 
'T in  in a state of shock," he felt it when Mike and I returned It's a bitter irony that the of sustainable forestry and en- Licence No. l,.says the s_ign on 
answered. " I  went to my to the snowbound trail we'd term multiple useis so often us- courageloggerand environmen- the Copper River " road .  
Doug's passion for the out- favour i te  mushrooming taken so many times to the ed in the forest industry _ all I talist to fight each other over Welcome to Brazil North~ is 
grounds. They've been logged. Heart Attack Hole and the Ex- see evidence of is multiple what belongs to them both. what it should say. - 
I ,  PORTS NE.Wq 
Rec hockey 
league grows 
, HOCKEY FANS will be 
delighted to learn Terrace's 
recreational hockey league is 
back, and it's bigger and bet- 
ter than ever. 
The first league game of 
the season will be Saturday at 
7 p.m. The league has ex- 
panded to eight teams this 
year, and has been divided 
into two divisions - -  the rec 
division and  the oldtimer 
division. 
A 42-game schedule and 
eight ice times a week means 
local hockey at the arena for 
spectators every night except 
Monday and Friday. 
The over-35 oldtimer divi- 
sion features the Terrace 
Timbermen, Convoy Supply, 
the Northern Motor Inn 
Okies, and the Riverside 
Auto Wranglers. On the rec 
side, All Seasons is the new 
team, joining Skeena Hotel, 
No rm's Auto Refinishing 
and Inn of the West. i 
More wins 
for Mann 
TENNIS PLAYER Fran 
Mann swept the women's 
events at an open tennis tour- 
nament in Telkwa earlier this 
month to pull off another tri- 
ple win. 
She took the singles title at 
the Sept. 1-3 tourney by com- 
ing from behind in the final 
to defeat Telkwa's Janice 
Jaarsma 4-6, 6-4, 7-6. 
The Terrace player follow- 
ed up the singles by teaming 
up with Nancy Condon to 
win the all-Terrace women's 
doubles final, beating out 
fellow Terrace club members 
Diane Cey and Ada Sarsiat 
7-6 (tiebreaker: 1 I-9), 6-3. 
Next  Mann and husband 
Swarn cruised to a 6-1, 6-2 
win in the mixed doubles 
final over Doug and Dee Je- 
nion, also of Terrace. 
Telkwa was the second 
tournament this summer at 
which Mann has taken all 
three events. She also won 
the singles and women's 
doubles at the Smithers Open 
in early August. 
On .the men's side, 
Kitimat'sAlex Cote won the 
singles final with a 6-2, 7-6 
score over Terrace's Richard 
Kriegl.:: 
Kriegl and Terrace'team- 
mate Swam Mann were also 
on the losing end of a 5-7, 
7-2, 6:1 tally in the men's 
doubles final, beaten by 
Smithers' Dean Bouchard 
and Dan Olmstead. 
The tournament's 'B' side 
saw Diane Cey defeat Nancy 
Cond0n 3-6, 6-3, 6-1 in the 
wome'n's singles final. 
'JEFF NAGEL 638-7283 
A karate 
magician 
TERRACE - -  An aura of training with his kendo-teaching 
power and confidence seems to father and the bamboo kendo 
surround Ryuichi Nakamura. swords. " I  trained with him in 
And when the Japanese karate kendo since I was six years 
champion visited Terrace last 0~d," he said. "Every morning 
week he seemed to leave a bit of we would get up at six o'clock 
it with the young students of the to'.train." 
local Chito Ryu-style karate He's particularly known and 
club. fea'red for his lightning-fast 
The local kids thrilled to the leal~ing punch - -  a powerful 
high kicks of the 24-year-old move etched in Zucchiatti's 
sparring champion; who was~. me.mory, ever since Nakamura 
here to visit local karate instruc- used it to flatten him earlier this 
tors and work with Terrace- 
Kitimat club members. Local 
club spokesman Joe Zucchiatti 
said some Terrace 'competitors 
went to Japan to train earlier 
this year, and met Nakamura 
there, who accepted their invita. 
tion to visit Terrace. 
Nakamura became Japanese 
champion last year, at an 
unusually young age. Before 
that, he was champion of the ci- 
ty of Kumamoto. And although 
the Japanese are usually best in 
the world, Nakamura was edged 
out of the medals in kumite --, 
the fighting event - -  at the Soke 
Cup world championships in 
Vancouver last year. 
"He's  not invincible - -  
sometimes he does get beaten," 
says Zucchiatti. "In fact a cou- 
ple of our boys - -  Calen McNeil 
and Steve Carelius - -  have 
scored points on him. So he's 
not invincible. He just happens 
to be the best." 
Nakamura fights with a quick 
and direct kendo-style attack, 
which stems from his childhood 
spring in Japan. "It was the on- 
ly time in karate I've ever been 
knocked to the ground by a 
single punch,"  Zucchiatti 
recalled, "I was wearing full 
body armour, of course, so I 
wasn't hurt. And I'm sure his 
hand wasn't hurt." 
"His technique isso pure that 
one minute you're standing,• 
and the next you're sitting." 
Nakamura made the jump 
from kendo to karate at age 17, 
and became a student of 
Chitoshe - -  the leader and 
master of the Chito-Ryu style of 
karate. Although he holds a 
second-degree, black belt in 
karate - -  lower than many more 
, 1 ) , 
experienced competntors - - he is 
atop his sport, ~it least in Japan. 
"It 's just such a tremendous 
honour to have the best in 
Japan come herd to train with 
us," Zucchiatti added. 
Whi le  in B.C., Nakamura 
also took in some fishing in the 
northwest, and went bungee- 
jumping in Nanaim0. 
TERRACE STANDARD 
JAPANESE KARATE champion Ryuichi Nakamura leaps over the crossed arms of local karate instruc- 
tors Norm Goodlad and Roland Lagace last Thursday night. Nakamura's high-flying kicks awed 
members of the local karate club, who turned out to watch the moves of a master. 
8Ul- I BALL PII-CHER Wendy Soflak arrived intown a month ago, after throwing 
for Team Canada in the world championships this summer in Illinois. 
Talent on the mound 
TERRACE - -  One of the country's played. The B.C. pitcher didn't dissap, 
top female softball players is bringing a point her coaches, winning both l 
taste of international experience to games. She didn't allow a run, •blank- 
Terrace. ing both Bermuda nd the Netherlands 
Wendy Sofiak is now in town to by 3-0 and 8-0 scores. 
teach at Clarence Michiel Elementary She plays down the success, noting 
school. But outside the classroom she's the Canadian women's opponents in 
usually on the mound, and this sum- those games were weak teams. "But I 
mer she was pitching for the Canadian was dissappointed we only finished 
women's oftball team. I . sixth," she said. " l  wanted us to be in 
The 28-year-old player capped an the medais." 
impressive amateur softball Career this She: started playing softball at age 
summer by playing for Team Canada eigh tand her level of play has escalated 
at the world championships in Normal, eyer since, reaching the inteinational- 
Illinois. tournament level in recent years. "I 've 
Sofiak's sharp pitching and first- been playing serious ball for about the 
base play got her on  the team after last 15 years," she says, "but the 
years of playing for club teams, in- Worlds was definitely the biggest for 
cludlng the West Vancouver Angels. me." 
But the last hurrah for this player 
It was last year when she made her could still be ahead. 
move to the national level, making the 
'Td  like to continue," Sofiak adds. 
40-player national team roster for the "My plans had been'to retire this year, 
first time. Then, at another ound of but l'm not sure. It,ll be this year or 
try-outs in May, she made the final cut next year." 
to qualify for the 17-player national She says she's tempted to take a 
team. crack at the Pan American Games in 
The culmination of Sofiak's years of Havana, Cuba next summer, But she's 
'practice came in July ht the world unsure she can mesh softballwith er 
championships, where she earned two new job, and fit in thehoursof prac- 
starts in the eight games Team Canada rice and travelling to try-outs. 
• Je .~L .ar~au)  . .a ' , . .d lX . jp .dL 'ml  ~ ~ : . . 
l " 
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BUSINESS 
OF THE 
WEEK 
, : ,  ~ : :: , : ;  ,i:i ¸ !~  
::ii ii!iiii!! i 
let's talk 
.~ .~M~.u,,~ ,^,o., 
• Portable radios ,: : : 
• Marlne radlos .... : 
• • Igountaln top repeaters 
*J~i l~l  DLAN ~ dea ler  
Northland 
Communications 
4.5002 Pohte Avenue 
638-0261 
NEID ENTERPRISES LTD. 
SPECIALIZING IN ALUMINUM WELDING 
& MANUFACTURING 
CUSTOM BUILT BOATS - -  BOAT REPAIRS 
ALUMINUM FABRICATION -- GAS TANKS -- TOOL BOXES 
RUNNING BOARDS -- BOX LINERS - 10 FT. SHEAR 
~ , ~ 0 0  TON METAL BENDING PRESS. 
JIM HElD 
(604) 636- 3478 
4575 LOWRIE AVENUE 
TERRACE. B.C, VeG 3Y8 
T IARA "$  
FINEST ESCORT SERVICE 
We Pamper & Tease 
'Cause We Aim To Please 
Main office 
Fort St. John 
785-2629 
635-5323 
TERRACE 
GRAND OPENING " Look for 
Dawson Creek SPECIAL 782.11~ 
A•uto• RECKING 
~tar ters  - Transmissions-~SioGr:ne~o~;rSPart s 
: ~ ~  ~ 635-6837 635-9363 
'i" " " Parts . . . . . . .  24' Hr. T'ow[ng " 
4129 Sub Station Avenue, Terrace, B.C. V8G 3W6 
Out of Town Calls 1-800-663-8151 
SUMMER SPECIAL! 
NORTHERN CARPET & UPHOLSTERY CLEANING 
635-3944 
let's talk 
RIHL:ND 
• Portable radios 
• Marine radios 
• Mountain top repeaters 
o,~l,n DLAN ~ dea ler  
Northland ,.,oo~,o,,,,,..o. 
Communications 638-0261 • 
I i 
PROFESSIONAL HAIRSI"YLING 
& ESTHETIC SERVICES 
• MANICURES * MA~.UP * FACIA}.$ 
• SCULPTURED NAILS • PEDICURES 
: ;:~.;:~,-e,;..:.~ ";~ . : • EYELASH& t3"EBROWT~NTING 
. . . .  ~,~,~.,. . . . . .  ~.,..~..=,~,~,.~,~,~,,~.::~.B~OY'~'~V.. HNR REMOVAL 
PHONE 635"4997 ' ""' PLUS 
4652 Lazelle Avenue, TANNING & TONING 
Terrace. B,C. 
VBG 1 $6 Total Beauty & Fitness Care 
MACKAY'S  FUNERAL 
SERVICES LTD. 
Terrace Crematorium 4626 Davis Ave., Terrace 
Directors: 
JAMES WESTERMAN & DOUG MAC FARLANE 
JEANE'I-rE DE FRANE 
Bronze plaques 
& monuments 24  HOUR 
Answering and Pager Service 
Torrace ~itimat Smit,ors 6:35"2444 
& Prince Rupert Funeral Service 
Association 
F U N'E!R L H 0 M E 
Box 247, s~n-itJlers~, B.C. • 847-2441 
• Director AUa~l~hrac le ;  F~~ 
Professional counse]l ~g'" ,; \ ,~" , "  ' 
Memorial markers i . . . . . . . .  ' ! ~: " '. 
Grave covers j .~  ~',,, ~'~ 
Cremation ,, "~.,,~ A.oclatlon 
River's Edge Contracting41 ~ i #112-4619 Lazelle Ave., 
Terrace 
~ ~  phone 635-6309 
reasonable rates -- hourly or contract 
specialty buckets, backhoe, post hole auger, 
6" & 8" bits, snowclearing 
Terrace Electric and Heating 
. . •B , .•C lass  "A" Electrical Contractor " t 
, ~ )  Industrial, Commercial, Residential 
J.S, PALAHICKY ,'~, 
Phone: 638-8406 - Fox: 638-8407 ': 
4908 Lombly:, Avenue, Terrace, B,C, V8G 4N5: 
' I ~ . . . .  ~ ' I  ~ ' ~ ' " 'II 
TERRACE LTD. 
GLASS 
Auto Glass 
Specialists 
4711 A KEITH AVE. 
TERRACE, B.C. V8G 1K5 
PH. 638-1166 
v, Windshields 
Glass Medic Repairs 
,,-I.C.B.C. ©laims 
[, '  SummitGlass I i 
~" ~, ' i::i', e 
Serwce  Ltd. 
;il ALL TYPES OF GLASS 
: , ICBC Claims 
:ii~: ~,0MPETITIVE PRICING 
"h : : - Serving Bums Lake to Kit!mat 
~iiCALL TOLL FREE 1'800-§§7'44§4 
,, ,i,: ~,,, ~,~, ~,, . . . . . . . .  HazBIton, B.C. 
, 
i 
INSULATE YOUR HOME BEFORE WINTER 
WITH NEW IMPROVED CELLULOSIC RBRE INSULATION 
[ ~J fligh Tilorlnal 
i Value 
[ v'! Fire Resistant 
[~-J Fire Conlainn]e~t 
l 
,/=! Value 
r~l Non-irdlating J-v'l Chemical Stability 
I ~J Non-corrosive I~J Dimensional Stabilily 
IVI N0n-toxic (~J Lioillwoi0h! 
/~JFul=gi Resislanl I~l H g l Acoustical Value 
[.~i'J Vermin Resistant - 
BEFORE YOU INSULATE CALL 
SKEENA COMFORT INSULATORS LTD. 
635-6141 
~c ~,~,,* • BALLOON DECORATING.'~4p' .+. 
~%~j1~.(I1~ ~ FOR ALL OCCASIONSI "~'~ * , ,~  
. ~,"Wb w ' .Novelty Balloon 0 Grams ' . 
- I~ l  A'. "¥ .Birthday Clown Pack w '~. ,  
..... ..k,'~Jl~ " .~'romotional Window Displays ' -~ 
• ": ~le~ ! "Much much m0re, " " , " ~ ~. 
• ~. -Mr~"  ~ ' (rain 24 hour n0ticei . . . . . . .  -~ I~I , . .~  
~'k , :~l~ ' PARTY COSTUME RENTALS' ~ ~ '  
• ~ ~' BOOK NOW BEAT THE RUSHI ' ¢ ) ' .  
Heather Oraydon ~qn=~, ,~.  deaL'2, l r  ~j) No. 1-3237 Kalum Ave. 
uathy gonahua V , .B , ,W V , . ,1F JLLv  Terrace, B.C. 
Bateman - Brenders 
Bama- Doolittle 
Lester- Danby 
Kennedy- Isaac 
Frederick- Parker 
Jan's Photo C~p~c~ 
4609 Lakelse Avenue 
Tenace 8|6-|ZID 
TERRACE TRUCK RENTALS 
"Moving vans 
epassenger vans 
°pick-up trucks 
635-3127 
Will cut down any treel 
"SAFELY" 
$1,000,000 liability for YOUR protection 
635-7400 
n A MA ( t ' rn  J 
DHnM'@# ~ ,,.c,,.. T~ANSPO.TAnON 
.~SYSTEMS L TD.--~ 
Dilly freight service ex Vancouver :, 
TEL; (604) 635:2728 , : i 
FAX: (604) 635,7197 MEMBER OF ~ 
31118LAKEBURNST., TERRACEoB, C. VaG3JI " , ~ 
i" I / ' '  I I  J I ~ : L 
Games telethon arrives 
By MARY ANN BURDETT ~ .< _._.~ 
It's telethon week -.:-' the b!g 
fund-raiser for the Northern Oames 
B.C. Winter Games will be here 
thisSunday, Sept. 30, on Chan-  Update 
nel, 10 from I 1 a.m.:through to NORTHER'NBC~"~NII~GAMES 
9 P.m. 
This extravaganza will be 
telecast live .from the R.E.M, 
Lee theatre~ :Why not go to the 
theatre forl a part of your day 
and join the fun and excitement 
of,watching the performers in 
person? 
• ~ Along.with Laurie Thain and 
Va!dy and other high-calibre 
local talents, there will he ex- 
hibitions }'ram the Skeena 
Valley Square Dancers, the 
Prince Rupert Chinese Dancers 
- -  both of which are more than 
worth making a trip out to 
watch - -  and our own unit of 
the Shrine clowns, with acts that 
can only be described as totally 
professional nd completely ab- 
sorbing. 
Music-wise, we will be treated 
to the sounds of Big Bark and 
the Howlers, the Mothballs, 
Diamond Back, the Stage Hogs, 
Riverbottom Nightmare Band, 
Dick Ladouceur and his group, 
and the ever haywire and enter. 
taining "Rube Band." Jim 
Branch, Impressionist, will be 
there with an act that is 
guaranteed to catch your atten- 
tion and the Summer School 
Theatre Group will also be in 
action for us. 
Now just how much more 
could we possibly hope for in a 
day's entertainment? Citizens 
of Terrace, come on down to 
the theatre this Sunday and join 
the fun in person, enjoy 
yourself while assisting your 
hometown with the hosting of 
the Northern B.C. Winter 
Games. 
Make your donations, issue 
your challenges - -  whether at 
home or in the theatre --  and 
pick up your Winter Games 
souvenirs from the booth in the 
lobby. There will he hats, 
i l IN¢ IE@P[~_  ~ 
T-shirts, sweat shirts, golf 
shirts, pins and spoons, all 
tastefully done and reasonably 
priced. 
In the field of donations and 
challenges, Dianne Francis says 
Terrace Bowling Lanes will be 
offering score-keeping and/or 
land instruction in howling 
from 9 a.m. to 11 a.m., Sunday, 
Sept. 30, for a minimal $5. The 
money collected will he donated 
to the telethon, with a challenge 
to other local businesses to 
equal or better it. The Figure 
Skating Club has a $500 dona- 
tion ready to be made, and the 
Terrace Curling Club has a 
broom raffle in progress, with 
proceeds ear-marked for the 
telethon. 
Letters have been sent to the 
schools encouraging our 
younger folks to come up with 
individual challenges and we 
know we can count on them, I
have given much consideration 
to my personal challenge, and 
find that I can spare a twenty- 
dollar bill (there goes a much- 
needed hair-do) and challenge 
everyone who loves Terrace to 
equal or better it. 
Of course none of us will 
have any trouble remembering 
our "Evening with Laurie 
Thain" at the Terrace Inn on 
Sept, 29th. If you don't have 
your tickets as yet, you can 
check with the Winter Games 
office at 635-1991 -- you just 
might he lucky enough to find 
one or two tickets left. 
While the big excitement this 
week is with the telethon, the 
other Winter Games committees 
are far from idle. Sherril Brown 
and Kelly Kline, who are chair- 
ing the cross-country skiing 
events, have been exceptionally 
busy laying out ski trails in the 
Onion Lake area.' The Games 
depend on hard-working, 
dedicated volunteers like them. 
Until next week --  remember: 
Terrace is Terrific, and so will 
be the telethon. See you at the 
R.E,M. Lee on Sunday. 
Seniors bring Squash returns 
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COPPERSIDE IV 
Big Enough To Serve You, 
Small Enough To Know You, 
Saving You Money with... 
--1 
BACON 4 0 0  I I sooo package' I " n  , 
While eupplloe Le~t [] I I  V ~ l~ o_a.= 
I d e'" HIND QUARTER 
DRAW 
• Cut & wrapped to your specifications 
• Fill in back of Til Slip from your next meat 
purchase with your name, address & phone 
number. 
• Fresh Homemade Beef or Pork 
Sausage 
• Fall is Freezer Beef Time 
and Mary Anne Dilley - -  took 
silver. 
Terrace's Bud Kirkaldy was 
the zonCs lone track-and.field 
star, thr0wifig the shot put for a 
bronze-medal finish. He also 
picked up a bronze in the long 
jump. 
Terrace's Marian Duffus 
earned a silver in swimming, 
while Ran Knight, of Kitimat, 
TERRACE -- Squash action has resumed at the courts at 
Northwest Community College, and the season,s first tourna. ~ P I~[ l lml~a lP l~ ;d  ~ IU]  back  Games  mentgetsunderwaythis,weekend. ~_"~uuppula lu¢;  le I mad ,o., club spokesman Brian Draper said the club has lost ~ I' 
some players, but has gained some new ones, Including South ~ 2891 Clark " al haul African. G, rant played some of the province's best_including T o n y p h y s i c l a n  Robin Grant. ~ ~  ~ Ter_ra_ce, B.C.. 
t,eyiano, ranked number 17 in B.C., and Spider Jones, rank. ~ 635-6624 • i 
ed 35th in the province -- at a men's closed tournament over  ~"~_m,.~..,.,~ u,,,~ I the summer ~vv , l ,~  vvHH THE NORTHWEST [ 
r ' hBac  Right now there  Low hnanc'  0 1 r 
plus end-0f-model.year De er D]sc0unts, [ 
• on every1990 Ford 0rMeorc y; [ 
anger aria uheyne combined MaryDegerness, AllanDubeau, ! ! i:ii ' : " ~ ' ~ = ~ ~ ~ l  
to take the mixed doubles Evelyn Francis Maxine / ' .~)~~.X  
bronze. S, mallwood, and Esther Postuk ~ ~ ~ ~ : ~  
The cribbage team -- which u ~--~_~------L~_ , ~ ~ ,--. 
included Terrace's Lowell Croft ~m~:~r -~_ ' lP  ~ /-.,= 
I , CORRECTION In this week's '1/=-Price PLUS 
Super Buys' flyer, the Newton's 
Cradle sold on page 3 will not be 
available due to manufacturer's 
inability to ship. 
We apologize for any inconve- 
nlence this may have caused. 
K-Mart Canada Limited 
TERRACE 
TOURISM 15 GOOD BUSINESS GENERATING DOLLARS THAT MULTIP- 
LY AS! THEY CIRCULATE THROUGHOUT THE COMMUNITYI AS 
~/ , BEAUTIFUL AS THE SCENERY 15, VISITORS WILL BEST REMEMBER 
~,~ THE WAY THEY WERE TREATED BY THE FOLKS WHO LIVE HERE 
i': JULIUS KOMLOS IS A SENIOR SAWMILL SUPERV SOR AT SKEENA 
'i~"~"CELLULOSE. HE CAME TO TERRACE IN 1957 AFTER LEAVNG 
i'i' HUNGARY. JULIUS LOVES THE SPECTACULAR BEAUTY AND THE 
~" "FRIENDLY PEOPLE IN THIS PLACE HE CALLS HOME COME ON TER- 
~i'/': RACE.~.SHOW YOUR PRIDEI 
WlIH ASS ~IA, NCE F~OM ~HE C ~  
But the 1990s are going fast. When 
they're gone, tliey're gone and... 
• " the1990 Prices will be gone 
d: 
" , ". " ,- . : :;L-; -,: 
st Dealers 
. Smhhers ,Prince Rupert ~ , "-~ 
Snow VaUey Ford Sales Lid. ] ~ ~  rd,c Bot:~lleL~r~ry Sale s
/ 
q 
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Feature 
Home 
by 
Stately 
A grand home with 
spacious proportions 
and many attractive 
features make for good 
country living. 
This 1355 sq. ft. home 
of post and beam con- 
struction is worth taking 
a look at. 
Combined livingroom 
and dining area, adjoin- 
ing kitchen, patio doors 
to'rear sundeck and a 
spanish-style fireplace 
Lots of Parking Space Provided . . . .  enhance the grandiose, 
open feeling of this 
home. The main bath 
' features good closet 
i 
space; you'll find an en- 
suite bath of f  of the 
master bedroom, ample 
closets and ~two other 
bedroomscomplet ing 
the main floor. 
24' x 23' oversized 
recreation room with full 
length storage area, wet 
bar and impressive rock 
work dominates the 
lower level, also contain- 
ing two bedrooms, 
bathroom with tried 
shower stall, and laundry 
room. 
Lots of  covered park- 
ing is provided in the 
MEMBER 
Assoc!ate Broker Hetwork 
I ,Y OWNID AN 00p i rRt1 |  D 
TERRACE REALTY LTD. 
acreage proper . . . .  ty 
] 
breezeway and double 
garage. Strategically 
positioned on 6.'7 acres; 
to catch lots of daylight, 
the property is mostly 
level, thought fu l ly  
cleared, and has rear ac- 
cess from "Huckleberry 
Lane. 
To view this peaceful 
countryside home, just a 
short distance from the 
city core, call Christel " 
Godlinski at Terrace 
Realty Limited, 638-0371 
or evenings at 635-5397. 
Priced at $119,000. J 
- -mr,  dun: KitcHen WitH eating bar 
Large, t:ntertalning.Size Rooms 
MEMBER 
A . - - -=m-  ssoctate Broker Hetwork 
E ' E , INOE~ENO|NtL  ¥ OWN ='0 , tN  O O,=E~, t ,  rEO 
l 
" r RURAL BUNGALOW 
• - ',, ...... "• Appealing 2 bedroom non basement 
home in Copperside Estates, oil and 
wood heat, bay window in the living 
room, built in china cabinet, covered 
• ,  ...... front porch, located on a woodsy 
. . . . . . . . .  : ;:  = lot. Asking $41,900. 
TRIPLEX REVENUE 
For the investors.fully rented..new. LOOK TO THE FUTURE 
ly painted_some renovat ons com. Located close to the Man cipal 
pleted in the sundeck area. Close to Building, this 1 acre parcel fronts on 
the hospital and easy access to the Lazelle and Park Avenue, is 
downtown area. By app0 ntment on.• i presently zoned R-3, but adjoins P.t 
ty..require some notice. , zoning to the east. Ho'use presently 
rented.. Ideal holding property for 
SOUTH.SIDE ACREAGE 
plus aweJl kept, older, 3 bedroom 
home. Numerous outbuildings n- 
eluding a new 14' x 24' greenhouse 
and a 40' x 100' ham with concrete 
floor. Over 19 acres mainly cleared 
and in hay fields makes this one of 
the largest farms within city limits. 
Vendor may take a home as part 
trade. Asking $148,000 MLS 
! WEST SIDE LAKE 
PROPERTY 
3 bedrooms, propane fddge, stove 
and hot water tank system for in. 
door pfumbln 0 3 pce, 2 Generators 
for hydro for outbuildings and cot. 
tage.Jawned areas..room to park 
and play with a dock for the 
moorage. 
TERRACE REALTY LTD. 
4635 Lazelle Avenue 
638-0371 
FAX: 638-1172 
r ~ !  FIRST CLASS QUALITY 
Tasteful two storey located on 
prestigious Deign 9 Crescent, quag- 
ty throughout, 2 x 6 construction, 
European kitchen with breakfast 
i area, covered rear sundeck, 3 plus NICE AREA, NICE PRICE 1 bedrooms, 2 brick fireplaces, 
Recently constructed 3 bedroom, channel cedar siding and br ck fac- 
t 192 sq. ft. full basement home inn exterior, paved double drive car- 
with natural gas heat and hotwater, port, fenced and landscaped yard. 
3atio doors off dining area to rear Asking $140,000. 
sundeck, located on a 75 x 118 ft. 
lot, early possession available. 
Price $82,500 MLS 
PRICE REDUCTION PLUS 
TURN.KEY CONDITION 4700 BLOCK McCONNELL, j What more can one be Iooknl] !
2.storey, quality home only 7 yearsl for..newly painted inside an( 
old. 4 bdrs. upstairs and 1[ out.immaculate condition..land.j 
downstairs, oak kitchen 2V~ baths, I scaped, fenced yard with fruit trees, 
fireplace, spacious rec. room. 30441 greenhouse and a cold storage room 
sq. it, on both levels. DeubleJdownstairs, 4 bedrooms, two 
garage, paved driveway and attract[ flreplaces..trufy an economical 
tive landscaping• Asking $139,900 J home to live in. 
MLS 
Ralph Godlhski Rusty Ljungh Sylvia Griffin Bert Ljungh 
635.4960 ~3§.6764 R.LC.B.C. R.I.C.B.C. 
838-0484 635-6764 
Joe Barbosa 
.635-5604. 
,; ;T-'?~tqm~ 
Spacious and comfortable 1400 sq. 
ft. home in ideal family location, 5 
bedrooms, 2Vz baths, family room 
off kitchen pies rec room in fu 
finished basement. Recently 
redecorated and carpeted so just 
move in'and enjoy. $97,500 MLS 
HIGHWAY INDUSTRIAL 
ACREAGE 
Great location for Commercial or In. 
dustflal Development. Access from 
River Drive or Highway 16 East, 
located south of Inland Kenworth. 
Vendor open to sale of sub-divided 
acres, 
~!~ ~, 
Carol McCowan 
798-2285 Chdstel Godlinskl 636-6397 
4 BEDROOMS ON UPPER GET BACK TO BASICS 
CALL NOW... HORSESHOE - SEVENTIE,~ LEVEL One of the loveliest hobby farms j If you are looking for a 5 brm faro The features you have been ook- 
of this recently redecorated 3 aroundl This 7-yr old home is [ly home in the Horseshoe. Priced ling for in the seventy range. 
levelsplit. Graciousfoyerw than. situated on 10 acres of compfeta lat $89,000. New flooring Walking distance to downtown & 
tique flair has formal french doors solitude & has many features in |throughout, spacious faro v room all schools, 4 brms, two baths, 
leading to spacious large rooms, cluding skylights & sunken tub in /~vith n,g. fireplace, heated garage, n.g., carport and paved drive. 
Ouiet area on the Bench. ensuite, Great fishing lOOyards op condition• Call John at Owners transferred and anx ous to $99,500. EXCL Call Joy, away• Must see to apprecia e. 638.8862. MLS 
$149,500. Call Suzanne. MLS ~ sell, Asking $79,900, Call Dick 
YOUR 4 ACRES OF ~ - REVENUE $$$ Evans. MLS 
Extra Income with th s up & down HAPPINESS BUILD YOUR DREAM HOME duplex in Keith Estates C ose to 
at 4306 Sparks. A great place to on one of several stunning schools, on bus route, always PRICE REDUCED 
let the kids run & still be close to acreages, Offers beau fu moun. been easy to rent, Revenue of Available immediately, 3 brm, full 
downtown. This 1,000 sq. ft tain views & the wilderness at $875/mo. 3 brm sute up, 2 brm bsmt home In like new condition. 
home has n,g. furnace & a wood your back door, Only minutes suite down. Workshop & fruit Natural gas heat carport & nicely 
stove for fuel economy. Subdvt. north of town, CalISuzanne. MLS trees on spacious ot, $69,900, landscaped, Now listed at ign potential. Asking $78,500. 
Call Joy, MLS ~ Ca John Evans. MLS $85,500. Call Dick Evans. MLS 
QUALITY AT ~XECUTIVE  BE NIMBLE, BE QUICK AFFORDABLE PRICE 
HOME" View this family home in Lovely 3 brm home located on 2 in Terrace's newest subdiv s on. INVESTMENT ' 
Caledonia Subdivision. Large ac of privacy. Features incrude Vaulted ceilings, hardwood f loors,  OPPORTUNITY 
bright rec room, 4th brm & addi. large rec room with wet bar, built• 1935 sq. ft., double garage only Motel.restaurant complex on 30 1 
tional bath make this home great in Jen-alre oven & dishwasher, 1 yr old. Call John Evans at acres, Highway 37, Iskut, B C 
forlhegrowlngfamlly,$105,000, Priced to sell at $112,500, MLS 638-8882. $169,900. EX. Asking $150,000. Call Dick Call Joy, MLS Call Suzanne. 
• I . . . .  i CLUSIVE Evans. MLS 
PRUDEN & CURRIE (1976) LTD. 
PRUDEN & CURRiE (1976) LTD 
ij ENJOY THE 
PANORAMIC 
MOUNTAIN PH,CE REDUCER 
v IEw on this3 brm Horseshoe homo,, 
close to downtown & schools. Full 
finished basement with family & 
Experience the pleasure of rec room and a brm. Nicely and. 
scaped lot. Reduced from l iving in this fr iendly $84,900 to $8f,900. EXCL Call 
ne lghbourhood.  Your Dave nowl 
children will have lots of 
fr iends to play with. WELL PRICEDSTARTER 
Nelghbourhood pride is This attractive A-frame features 
reflected in all these well kept two large bedrooms on the upper 
homes. Houses available to floor & spacious livJngroom on the 
fit every budget: main. Situated on large lot on 
5310 Mountain Vista • $77,000 quiet non.thru street, Priced ~o at 
$41,500. Call Dave for more 5315 Mountsln Vista • $99,500 details MLS 
5242 Mountain Vista • $122,900 ~ • 
5222 Mountain Vista. $126,500 IDEAL FOR THE ] 
53t3 Mountain Vista. $145,000 HANDYMAN ' 
Call Erika to see how one of Small unfinished h'onle on 4 36 
these homes could be yours acres. Only minutes from town. 
or choose e lot and have a Owner anxious Land partially 
~ome custom built for you, cleared, Asking $22,000. MLS 
Call Dave NOWI 
STARTER HOME 
in quiet location, 2 bedroom, non- 
bsmt home, new vinyl siding and 
new shingles on roof. Large shop 
well maintained yard. Asking 
$66,000. Call Mike. MLS 
ONLY $59,000 [ TUCKED AWAY 
Hfcefy renovated 4 bedroom, full restored farm house on 10 acres 
basement 24 x 56 mobile home. in town. Beautiful lawn and 
Hew roof and siding in 1966, n g. pasture, Ideal for horses. 4 
heat, ocated on a large lot In a bdrms, full basement, shop barn, 
very pdvata ocatlon oil HaSwell. quiet subdivision. Call Mike. MLS lAll appointments hrough Gordle 
;heddan. Asking.S135,000 EXCL 
HOME WITH LARGE LOT 
Great 1020 sq, ft, starter on 60 x 
394 it; Iotin town. 3 bedrooms 
iN.G,, near schools," Ideal for the 
gardener, Give Gordle Sheridan a I 
call. Asking $64,900 MLS 
THINKIN6 OF BUILDING? 
Well, here's three pdme building 
lots. Each one Is 132x 257. Lots 
of room to build your dream house 
and still have privacy• Asking 
$17,900 each. Call Mike. MLS j 
GOOD TIME1,TO BUY 
This is a great time to pick up a 
city lot for spring building. Con. 
sider these two 67 x 228 ft. lots 
on Halgwell. Fully serviced and 
newly paved road, Asking 
$20,000 MLS each, Try an offer, 
Contact Gordle Sheridan,' 
John Currle ," DIcI vaml D . . . . . .  "~ ' :" 
sa§,g§H 630 7068 ' ave Reynolds. , John Evans Joy Dover Gord e Sheridan 
• . . . • eaS.Sla  , sac .aces :  a Pel let ler  ,Mike RiChardson sozanrl -', ..... . . . . . . .  . 636.7070 636.47 . . . . .  e Gleason 01 . . . . . . . . . . .  . . . .  636,4773 ~ 03~,6ta9 ~, .... ' il3tl.2690 
" '  L. .  
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DESIGN NO. WP-287 
Price Schedule 'B '  
Width :  60'- '0"  
Depth: 64 ' -0"  
:MainFloor: 1870 sq. ft. " ...... 
B 
13-4 X15-0 L 
~I!! ~.~,~,,. 
r lOOK 
.., 5k , 
<, ; r R 
. .  (X.Aj B L E GAR,aL~ ET'~ :"I~ i I ,olI .o 
' .  . . . .  IPlaml ,ll~,~uda' f i l l  ic, t, ~ ,! . . . . . .  . : -., , 
. ,  u~finlshod b~e~ J 
rnent . . .no ,  ,how~ ~.__~. . .~ ' - : - : '~= .~WI~ 
; ;~  ; .  i ~ . . .. , 
House  P lans  Ava i lab le  Through 
TERRACE 
BUILDERS 
CENTRE 
,3207 Munme, Terrace 
835-6273 
i L I n J i l .,.._~,....~_.~.=.~..~... n" -  
• | TRA NSPOR TA T/ON " "  SINCE 1955 
| -~SYSTEMS LTD.--~ ~..- 
RURAL ACREAGES A . ~ , ~  ";.'~m~ 
Just north of Terrace we have for ~ ~ .  j j e~,~ 
sale 2 acreages. One of them is 16 
plus acres in size and the second is 
10 plus acres in size. For maps or 
more information, please give Hans BOBBY FARM 
a cal. Askin~l $22,900 each• MLS 1250 plus 690 sq. ft. 
THORNHILL DUPLEX your -5 bedrooms .N/G heat 
Here is your chance to own .4.85 acres -Shop & Barn 
:,: ~/~F)I~:~%'•:C-,~I." .- 
this luxurious h~Llside ranch 
house. Big rooms and bonus 
space are the answer to almost 
every requirement, And con- 
sidered economy makes It 
all possible. MirLimum halls 
account for great traffic pat- 
tern with a central  foyer to 
direct the flow to formal living 
and dining, family-kitchen- 
utility areas, and for pleasant 
rest and privacy, a secluded 
bedroom wing. As you step 
inside the front door you will 
notice the lovely vaulted ceiling 
that allows natural light to 
There are  major advantages, flood= in :fOmr " abBvei::~":ii:iY(: x'~'.~"~" 
planned for every area of sight-line will travel across-. 
KITWANGA HOME 
This home.has a lot to offer you and 
your family• 1028 sq. ft. with a full 
basemenL Four bedrooms• Rec 
room. Workshop• 12 x 20 sundeck. 
This home is located on a 90 x 130 
lot which is serviced by a communi- 
~ water and septic service. Priced 
$53,900. MLS 
own home and have someone ~lse L. Asking $119,900 MLS ..j 
help pay the mortgage for you, or SO MUCH FOR SO L ITTLE OUALITY COMFORT 
Can be yours wllh this 1277 sq. It perhaps you are ust inte~'ested in an If you want to be out of.town and split.level home located on the 
investment. Each side rents for have an idea toward investment Bench. This 9 year old 4-eve split 
$550/month. Located in Phase I of check this out. 5 plus acres, is loaded with features for your 
Thomheiohts subdivision. Call Hans highway exposure mostly cleared family's comfort and enjoyment. 
for more information or your per- with a large home and a guest Sunken livlngroom. Family room. 
sonal appointment to view. house. This property could have Four bedrooms. Three baths. Kt- 
$84,900. MLS potentlalas an RV park. Call Gordle chen with breakfast area and but. 
JUST LISTED Olson for more informalion. Asking in dishwasher. Fenced 72 x 122 el. 
14' x 70' Bendix.mobile honle with, $89.900..MLS ,~ ~. ~,,. ~ . .  ,. ~ ~ ~ I Call*~fim abou~this~family p easer. 
12'.x.20:,add,,,o, on6~' X~2o'.,O, ;ii~ tAS~L~..ODESSa: ':: P,oed'a,,$t3~5o~ ~.us,ve.. in"Copperside "Estates'. N/G heat; 
Fridge, NIG range, washer & dryer : : FULLY RHISHED " . "  ~ : "  '~ ~ . . . . . . .  
included. Asking $39,500. Ex- A home with all.the fine points. • PRIME BUILOING LOTS J 
clusive. ' Tastefully finished up and down im. With all the amenities available, i ~ ~ maculate cond lion inside and out. give a great building opportunities. Neatly landscaped with fully fenced In town: LABELLE AVENUE 
This site has basement and sub- 
floor already constructed on 70 x 
124 property. Plans for Select Home 
~xecutive included or plan your own 
residence. Call for more details. 
~,sking $47,500. MLS 
backyard, N/G •heat, paved 
driveway, carport, wet bar bay 
window in v ngroom. Many pleas. 
ing features as well as quiet Ioca. 
lion in town, Call Laurie or Shaunce 
far Into. on this neat family home 
just reduce to $84,900. 
the livingroom and oat the  
large picture window. To 
the right the open staircase 
enhances the free fl()wir, g ~ 
feel o f  .this beautiful hem, .  
Notice the well-planned family 
azea...the .kitchen with utilities 
and lavatory close at band, 
it is also' conveniently located 
between the nook and formal 
dining area to make meal 
preparation a delight. Across 
a railing from the nook is 
a sunken family room with 
gas fireplace. The fireplace 
can be enjoyed from all three 
rooms, 
.... ~' " ~ " ~ "" I LETREVENUE PROPERTY - 
ELSE PAY SOMEONE I THE MORTGAGE 
ATTRACTIVE FIVE That's right! Let the revenue from 
this 4 plex pay off the mortgage and 
BEDROOM HOME also bring in a substantial income. 
With good assumable mortgage. This attractively priced 4 plex is 
Asking $84,900 MLS located in Thornhi and ideally 
i f ~  located the renter with family as tor 
you have a small expanding it is located close to all Grade 
business and could use a ocation schools. Fully rented and at 
with a good highway exposure, look $110,000 MLS shows a good 
no further. Carl Gordie Olson and return on your investment. Call Ted 
check out this 1314 sq. ft. bu ding now. 635-6361 " 
with full basement located on 100 x TAILORED FOR THE 
163 ft. light industrial zoned lot., 
ML~ -- PROFESSIONAL 
STARTING UT- " This lovely 1672 sq. ft. 3 bedroom 
This very well maintained mob e home is located on a cul-de.sac in 
sits on a nicely landscaped yard the Horseshoq area. At $145,000 
with a 23' x 20' shop and several this home has'~l large double garage 
out buildings. Invest in this rather: ;with auto door openef~e~s~:full 
than pay rent. Call for Information. :basement, close to~clloe'ls ~rid is 5 
Shau ML~Lu._.~..~ minutes from do~,'ntown shopping. 
Don't hesitate on this one. Give Ted 
Can be yours with this,storey and a a call now 635-5619. MLS 
half home located on Over one acre 
in town. Four bedrooms. Two baths. Let the rent pay the mortgage. This 
Natural gas heat. Property has been duplex on the 84 x 200 sq. ft. lot,, 
well landscaped with plenty of fruit comes with stove fridge, washer. / 
trees and garden areas. Also one dryer in each unit. Natural gas heat t bedroom rental' cabin. Make your and hot water and in excellent con- appointment to view the home and l dition. Calf today for more inforr,a- 
property priced at $78,000. MLS ~ tion. $74,000. Shaunce Excl. 
2307 Cromer $21,500, 
2503 Kalum $21,400 
In Thomhill: 
3688 Hawthorne $17,000 
Lot 49 Mountainvlew $12,000 
Call for information Shaunce MLS. 
il • 
Shaunce Krui~selbrink 
635-5382 
Ted Garner 
635-5619 
iiii,! . . . . . . . . .  ' ;i ii ............ ' . . . . . . . .  ........... 
Stan Parker' Jim Duffy Laurie Forbes Gordon Olson Hans Stach 
635-4031 835-6688 635-6382 638-1945 635-5739 
" HI BOY' ":  
"VAN ~ i[~ . 
• FLAT DECK 
• FORK LIFT SERVICE SUPERLATIVE LEGANCE 
• DAILY  FREIGHT,TO K IT IMAT '  authantic•stylo,C°nsummate mo ntainBrand n w,Old ,emOstan. 
" ding on 10.4 acres. 2 BR/4pce 
• SERVICE .FROM PR INCE='GEORGE baths, large view deck. Only 15 ' ~~miutes from Terrace $119,500' 
• • LOCAL :& LONG DISTANCE ~: ~: ~ " ig00,46) Gordon Hamilton 
636-9537 
• : CHARTERS =:~"~ 
• SCHEDULED SERVICE ON ~,~ : :  :~ 
• HIGHWAY 37 N, ...... ..... 
• •BAILY:SCHEDULED GENERAL -~ i~ 
I 
~,~ '~"i '~ 
L " " _ LUXURIOUS l LIVABLE Check the values of this 2 storey. 
FREIGHT SERVICE FROM ~ i .~  Blliz Cul-de•sacRIver vleWqulet.enhanCeScozy thlsflreplace,dandY.3 Under constructlon.•Tree.llned, PARK-AREA STAND-OUT BUILDING LOT "BONANZA" I HOME DANDY • I 
i street, sun .room;. woodbumlng Horseshoe bungalow with family ~. ~ VANCOUVER " .... i " , , , ,4  ~e ,2  re e=,e =thE. CE rO  '~. i i ~ : ' ! : ' : i  i . Lerge  lot, garage,' storage shed stove, Very umque home on 10 values• Gas heat, wood paneling ~es "°is only, in Terraces' mostjCozy fireplace is an extra appeal.i ~ 
• • DALLY FREIGHT SERVI ; ,  !HI fenced yard, check this one acres°fpr°perty'brfoht&cheerful' manybuilt.lns, fencing, sidedrivo,'ty mabfenelghbourhoed. Drastical- I Great family area, gasheat,3BR/4il I 
• 7 • ' *$79,900"..(900176) 2 BR/1-4pc. baths. Large family ~luce~ to sell! $21000 each• i pce & 3pce baths. Very nice home~ 
Call hOWell MLS Jackle Curlier i in upscale subdivision available ira- i i  I F .$  9,500 (900177) call Joyce Joyce . . . . . . . . .  ; :~ '  ' . . . . . . . .  ~ ~ ' '  .... : "~" ' ;~  "~ ~'~-'~ i moray Excu~Ive 635-2697, Fiedlay MLS 635.2697, Lakelse room, "$50,OOO" (900092) Brenda 635.2677. 
;~ii~ STEWART ,~ ~ ~i,, ~ l Lake,saRea=y630.0260 Realty638.0268 Erickson 638-1721 Lakelse Realty Imediately. $79,900, (900178 I I  
. . . . .  IJoyce Flndlay MLS 635.2697 ~,  ......... ~ , ~  . . . .  . . . .  ~ 638.0268 ). .  
: ]632;2544 635-2728ii I 
:! , :  ' ~i K i t  mat 3111 Bfn¢~urn  : I' i ~ Cameron Simon Verne Ferouson Bren~la Erlckson Run Redden Jackle Co ler Gordon Hamllto Jo 
|~ :  ..... ~ : - : , , , - ,  ~: ,~ ~ . Ter rdce  ..... :: '~ I I ]:~/: ,] 636.1900 636.3309 : 638.17E1 ,638.1916 G36.3671 6.'as.usa? ~ .J=,,., i 
L 
" i 
PARK-AREA K~NocK.OUT J YOUR NEW DREAM HOME HOME & ACREAGE & 
5 BEDROOMS Enjoy the charm of this bright Kelth (: Beautiful new home with bay w n- ' SHOP/DARN 
Extremely well kept 5 bedroom Estates bungalow• Ouiet street, gas dow in sunken living room. K tchen Check out this 3 ~droom, base. 
home in quiet horseshoe location, heat, carpeting, eat-in kitchen, 2 w th cenlre island, family room off mint home. Localed on 2 acre 
Landscaped & fenced. Basementis 6R/I-3PCE. baths, fruit trees city kitchen, super large master Jparcel, with privacy and room to 
presently rented as a 2 bedroom utilities• See Todayl Priced at bedroom and much more. Only I breath. Shop/Barn 30x40 2 storey 
suite at $400 per month• An affor- $68,000, (900123) Gordon $134,000. Exc. Verne (900098) with 14 foot doors and 1200 s¢ ft. 
dable alternative at a great price Hamilton. 635.9337 
on each floor. Great Price a t l  
and $400 in your pocket. Exclusive ~ ~ '  $87,500, Call for appt to view, i l l  
Jackie Collier $82,900, For appoint- ,~}i i ~  COMMERCIAL LOT Jackte Collier. (900165) [ ]  
mint to view carl 635-2677 . . . .  
COUNTRY KNOCK-OUT ~ ' 
!,, i ~ " • • • 
Paqe 810 -Terrace Sianda~l, ;:'''~;~';'-~-' (,...i.:*.,.;:; ;~,, ~ nn, 
, ; ~' .... 
[ 638,SJ 
FIO'N AD. S 
f I ISELL I I  RENT I,," TRADE 
r v . . . . . .  
NOTICE 
CLASSIFIED 
ADVERTISERS 
Due to the increased cost of production and 
handling in our classified ad department, The Ter- 
race Standard is compelled to adjust their rates for 
classified advertising effective Sept. 5, 1990.  
NEW CLASSIFIED AD RATES! 
First insertion (20  words or less) $3 .95  plus 
1 O¢ I~er word for additional words. 
Additional insertions - -  $2 .70  plus 
8¢  for additional words 
PENNYSAVER SPECIAL - -  4 Weeks for $7 .95  
(not exceeding 20  words - non commercial) 
THANK YOU 
ACTION AD RATES 
638-SAVE 
DEADLINE: NOON SATURDAYS 
Classi f ied and Classif ied Display 
ADVERTIS ING DEADLINES:  When a e ta t  ho l iday  fa l l s  on  a 
Saturday ,  Sunday  or Monday ,  the  dead l ine  Is Thursday  at  
5 p .m.  for  e l l  d i sp lay  end  c lass i f ied  ads .  
TERRACE STANDARD, 4647 LAZELLE AVE,, TERRACE, B,C. V8G 198 
All classified and classified display ads must be prepaid by either cash, 
Visa or Mastercard, When phoning in ads please have you Visa or Master- 
card number ready. 
20 words (first Insertion) $3.95 plus 10¢ for additional words. "(Addi- 
tional Inaertlone) $2.70 plus 8¢ for additional words, *$7.98 for 4 weeks 
(not exceeding 20 words, non..commerclal) 
OVER 30 CLASSIFICATIONS! 
1. Real Estate i2. Motorcycles 24. Notices 
2: Mobile Homes 13. Snowmobiles 25. Business 
3. For Rent 14. Boats & Marine Opportunities 
4. Wanted to Rent 15. Machinery 26. Personals 
5. For Sale Misc, 16. Farm Produce 27. Announcemenl 
6, Wanted Misc. 
7. For Rent Misc. 
8. Cars for Sale 
9. Trucks for Sale 
LO. Aircraft 
11. Recreational 
Vehicles 
17. Garage Sales 28. Card of Thanks 
18. Business Services 29. In.Memoriam !i 
19. Lost & Found 30, Obituaries 
20. Pets & Livestock 31. Auction Sales 
21. Help Wanted 32. Legal Notices 
22. Careers 33. Travel 
23. Work Wanted 
Stsi~le~ Terms 
r.~o torluce Standard ueeerves the righl to classify ads 
' : '~u a~propliate headings and to set rates therelore end Io .  
r~ete,m,.~ page location. 
;~u ;e,~r~ 5tandald resolves the rloht to revise, edit, 
:.".'~i! f :: ~,~}: :t ,~r,y adverlisrnent znd to retaJn any answers 
d::~ted to the: ~ews Sex Reply Selvice; end to repay Ibe 
customer Ihe sern paid f(x the aduertisment and box rental, 
6at rephe~ on *'Hold" testructioes act picked on wtth[e 10 
oays of e~:i~y ~1 an advertisement will be desboyed unless 
maihng instructions a[O received. Those answering Box 
Numbers ale requested not to send ~ginals of documents to 
~Z void lOSS. 
.411 claimu or eflors irl adverhsements must be received by 
Ihe publisher within 30 days alter the nrel pube¢aUon. 
II is agreed by tile advortJser requestJng space that the 
liaiadity of the Telruce Standard In the event ol faifare to 
p.b[ish ae advertisornenl or in Ihe event ol aft errs apbe~e O 
in the advedJsement as pu$1shed shall be ginned Io the 
amoant paid by t~ advertiser for ~lfy one inco~, oct insertion 
f~, t~ portion ol the advertisl~ spKe occupied by the ifl¢or. 
recJ o~ omlUed rtem only. and Ihat there eben be no llabnity in ! 
,my event gloater than Iho amount paid roi. such adver~slng. 
1. Real Estate 
TRAILER COURT - TERRACE, 18 pads, Can. 
tral location, Owner wiq consider home in 
trade aspartpayment, Call 1.656-9564 6020 
2 BUILOING LOTS. 7/8 acres each, Across 
from elementary and senior sceondary school 
in Kitwanga Valley. Phone 849.5732 6pl 8 
1000 SO. FT. HOME on 2,lute (120 x 180). 
Ouiet, doad.end street, n. O, $55,000 firm. Will 
consider trade for home ol oreater value. To 
view caF1638-8388.. 3p21 
FOR SALE 1 ACRE, corn0r lot in New Remo, 
Terrace, $15,000. Call Lynnette in Surrey, 
B.C, t-581.2386 4p21 
9 YEAR OLD HOUSE FOR SALE, Lot 62x172. 
Full basement one suite on rent, 3 bedrooms, 
~atural gas heat, Two fridges and stoves 
close to town, school and hospital, Asking 
price $95,000 or best offer, For more Informs. 
lion call 638-1875. LOcated at 2811 S. Eby 
St, 4p21 
NEW ON THE MARKET, 12 yr. old 3 Ixlr. ranch 
style home with no basement. Has 1,650 sq. 
tt. Economical NaUGas heat and hot water, 1 
full bathroom and 2 hall bathronm~, Front 
~oom has huatalator fireplace. Located on 
nicely landscaped yard with paved driveway. 
Asking $75,000. To view car 635-7570 
.- 2p22 
MOVING SOUTHI Must sell this great spacious 
4 bdrm cottage on Sunset Beach, Good for one 
lamily or twol Great sandy beach & fishing, 
Phone Patriola today 964.0728 or business 
562.3600. Re/Max Centre CitY Realty 4p22 
SMALL 2 BEOROOM HOUSE; Centrally located, 
Has frull trees. Near schools and shopping, 
Reasonable. Call after 5p.m. 635.4806 4p22 
LAKE FRONT PROPERTY on Meziadin Lake, In. 
eludes furnished 2.storey cabin, (cook stove, 
propane lights] Guest cabin and sauna/wood. 
shed, Dno acre landscaped with beautiful san- 
dy beach, Asking $29,900, 847.2743 or 
847-3463 4p22 
LAND AND BUILDING in Thornhtil (Skeeoa 
Valley Meats). V~ry good :location for 
tradesman etc. 5 acres bpprox. 3000 sq. fL of 
.cement tilonk bUilding, 220 3: face., power, i 
778.7668 (bus) or 778-787'1 (h'm)~ Ask for i! 
BrunoorMke : ~ : ' " r ~ * " 101)18 
1. Real Estate 
NEW HOUSE, 3 plus 1 bedroom across the 
tracks. $105,000 cash or $20,000 down, 
$1100/month on IOVz per cent ($116,000 
total) 635.2587 4p23 
1 BEDROOM HOUSE in Horseshoe area, Good 
for couple. $30,000 cash, or $7,000 down on 
11 percent (payments $400 per month). Full 
pdce $32,000, Call 635.2587 (inquides)2p23 
3 BEDROOM HOUSE for sale. Walking distance 
to town and schools. Very large lot. Asking 
$55,900. For more information 635.3806 
4p22 
33 ACRES, V= north lot 1712 off the Nass 
River. Asking $31,000: Call (313) 725-6363 
(Michigan, U.S,A.) 4p19 
SKI CABIN for sale, 625 sq, ft. Hudson Bay 
Mountain, Smithers, Easy access. Phone 
847-9127 after 5 p,m. 4pl 9 
14x70 MOBILE HOME with large 14' wide ad. 
dition. Set up on % acre next to golf course, 
Comes with 5 appliances $52,000,635.5065 
4pl 9 
3 BEDROOM HOUSE, full basement 2320 
Hemlock $84,900 635-3922. Lot 22 
Hawthorn Avenue Thornhelght phase III. 
$16,900 635.3922 6pl 9 
11.5 ACRES WITH 3 road accesses available. 
Approx. 3 miles north of Terrace city limits on 
Dover oad. $27,000. 635.4600 6p20 
1. Real Es ta te /  
GRANISLE HOME for sale by owner. Three 
bedroom; full basement; garage; fireplace; 
beautiful lake view, Fulton Ave,, Granlsle, call 
962-6017 4p20 
3 BEDROOM HOUSE, located In Terrace on 
Mountain Vista, lamlly room downstairs, 
basement partly finished, has enclosed car. 
pert, paved driveway, deck, garden area, on 
bus route, 2 fireplaces, very clean and well 
. kept. Owner tranferred. Phone 635.36697p22 
OLDER HOME FOR SALE. Downtown area, Call 
after 6 p,m, 635.908() 3p22 
SMALL HOUSE AND 31.2 ACRES fronting on 
the Skeena dver. Close to South Hazelton, 
Very beautiful and secluded. Asking $38,000. 
Phone 845.3131 or FAX 845-7652 4p23 
SKI CABIN on Hudsofl Bay Mountain. 20' x 
28'. Fully furnished, skldoo included, Minutes 
from parking lot. $25,000. Call 847-9259 
after 5 p.m, 4p23 
BELONG CRES, BEAUTYI In one of the finest 
subdivisions in town, this 1,396 sq, It, 
bungalow ,is a must to see featuring 3 
bedroords, 2 baths, dishwasher, ' curtains and 
blinds, garage with electric opener, concrete 
sundeck & extra insulation, This house is 
wheelchair accessible. For appt, to view call 
635-2675 or 638.8222. lp23 
,~ : : . 
3, For Rent 5. For L . . . . . . . . .  
3 BEDROOM TOWN HOUSE, All appliances, 1 PAiR GIRLS BAUER figure skates, size 2, 
washer/dryer Included. $600 a month, Avail. $80, 1 pair glds LaRge figure skates, size 13. 
Oct, 1. Contact Patdcla 835.5702 lp23 $35. Call 835.6992 • 4p22, 
FURNISHED ROOM including T.V,, laundry and NEED BOXES?'IO boxes for $2,50. Terrace 
kitchen factiltles, Avail, immediately, Ideal for Standard, 4647 Lazelle, Tewa¢e 4p22 
a working single person, Non.smoker. Viewing ~ ~ ~ - 
635.6154 4p23 Pork by the side or whole $1.35per pound. 
TWO REDRCOMS IN SIDE BY SIDE duplex, 842.5408m:842.5778, 3p22 
g,  UOi |  I l i l  g i l l ;  , ~ /  :~ :•  
1983 TOYOTA TERCEL 4x4 9tationwagon! ~ ~ :;:: ~:: 
108,000 km standard, am/fro caseette.!.~ 
$6,000 nml,, Call 842-5438 4P21: !, : 
I HAVE $2,000 CASH plus a 16' baller~: 
($2,500) Will bade for pickup 1983;1985;:~ : 
mldslze or fu .s ze. 698.7G27 . . . . .  4p39! " 
1990 MAZOA MIATA, Red with• hardtop. : 
695.6698 tin22 
2. Mobile Homes 
12x60 PARAMOUNT AMBASSADOR, 
Snowroof, Two finished additions. Covered 
wood storage. Approved wood stove. 
Dishwasher and drapes. Reduced to $16,000. 
636-2302 6p18 
1974 12x60 MOBILE HOME. Large addlUon, 
wood stove, 4 appliances must he moved 
632-6050 6p18 
14 x 70 MOBILE HOME, large shop. Land. 
soaped, good well, lake access. On 50 acres 
on East Tchesinkut Lake Rd. 1-695.6698 
fireplace, full basement, close to Skeena Jr. 
School. Available Oct. 1 $600 monthly, Phone 
635.2643 lp23 
OFFICE SPACE 
TO LEASE 
245 sq, ft., 525 sq, ft., 580 sq. 
ft,, pdme downtown location. Air 
conditioning, Lots of parking. For 
more information call 638.1863 
evenings. 
4p22 purchase from owner 3 Ixlr. house on 1-5 
acres within a 15 mile radius of Terrace. Call 
12' x 68' MOBILE HOME with sliding patio 635.6675 or 635`9669 affer 6 p.m. 3p22 
doors and mud room, $8,500. Must be mov. 
ed, OBO. 1.692-3324 4p23 
10' x 56' TRAILER $5,000, Also 12 x 64 
trailer $7,000. Call 635-4894 10p23 
3, For Rent 
MOBILE HOME PADS for rent. One for a double 
wide mobile, Call 1-656.9564 6019 
ONE BEDROOM furnished aLsartment for quiet 
single, $295. monthly. $147, damage 
deposit, No pets. References required. Phone 
635-6950 after 6 p,m, 6p19 
FOR RENT a pad for a mobile home, in Thor. 
nhSl phone 635-4453 6p20 
REASONABLY PRICED accomodation for 
responsible couple willing to take good care of 
house and pets for approximately six months. 
December to May. Write P.O. Box 1092, 
Houston, B,C. VOJ 1Z0 4p20 
ONE 1 BEDROOM and one 2 bedroom duplex n 
town. Frldgelstove. Carpet, No pets •allowed, 
Call 635-5464 4p20 
FULLY FURNISHED cottage at Lake]se Lake, 
Ideal for working couple. No pets. References 
required. Phone 798.2267 4p20 
TWO BEDROOM APT. in fourpfex on Kalum 
Lake Road, fireplace. $375 month. Ph, 
635-6757 22tin 
12 X 50 2 BEDROOM mobile home located in 
ThornhilL Natural gas heat. Available Oct. 1 
$4001month. 638.8084 3p22 
FULLY FURNISHED 1 bedroom suite located 
near hospital - all utilities included, Suitable 
for single professional person, Available Oct, 
1 $450 month 638-8084 3p22 
1960 sq. ft, Located at 4639 Lazelle Ave, 
635.2643 or 1-656.0365 6p23 
4. Wanted to Rent 
WANTED TO RENT. Three bedroom house. 
Horseshoe area. References available. 
Responsible, clean, professional 630-8893 
6p18 
WANTEO TO RENT house or trailer near Ter- 
race for career woman & mature, neutered 
cat. For October 1. Call Perta 798.2244 leave 
message. 6pl 9 
WANTED to rent or leaso (with option to pur- 
chase) 2 or 3 bedroom house or trailer In town 
or ThorntiiB. call 638-8695 after 5:30.. tin20 
RELIABLE WORKING COUPLE looking for 2 
bedroom house. Call 638.0280 3p21 
SINGLE WORKING PERSON wanting to rent or 
WANTED TO RENT by retired couple, a two 
bedroom house or trailer, reasonable rent, 
preferably Thomhlllfferrace area. 635-3677 
after 6 p,m. . 4p22 
OUIET PROFESSIONAL FAMILY (non-smokers) 
urgently need house in Terrace. Call Terry 
635.2133, 3p22 
LOOKING FOR 2 (or more) bedroom house, 
trailer or apartment for working single women. 
Call 632.6365 or 632-6077 after 5:30 p.m. 
5, For Sale Misc, 
J,D. 350 LOADER. New engine, new tracks, 
etc. $1400.00 0.C,3 Crawler cat, blade & 
bucket 80% new, $5500. 32 ft, house boat 
.lifetime aluminum .has everything & trailer 
• $19500, 82 lade 2-door auto • good cord. 
$1500. 14 ft, Td.hull speed boat- 50 horse 
monk, trailer $2800, Clean Okanngan Camper 
• .h~d, jacks, $2000. New Kutinda file plant & 
~. bakery ¢haoge $550. KenAlan Box..161 
"Granislel P~h. 697.2474, - . . . . . . . .  :19ffn 
OFFICE OR STORE space for rent, lease or 
lease purchase. Air condition, ground floor • "LE CLERE" COUNTER BALANCED 4 harness 
loom with accessories. $1000, 1.694.3728 
AVAILABLE OCTOBER 1. Furnished room to 
non-smoking mature female. Kitchen 
facilities, all the comforts of home. $250,00 
per me, 635.7504 after 6:30 p,m,, leave 
message. 4923 
WOODLAND 
APARTMENTS 
¢OIglB OF KALUM & SCOTT 
CLOSE TO TOWN AND SCHOOL8 
1, 2, & 3 bedroom apartments. 
Fddge, 8tove, heat and hot water In- 
cluded. Carpet throughout, Laundry 
faci l i t ies;  storage space. 
References required for 1, 2 & 3 
bedroom apartments. 
• PHONE OmCE 635-5224 
If available 
10" CRAFTSMAN RADIAL arm saw, $300 
695.6419. 4p35 
AD.LIB MUSIC BOARD with extra songs and 
utilities. Like new, $120. Phone 798.2551 
after 6 p.m. tin17 
JOCUS EDUCATIONAL TOYS. Our new 
catalogue is inl Rook your workshops now for 
fall! Call LIz Haws at 638.0827 6p19 
1987 T-BIRD, upright piano, video camera' 
with VCR, 19'aluminum Jot boat, 635.7411 
6p 19 
SEGA MASTER SYSTEM. Comes with six 
games including "Phantasy Star" Good deal at 
$200,635.3804 . 6p20 
Lovely Hobby Farm 
Saturday, September 29, 1990 
from 12 - 2 p.m. at Laverne Road, 
4 miles east of Terrace, across from Copperside Estates. 
Hosted by 
Suzanne 61eason of MRS Pnden &• Cunts (1976) Ltd. 
NEW LOG HOME FOR SALE 
by-Lussler Log Homes E.td. 
in Spring Creek Drive Subdivision 
by Northwest Community College 
:!% , ' : ',~ ."J~ ;~: ": ~ ~;:-'..,'~:~-'~ :~.~ ~'~;~I  
4p21 
IT COSTS NO MORE to get the best. Over 20 
years in professional taxidermy. For free 
estimate, call WoUgang at Bus. 1.692-3093, 
Res. 1.692-7682 tin21 
WATER PUMP - 5 & 4 hioh pressure, 
powered by 6 cyl. mitsubishi.dlesel and foot 
valve, 300 ft. Irrigation pipe. $2,000. 
1.698.7654 4p21 
D6 9U CAT, DOZER/BRUSH BLADE, Good run. 
nlng order. Spare engine, winch, trans,, 
radiator, steering clutches, injector pump. 
$8,000.1,698.7654 4p21, 
.SUN TWO GAS EXHAUST gas analyzer. New 
cost $3,800. Will sell for $1,200. 10' wide x 
12' high. Sectional overhead garage door 
$250.635.5407 3p21 
KENMORE WASHEFI/DRYER (white) for sale. 
Good condition, Call 638.0252 or 635.2747 
(leave message), 3p21 
CANON NP 112 PHOTOCOPIER. $1,500 or 
take over lease payments, 635,6146 4p21 
1 LARGE PET CARRIER. New $50, Call 
635-6205 3p21 
TRAPUNE 35 miles east of Terrace, north 
side of Skeena River, RitcMe-Oulll Creek water 
ehed. Call 835.7064 (leave message,) 
3p21 
STUNNING FULL length brown cross fox coat. 
Rraed new, Paid $5,90D. Sell $3,000 o,b.e. 
Beautiful Pearl mink coat Paid $5,000, Sell 
$2,100. Sizes 12 -14 638.8589 3p21 
DRASTICALLY REDUCED, Baby Grand 
Wudltzer piano. 25 plus years. Fair cond, 
$3,500 OBO Phone 635.7576 2p22 
NEW FILTER QUEEN VACUUM Only used a 
few times, $750. Call 635.5725 anytime, 
2p22 
SEGAWITH5GAMES. $165,doublebad$50, FOR SALE 1978 CAMARO. Excellentrunelng!' 
canopy for furl size truck $500,750 x 16 tires cord, Asking $1,500; Call 638-1458 after 6 
(4) with tubas $100, Yamaha 175 DIrtblke p,m. , .  . . . .  4p22 
$600.635.9121 
• . 4p22 1980 DATSUN 20OSXHatchbaCk, ~ 5,speed, 
COVERED FOAM double bed mattress withslat good cord: $2 700 OBO, Phone 635 4246 . 
spdngs and frame, ph. 638-7283 (days). Ask . . . . . .  . ~•~ ~ 4p22 
for Rod 22tin 1978 MERCURY ZEPHYR WAGON Auto~ P/S, 
MUST SELL DUE TO ACCIDENTI Numerous fur 
coats, Your gain Is my loss. call n 
635-8589 • " 4p22 
SMALL ANTIQUE DRESSER. $275. Phone 
evenings R38-1404 3p22 
LARGE SOLID DARK OAK bedroom set. As 
new; cost $4,000, sale $1,0OO. New 2 oleo. 
tric beds. Makes a queen bed $750 each 
627.8597 2p23 
MUSHROOM DRYERS for safe. Will dry 500 Ibs 
per day; For more Information wdte: M.F. 
Truden Enterpdses, RR7, Site 7, Cutup. 17, 
Pdnce George, R.C. V2N 2J5 4p23 
BIRCH FIREWOOD for sale in town, Cut and 
split. $45 for your pickup load, Call 635-3349 
lp23 
COMMERCIAL UNIMAX 2 TUB washer and ex. 
tractor in good working cond. Call 639-9323 
2¢23 
F100 RSF WOOD and electdc furnace $1,500 
OB0. Galantt F-40 Electric organ EC $1,800, 
635-3432 4p23 
CONTRACTORS HOUSE/WORKSHOP for sale. 3 
bedroom cedar/glass home on 6.22 acres.in 
Woodland Park. Tdple split level, cathedral 
ceilings, 2 fireplaces, oak kitchen, 2 
sundecks, double carport, Shop is on concrete 
foundation, wired, 16 ft. ceging, 3 large win- 
dows,. 12' x 14'.door;'ldeai situation for 
tradesmen in business, truckers, artists or 
professionals who want• space and privacy; 
Call 635.2315. 4p23 
T 
6, Wanted Misc. 
WANTED: Used irdgation pipe. Phone 
690-7761 or 699-7794 4p20 
WANTED 4x4 with snowhfade. Call 639-9323 
4p22 
• 7, Fur Rent Misc. 
WORKSHOP AT. LAKELSE LAKE, near Oil's. 
1000 sq, ft,, concrete, 1101240 volt power, 
oil heating. Phone 632-4381 ' 4p21 
8, Cars for Sale 
1986 SUBARU, FRONT WHEEL Drive, tilt, 
cruise, AM/FM cassette, int. wipers, haifogen 
headlights, rear window defrost. Cloanl 
75,000 kms, $9,000, Call 638-8654 even- 
ings, fin 
1973 OLDS classic SS. Swivel bucket seats 
ps, pb, V8 350 rocket engine. Next to new 
tires all around. Good for pads, $350. o,b.o 
call 638.8695 or 635-5128 after 5. tin 
1984 CORVETrE, 107,000 kin., 1969 G.l.O. 
original ddvegne, 1970 GrandPrix original, 
Sochs.Dolmas Chainsaws, 14 ft. Sangster 35 
Merc. Call 632-6344 6pl 8 
1982 CHEV CAVALIER Station Wagon. 
$3,200 or will trade for P,U. of equal value. 
635.3555 after 5 p,m, 6p18 
'89 MAZDA MX.6 GT, intercooled turbo. Too 
many options to list. New over $25,000. Must 
sell $16,950 call 624.2425 6pl 8 
1970 CLASSIC RED MUSTANG Convertable 
302, Auto. Mint, Restored and beautiful. 
$12,900 o.b,e. Sedous enquiries only. Call 
collect (Pdnce George) 967.4329 6p16 
1985 CHRYSLER DAYTONA. Low mileage. 
Excellent condition, $7,500. For more Infor- 
mation call 635.3565 6p19 
1990 PONTIAC GRAND PRIX LE. Loaded. 
Power everything, Too many options to list. 
$19,995, Phone 635-4293 after 6 p,m. 4p20 
1977 PLYMOUTH VOLAIRE, sporty, good run. 
Ring condition. $700 firm. Call 845`7849 
4p20 
1977 AMC PACER. Good running cond. 
$1 ,COO OBO. Call 635-3429 3p21 
1984 FORD ESCORT diesel. Excellent milea0e; 
5 spd. !.695.6445 4p21 ' 
1983 FORD ESCORT WAGON. P/B, 4 spend, 
new tires and battery. Very good running and 
body condition. $3,800 080. Call 
635.6647 4p21 
1982 MERCURY COUGAR stationwagon. Great 
mid.size family car, one owner, very clean. 
View at 2605 South Eby. Call 635.4956. 
6p21 
P/B, Good running cond, Call 835`~146atter 7 
p,m..- ': '4p22 
REOUOEO] '84 Mazda RX7 was $14,000, hOW 
best otter around $11,000. Has $3,000 
stereo, almost new tires, clutch and brake 
rotors, Invested over $16,500. Phone i i ~ ' 
847.2239 ' ' ,4p23 ! 
1990 WHITE TOYOTA 4X4. ERC, 12,000 kin;:: 
Asking $17,500. Will take small:car as part 
payment, Call 638.048f lp23 
1978 PONTIAC PARISIENNE. Good working 
condition. $600 OB0 635.4907 3p23 
FIVE EX MAZDA RX7 meg wheel with 4 tires 
mounted, studded, balanced winter radial 
Yokohama 847 P185/70R13 with mounting 
bolts, less than 1000 kilometers, pare tire 
very oood. Bddoestone radial winter 185/70 
SR13 set of five $500. Phone after 6 p,m. 
635.4441 or wdte Box 354, Terrace, B,C. 
VSG 481 2p23 
1986 DODGE LANCER. 5 dr sped sedan, auto, 
P/S, P/B, AMIFM, electranlc fuel injection. 
Very low kms. Immaculate $6,795. 
.635-7842 evenings 4p23 
1988 TOYOTA CAMRY. 4 dr, 4 sp, auto, 
white with blue Interior, EC, most sell 
$12,800 OBO. 635.3136 4p23 
1983 PLYMOUTH RELIANT, Auto, 4 dr, rust- 
proofed, beautiful interior, AM/FM stereo, list 
pflce $4,500, obo, 635-5830, 4724 Hall]well, 
lp23 
9. Trucks for Sale 
1985 LAND ROVER pickup, canopy, Capstan 
winch, tow bar, manuals, :parts. $2,000 
624-2058. 1692 Graham Ave., Pdnc'e Rupert 
V8J 107 4p20 
1987 F250 4X4 fuel injected 6 cylinder. Run- 
ning boards, 2 tone paint, GC, still under ex- 
tended warranty. $11,000, 635-4350 even- 
ings, 3p21 
1984 NISSAN KING CAB. Diesel, GC. 
638-2024 after 6 p,m. 3p21 
1987 FORD E250 VAN;302, auto o,d.; aux 
tank, supercooling,. HDR and F spdngs, new 
windshield, newly painted. Call 638-8020 
1972 FORD F250 4X4, 360, V8, 4 speed, 
81,000 miles, new clutch. $1~350 80. : 
635.4703 2p22 
1984 FORD RANGER 4X4 Pickup, V6, 5 
speed, dual tanks, needs ome work. $4,000 
OBO 638-1700 4p22 
1985 GMC RALLY STX Van, 350 motor, 12 
passenger, natural gas conversion, trailer 
hitch, clean. Asking $13,000, Phone 
635-3602 , 4p22 
1974 JEEP CHEROKEE 4X4. VS, no rust, steel 
grill guard, CB radio, P/S, P/B, $!,650 080. 
Call 635-2363 4p22 
6X6 DUAL AXLE TRUCK with 30 It, boom, 20 
ton wlnla tow truck boom, snow blade with 
hydraulics attached. Runs well. Phone 
996-7475 evenings, " 4p22 
1986 FORD AEROSTAR XL. 7 passenger; 5
speed, Call 696-3205 evenings 4p22 
1988 FORD CREWCAB 4 X 4, auto, 351, new 
tires, 37,000 kin, $17,300 060 635.9121 
4p22 
1983 VOLKSWAGEN 7 seater window bus, 
water cooled, excellent condition, Call 
632-7658 (Kit]mat) • ,4p23 
1989 FORD RANGER. 4 speed, EC, 28,000 
km. call 635-9353, leave message. Steal at 
$10,500 4p23 
1983 HEAVY DUTY P/4 TON GMC 4X4 pickup. 
6.2 diesel engine, 4 spend overdrive transmls. 
sion. New clutch and pressure plate, new 
brakes, new windshield, new electronic leJec- 
lion pump, Rills to prove, Sunvlsor, running 
boards, full chrome wheel disks, rear slider 
window, dual tanks, 700 miles cruising range 
$9,500 OBO 1.842-5851 ' 3p23 
1967 JEEP CHEROKEE 4X4.4.0L engine, 5 
• spd, EC, sport version with  extras, most sell 
$15,500 OBO 635-3136 4p23 
11, Recreational 
Vehicles 
1987 HONDA GOLOWING 1,00OCc Motorcycle 
clw Vetterferdng, Ksauser bags and trunk, 
SALE s,,,,o. ,., .v,, ,r,, FOR .,,c..00o.,.. 15p17 
1973 CHAMPION MOTOR HOME. 25 foot class 
1957 Chevy BeI-AIr A 11/= ton chassis. 4000 watt power plant 
• sleeps 7. $15,000 Phone 099.6480 16p17 
Would l ike to sell before the 5th WHEEL 1990 25W Prowler Llnx. green. 
end of the month. Mint condi- size D,R., stove, oven; Irklge/frsezer, bath, 
tion. Reduced from $7600 MustselIforheaRhruasone. 635 7442 6p18 
aeldng $65OO,  Call (home) PRICED FOR QUICK SALE, 75 Tdple E Dodge 
638-1 541 or (work) MoforHome, sleeps6;3,wayfddge, fumace, 
stove, call 632.8043 6pl8 635-3392, 
1985 8 FT. SLUMBER 0UEEN ~camper with 
, bathroom. EC. Call 032.4527 altar 6 p,m, 
3p21 
I 
1970. INTERNATIONAL BUS. Excellent condt. WOOOGRl_..=in lion. Asking $3.500 ODO; Call 635.6205 
Sp21 
FOR SALE OR RENT LUXURY CONDOMINIUMS 12' TRAV.L-MATE TRAILER in EC. 81saps 
4832 LAZELLE  AVENUE four, New batteries and tires, $3,B00 OO0 
632-6069 : 41)22 Natural Gas Fireplaces, DiBhwashers, Fridge, Stove, Drapes, 
Plush Carpeting, Balconies or Persona] Patios, 1oo0 271/, FT. TRIPLE E Class C melodrama. 
Ceramic Tiled Bathroomre & Ensultes ~ . c/w generator, 695.6898 4P22 
~', VANGUARD PIF Camper with fddge, stove, 
1/2 Block from Skeena Mail & MacDona]dB - ~ ::ba~,jacks~Goodcondltiop, clean Pllone 
Large Kitchens, beautifully appointed. aflerGp.m 639.9080.~1dn0S7,000 3p22 
• 1200 eq. ft., 3-bedroom • double carport ~ • * * W * * • * ,k 19/e OKANAGAN 7W Camperette for full sit. 
: ed l~k.up. Insulated lind Panelled;'$500. Call on =A acres• withcoveredtreesporoh• andnaturaleundeokgae and water : •./ii Resident Manager and Secudty Entrance 632.785e (Kltimatt 
• ~ . . . . .  ~ ~ Undercover  Parldno I ,: 4p~3 Buy directly from Contractor and i : : . . . .  
-I ~i~.::'?~.;~:.~!;!~?~!!::i:~Prles Rlnge $SI,000 toi47,600:". :!'~" i ' l i " l l~N~j~l l l  - SAVE THOUsANDSOF:DOLLARS! ' !~;' ~; i~::..::!~,~:~i:;:;:,-:.:~. PH I1~1| ',.':: ~ . . . .  . . . .  ONE.  9317 !;:::::: .'~'• 100$, ZUK| TOp Cmld~. For more, informatk~oall 0~,5-7,~O0, ~i: -.:-:~.,--: :.- , , , tion, $1,400, e3s.5407 - , ~2t 
I NO REASONABLE 
OFFER REFUSED 
ON ALL USED 
CARS & TRUCKS 
GM 
89 CAVALIER 4 dr 
Auto, 8000km $~fli Ifll/llll~ 
. . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .  ~|~I~ 
86 CHEV CAVALIER CPE2.24 
s =,, blu, o LD 
~ .  m,~y~ o0r ,  9eag4#ll41tllll ii~,.,lltll.0 / I I ~  I I  
~CHEY .... | 
Loaded 
" ' " ' ° ' °  " "° " " ' . , - - ,  • . . - , . . . . , . . . , . . . . . . , ,  . . . .  
85 CHEV DIESEL PU 
AutO, beige, $"~ tIIIII1~ 
4x4 .............................. /[1|P:l~i 
85 CHEV CELEBRITY SW 
Stereo, aulo+ 
w he .............................. $711995 
84 CHEV CAVALIER SW 
Auto, blue 
.................................... =4,995 
84 CHEV 
CHEVETTE .... s2  295  
o . . . . . . . . . . . . . .  . . . . . . . . . .  [1 
61 C0RVt:r~ 
T-bar, auto,' 
newpaint .................. $1311995 
80 SUBURBAH 
Air coM,, 
cruise, auto .................... =4.995 
638-SAVE 
13, Snowmobiles 
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  "BUY  'SELL  'RENT  'TRADE 
1988 INDY TRAIL. Excellent condition. 
16, Business Services 24, Hotices 
IT COSTS NO MORE to get the best. Over 20 PRO-LIFE EDUCATION eva able to general 
CAMARO $9 99"; $3,800.Ca111.696.3402 4p20 years In Professional Taxidermy. For free public; vldaos pamphets, fending library 
~;';;N;:';U~I;'Ii;';W"" [1 "-" +984 YAM^HA V MAX snowmobile. 1,400 estimate call Wolfgang at Bus, 692.3093; dealing with human fe Issues such as abor. 
Auto, red $ "~ i ks. 1.695.6698 . 4p22 Res. 692-7682 rts tics and euthanas a. Student enquiries 
................ : ................. 6 ,99 ._ .  SNOWMOBILE - 1989 Yamaha Ovation, Only welcome. Calf 635-5427 or 638.0362. 5tfnc 
173 km, New condltl0n. $4,000, 635-3303 19. Lost & Found 
86 BUICK ELECTRA 4 dr after 6 p.m. 3p22 THE ORDER OF THE ROYAL PURPLE. presents 
14, Boats & Madne 
21 FT. ALUMINUM Riverboat.. New Inboard 
engine, new Jet, on trailer. For more Informa. 
tion. Call 635.6443 8pl 8 
19' SMOKERCRAFT Aluminum Jet boat 235 
'Evinrude, jet leg stainless steel inspeller 
trailer included. $8,000 o.b.o. 365-7766 
(Castlegar) @20 
31' AFT CARVER BOAT. Fully loaded with 
electronic gear, twin ~mmlns engine, 48TM. 
1-695.6698 rts. @20 
18' SANGSTERCRAFT inboard/outboard.' 
Caulkins trailer. View at Ken's Marine. Call 
638-1736 3p21 
1986 16 ft. GLASCON BOAT. 70 HP Evinrude. 
Power tilt, full canopy, bow seats, depth 
sounder, many exlras (used 10 hrs.) 
635-7835 4p21 
30 FT CARVER AFT Cabin boat. Twin diesel 
engine, loaded. 1-695.6698 4p22 
1982 22' CAMPION Skeena Mode], 4 cyl. 
Merc. stem ddve, lots of options, c/w road 
runner trailer. EC. 635-3348 4p23 
15. Machinery 
1978 KENWORTH W900 truck and 1977 
Brodex Tri-ax/e log trailer. 6oth one owner. 
Good condition must be seen to be ap- 
preciated. Phone 699-6460 15p17 
ONE 265 MF farm tractor with rrontend loader 
asking $17,000. One New Holland round 
baler. Asking $7,000. 1979 Security camper 
In good condtion. Asking $4,500. One 1984 
4x4 % to~ GM pickup, new tires. Asking 
$9,000. Call 845.3219 evenings. 4p20 
VOLKSWAGON OIMENSIONAL sawmill with 
edger, saws $11,000 080. Phone 846.5011 
or 846-5443. 4p21 
14' STEEL OUMP 80X and hoist. Air trip gate 
and reservoir. $1,900 OBO. 1968 Chev Vz 
ton. 4 bolt mai~ 327. hi-performance. Selling 
for cost of engine. $1,600. 1.692-3324 
4p22 
644A JOHN DEERE loader. Chains W.O. 
available. Good condilion. Western star truck 
c/w log rigglns, fifth wheel, highboy trailer. 
Motor carrier authority. Leave message. 
1.694.3508 4p22 
1979 JCB MODEL 3Dll backhoe. Solid stick, 
one bucket. Approx. 6000 hrs. $7,000. Call 
Endako Mines at (604) 699.6211 4p22 
SMITH SANDER for truck, Complete with own 
engine for hydraulics, grizzly for box and 
water tank for summer use, $15,000. Call En. 
d.a.~ Mines, (604} 699.6211 4p22 
9U D6 CAT, BLADE & WINCH. 350 JD loader. 
D2 cat blade & winch, JD backhoe, 0C3 
crawler blade & winch, All in good shape. 
1 "697-2474 4p22 
GRADER FOR HIRE or for sale. Ph. 365-7766 
for details. 5p22 
1977 JOHN DEERE line skidder c/w ROPS 
canopy, John Deers winch, tires; 24.5 x 32 at 
95 per cent, chains, 2 new and 2 at 80 per 
cent, spare tire and rim. Extended apron, tilt 
blade; mainline, chokers, low hours and good 
condition. $49,000. 1972 Ford tool van with 
302 motor, good condition, sliding overhead 
door, workbench and vice $1,500. 
1-697.2322 eve or weekends. @23 
16. Farm Produce 
HAY FOR SALE: Good quality. No rain 
635.3380 6pl 8 
NEW LOWBOY trailer. Suitable for hay, anti- 
que auto, snowmobiles ect. Pull with P.U. 
Meets highway ced. Call 692-3722 anytime. 
4p20 
HAY FOR SALE. Alfalfa and alfalfa mix, round 
(700 Ibs) or square bales, W. Tofsrud, Telkwa 
846.5550 4p22 
HAY. 18,000 BALES. Alfalfa, alfalfa brome, 
alsike.brome, brome. In barn, Cummins ranch. 
Hwy 16, W. South Hazelton, Phone 842-5316 
3p22 
18. Business Services 
T IARA -$  
FINEST ESCORT SERVICE 
We Pamper & Tease 
'Cause We Aim To Please 
635-5323 
TERRACE 
Main oft'Ice Fort St. John 
785-2629 
GRAND OPENING 
'SPECIAL 
SILVER BIRCH 
ELECTRICAL 
FORD 
g0 F150 4x4 XLT 
Loaded, auto 820  995 
90 FORD F250 CUST 4x4 
IT COSTS YOU NOTHING to place a Lost and 
Found Classified. Phone 638.SAVE before 12 
Noon Saturdays. 
LOST eLUE PACK SACK and shopping bag 
with work clothes in taxi off Sept. 7/90. If 
found 538.0693, leave message. 2p23 
LOST OBOE In black case, Lost near Northern 
Mag on Friday night or Saturday morning. 
Reward offered for its return Call 635.2943 
after 5 p.m. 2p23 
20. Pets & Livestock 
BEAUTIFUL GOLDEN CAHRADOR retrelvers, 
CKC registered, ew.claws removecl. All shots 
and tatooed. $300. Ready mid August. Phone 
747-2638 after 5 p.m. Ouesnel. 4p35 
DUE TO AUCTION SALE early September, 
order your lamb now. Phone 694-3456 before 
6 a.m. 4p33 
ONE 4 YEAR old Suffolk Ram for sale. Phone 
694-3456. Best before 8 a.m. 4p33 
MOVING MUST SELU Purebrecl Arabians. 11 
yr. old mare, 5 yr. gelding, 2 yr. gelding. Ex. 
cellent diposition. Very showy. 692.7682 
4p21 
ALASKAN MALAMUTE PUPPIES• CKC 
registration, shots. Excellent with children and 
great work dog. Powerful 85-110 Ibs. Black 
wolf and wolf gray. Phone Sun - Fd 
849.5811 6p21 
QUARTER HORSE, 8 years, bay gelding, 
strong, sound, trail, bush, street and ring ex- 
perience. Packs, trailers. Phone 845.7467 
4p21 
ENGLISH SPRINGER SPANIEL PUPS. CKC 
registered. M/F, ready to go. Calf 567-9236 
days. Champ sired. 4p22 
WANTEO ALL TYPES OF livestock. Will buy, 
sell, trade, order to buy. Pick-up & delivery. 
Licensed & bonden. Dealer and auctioneer. 
Ken Rose 1.694.3507 or 1.694-3631 eve. 
4p22 
2 HORSE STAIGHT HAUL trailer, fibregfass 
roof and fenders, overbeigbt 7', spare tire, 
good working condition. Garibaldi 1968. 
$2,600 OBO. 692-3766 eves. Anytime nn 
weekends. 4p23 
REGISTERED SHAR.PEI for sale• $500 OBO. 
Call 635.3025 3p23 
I LL BREED i DOG GROOMING 
Reasonable Rates, 10 Years Experiance 
JANE TURNER B38-8018 
• , . Mornings or Evenings, , 
their 4th annual Fall Fashion Show, fashions 
by Terrace Coop Family Fash ons, Glass Slip- 
per 6rldfe Shoppe and Hair Styles by Rhonda's 
Hair Styling to be held at the Elks Hall Oct 
17th at 8:00 p.m. For more information phone 
635.3160 @20 
NORTHWEST ALCOHOL AND DRUG Services 
will be starting and ACOA counselling roup 
the last week in September, fn a supportive 
and safe atmosphere, the group will examine 
and come to terms with the trauma of having 
grown up in a family coping with substance 
abuse. We will be dealing with Issues of isola- 
tion, denial and hurt or any other topic which 
may arise. For more information, please call. 
638.8117. 3c22 
NIRVANA - MODERN METAPHYSIC Centre 
Courses, readings, books, tapes, oils and 
more, Opening October I, 3611 Cottonwood 
Ores. 635-7776 3p23 
THE TERRACE DAY CARE CENTRE, 3425 
Kalum SL has full and part.time spaces 
available for children 3-7 yrs. of age. We have 
4 fully qualified staff. Our hours of operation 
are 7:30 a.m. - 6:30 p+m.. Mon. FrL Call 
635.3424 for more information. 2p23 
FREE INFORMATION about the Watchtower 
Society. Has it been honest with you? For 24 
hour recordee message phone 847-4354. 
New topic every week. 4p23 
Exp lore  
Some 
Opt ions  to  
C lear  
Cut t ing!  
Psrtlal Cutting 
Workshop 
Monday, Oct. 15 
Evening 
Tuesday, Oct. 16 
8 a.m. - 8 p.m. 
Wednesday, Oct. 17 
8 a.m. - Noon 
Hudson Bay Lodge, 
Smlthers, B.C. 
Cost: $30.00 
Contact Bill Young, 847-7477, 
Dave Wgford, 847-7428 
Sonsored by Northern 
Silviculture Committee 
NOTICE 
CANCELLATION OF WATER 
SPRINKLING RESTRICTIONS 
The City of Terrace has cancelled the restric- 
tions on water sprinkling, effective immediately, 
and thank you for your co-operation during this 
time. 
SCHOOL DISTRICT NO. 88 (Terrace) 
3211 KE:~NEY sTRrE1, 
TERR.'~CE. B C. Vt~C, 1E9 
tO()4 t(~ "~ 5-4¶1"~ 1 
I A~ 16041635.42~? 
Beginning in May and ending October, 1990, graes fer- 
tilizer will be applied to all playlno fields in the Terrace 
and Thornhill area schools during the first week of each~ 
month. 
Become a UNICEF  Volunteer 
IT ACHANCE 
To GROV  
Ma Hla Hla. 
~ul rna 
i 
Unicef Canada 
1-800-268-3770 
l II I II+ I 
+ I CARRIER OF THE WEEK 
-Ouader Cheese or DIg Mac 
-Large Fries 
-Regubr SoB Odnk 
-.Sundae 
Compliments of McDonald's 
+m wh,ta $18,995 
88 FORD F250 CUST. 4x4 
................ $14,995 
86 FORD 
AEROSTAR 
.................................... $9,995 
65 FORD ESCORT SW 
red 
_?.s.+.:: ............................ $5,595 
85 FORD ESCORT SW 
rod 
............................ =4,495 
80 MERCURY . . . .  
c P"l ....... SO  3.495 
CHRYSLER 
NEW PLYMOUTH HORIZON 
5 dr., U6 2.2 
From 
............. ' e .  
90 SUNDANCE/SHADOW 
4 dr., auto, air 
5 to choose from 
Just in~ ................................... , .......... 
90 SPIRIT/ACCLAIM ,. . . . . . .  ~,,:,., ,, 
4 dr., auto, air, 
rift, cruise, oass. 
6 to choose from 
Just in .................................................. 
9O CHRYSLER DYNASTY 
4 dr., auto, air, lilt, cruise 
pwr door locks, maroon. 
Just inl .................... : ..................... 
89 CHRYSLER HEW YORKER 
,UlO b,aok s21 995 
oo . . . . . . . .} . . . . . . . . . ;  . . . . . .  , 
89 DOOGE 20O0~.TX ,~,  
AU[0' wb',eSOL 6,995 
; ; i ; ; ;  ................. 
VOYAGER $ 
............................... 17,495 
88 JEEP Y ' 
 ARE 0  OLD14 995 . ........... :
88 DODGE RAIDER 4x4 
Extra clean 5 spd., 
b,ue .......................... '13,995 
87 DODGE DAKOTA LE PU 
Auto, canopy, $O irlllflii~ 
blue ............................... O |~p~ 
87 PLYMOUTH HORIZON 
5dr. h/b 
.................................... $5,495 
80 JEEP CJ5 
Convertible, VS, 4x4 995 
brown ............................. $211 
77 DODGE W200 4x4 l 
cab club .............................. $3,995 
77 PLYMOUTH 
ARROW 
..................................... CHEAP 
TOYOTA ,, T0 O,k ?. 
Canopy 
r o7 ToYO, T,.A,p,~ DI£~,F~. 4x4 
84 TOYOTA 4x4 PU 
Winch, light bar, neff ber4~ 6 |  
b,u  ............................... 995 
MISC 
89 MAZDA 62600 4x4 PU 
Canopy, 5 spcl., $ '4 iA  I~l f ) i~ 
black ........................ I~i l , |  ~ 
89 VOLKS JETTA 4 dr 
Air, 5 slxf., black, $ I  41 i~iirlli~ 
Now .......................... " Iq  ~O 
aS NISSAN 200 SX 
,Loaded, 5 spd.; $0 QQ_R 
grey .............................. w |~v 
82 NISSAN 282X TURBO 
T.top, cass~, silver 
Just Inl,,,...;......: ........ :: ........ i............... 
81 HONDA 
ACCORO l OOR -..,,...,+,..,...:, . ..... 21-,- 
Major Appflanoe Repair n 
n * Electrical Wiring n 
l IVAN,  MITCH l 
r ' ?ALL . .  i • 
In a clear record of 
delivery and a job well 
done you've earned a 
FREE McHappy Meal. 
congratulations 
Kelly Ann Pdnz 
  TERRACE STANDARr  
.==.__1 - J l , , " -  SERVING THE TERRACE AREA 
4647 Lazelle Ave., Terrace, B.C. 638-7283 
BLANKET CLASSIFIED ADVERTISING 
These Ado appear in the more than 100 Nov, papers o( the B.C. and Yukon Community Newspapem Association 
and roach more than t,500,000 po(ential readem, 
$165. for 25 words ($3.15 per each additional word) 
AUTOMOTIVE 
A~ve Auto Bakes, dkllx~zl 
o0ent for Active Bsglff ~rvlms, 
Repommdons, estate, leo~, 
cam, tm~l,  motorhornel, buell, 
On~ Mr, Pdoe (ordy), (604)434. 
1819, 0847'6, 
DUStNIII8 PlilI~QIMI.8 
DIVORCE? No ~ eqOl~ar- 
~ ~'.no%e_ nld q~use neoee. 
,reel 5-1tl ~ka ,  16g.~l 
e~,  You orn  type, 
wyer endoraed, 8encl flUfor 
~oy d Oan~dt'a new Divorm 
FOR SALE MIS¢ 
8AVE HEATING ~.  Famous 
Vdey Comlod edd.©n or retold. 
nellm w~k~ furnaces =. hem~. Cont~ot your local let, or Vadle~ Comfo~ Sys- 
tems ir~,, 8ox 777, Perd~on 
B.C. V2A 6V7. 
HEALTH 
BODY, MIND, ~RIT? Who are 
~ I  madly? C~ the Dl~Jcs  
Ins. 1-000-FOR.TRUTH, t- 
000.,,~7.O708. 
HFJ,P WANYEO 
•LOgveHOule Buldm Wenled Muut ml_nimum 2 yore experl- 
eme. l~mJmeS to: ConllnantsI 
Pole, Box 106, F~mbeglon, B,O. 
VON 2L0, Phone: 1-N4-6449. 
INTEFINATIONAL FARM~ 
EXPERIENCE: If you'rel~tween 
me N~s 18-,10 ~1 Interested In 
travellnO overseas, ~tact  the 
Inllmatlomd AOd~nund Ex- 
o~ AaodIInn, #20~L It, or. 
17 Ave. 8.W., Cel0ary, AS. T2T 
0E2, 
8ERVIaE MN~(ZER, Three 
Poinl Motors Meroedee Benz, 
Bublm, Aoun~ de~ In Vlcto~ 
raqdras a Idly oxp4~bnced pro. 
fH01oeml. Pna~10n b awelinb4o 
~te ly .  A remunaradlorV 
bemm i~oe will be custom 
ta~tosu l l tha  Ind - - ,  Cell 
Uike Jeneen ,a ~85-6797 Or 682. 
74164 Or Nnd ~ t ;  111nHJ 
MatonJ nod., 2020 O, ovo0~ 
. ..n?ont ~., Vl¢~odir B.O. V01"4P0, 
Tndq to ms,go on &oanmsnv 
~ oc~pbx. 1~ gov. 
emma Ilom~ beme~.dy get. 
Illlmllon Indmkm Ireo .l~cmnenl 
ma~lmlw~o, Free ~hum:  
(804)681.5456. Or:, RMTI, 1120. 
7new.Pend~,,Van~wer, B.C,, 
(~  zn~ mndure, ~ s~em 
BUSINE88OPPORTUMrlI[8 8~e 1070, Olw~xt~tloo, 20% 
8TART YOUR OWN IMPORT/ 12S2Bumnd, V ~ ,  1-~7- 
EXPORT bueiness, own zpam .~00. Franohbu m~dleble. 
_t~, No nlol~y or explden~e, . ~A i '10N 
1946. Free brochure: 
Wade World Trade, ¢o Cdn. AUTO TE~H: The m~ aid- 
I~nsll Bullne~ fast,, De;A, Wl, ~,,,n~d Irabl~ Iv l l i l~  kx to- 
11o4ohBegamyFId, N, #l, 8owtxx. aeyo aulom~Ive t~h~,  
~J~ ,On(sdo. M1H 1H4,  O~ullgan CoheOe all'ere an In- 
~ I lw l  In 
tics r~l: Ruu Wields, 762. 
54411, 
BUSlNE~, PROFESSIONAL, 
AND ~LES Pereonl, Teach 
(Ahem to dupRmte our o~fom ol 
lind elm f l~  fnHKtom 
for Yourself, Fug tralnlng pm- 
vld~l, Otfl: (204)687-~0,12, re- 
oarded msai0e. 
VERY HOT OPPORTUNIT~ 
NO~uv ln0  devloel Gives 
more MPGI Ousrs~- 
Eany to sell No oxpedonee 
redl Eemlnge $1 000 • 
..~,,000 per month pert tlmel 
women welmmsl Free Informs. 
tics, 1.~BOO-Ikl~4812, 
l EARN YOUR CERITIFIOATEI Loam fueled Tax Frog b r ~  No q~dlo~ U~R .T,x ~ eoeT.~ 
I"Om0~ Highway, W~n~,  
Me. FI3T2BE. l.e00.66S.5"14~ 
Ex~adve f r l~ lN  tordtodel 
m,'81ebb, 
BOAT, lave Itore wm~tad to plr- 
Mpelo In ya~.ehem program, EOU~mlNT & MACHH~Y 
46 I1, DIqdintr '1091', Appealng 19M Ford WSO00, Ilhl~l axle, 
m V~IUQ lind tax In'~ik~tkxle. oom~wthlMI,4o~mPWlma~ 
Pnmer YadllCh~tere leo,, Van. 
~ower, e,o, (eo4)e62.s~08, M~k Trek, m00L,~0eTCaL 
rumor, 10 alx~KI Fuler Imnamit. 
zion. L0 Me{or, TX 2.6 Pump. 
RAISE CHINCHILLA8 fo~ oxlra AaN~IHO,000. P~ce l~ ' -  
Inoomo, We (diet graded Ixeed- 
Itock, Ceaos, feed, dollwory, 2864 or 067.04119, 
terlbL ~wmleed med~, ~e~- 
gu~NM I~luollen, C|nmdlen 
O Mnohnk~ I~x lee4, e~. ~y~ 
 mgvo II O..!!7, FIX. (a10)229.6622. r ! ' JI 
HELP WANTED 
Requlredlmmedtately, Certified 
tune-up and electro'do enghle 
oonkol epec~lel for Ford dealer. 
~Ip. Apl~am must have ce~l. 
csJIon from manulacturet~ rain. 
ling school (I.e. Ford ECC Certi- 
d) or equlvalenl from other 
oo~petigvo manufadurer, Apply 
l~i~(Ing to: A1tentlon ServJ~ 
niger, Cherry Ford Sales, 
45~81 Yale Road Went, Chfl- 
,liwa~,. B,C. V2P2N1 
WANT TO BE IN THE MOVIES, 
T.V, or GAME SHOWS? Cd 
REAL ESTATE 
RELAX, COUNTRY LNIN~ , 
S, 10, acre lot,,, Wsler, Hyck 
Telephone, dv~r view end dv r 
front. 30 ndins weot of Kambope, 
Call oollec(: (604)379-3202, 
Pdvado Oomox Vadley. FuOy fur. r~ 1,~,q, If. ,~ .  2. 
~-eKy]Ights, garage, 
fencod, landseeped. Great value, 
$119,000. Philo: (604)334. 
2440. 
now, 24 hr. r~rd l~.  1. I 9ERVICE8 
L604)738.6472, 7]6-54,73. MAJOR ICBC t,"KI njury ¢lakn~ 
MISCELLAI~O~ Joel A, woner, tale) lawyer for 22 
o~uo, COnllnger~ / feu avall- ~yo~ =~uto, ~ -, ~o_~, ca  ~ (604)7ee. 
prices, contact: The eble. InMedl~O,C.only,-- 
Pedphend Club, ~ Dlgileo Com. 
pules, (604).%13.9279 or send I~AVEL 
eA.S,(,7e),91mx11'envelope ~,aU~IThRALIA/NEW ZEALAND, 
to 7880-202 A Street, LeeWay, ho 8quth PadflcSpedag~, 
B.C. V3A 4P7, for a free ~lta- 
Iogus and ctub Infmnagon, ANZA Travel. VanoouvWA~. 
~nd, relum from $899 to $1,309. 
P~ALe vemGol~'er/~ydney retum from 
$1,149 to $1,57g. Tofl4rae 1- 
FREE PERSONALITY TEST. 
Your pereomZly determine your 
future. Know why? Call the Dia- 
ne(k~ hctflne, 1.~00.,367.87~. 
WOULD YOU LIKE to eorre. 
.~wl th  unattached Ohde6en 
, ages 10-60, the d~ect 
compenionehlp or mar. 
doge. Wdle ASHOROVE, P.O. 
Box 205, Ohele, B,O., V0E 1MO, 
REAl. ESTATE 
Broiler/Ro~e r/Raspberr/farm 
by reSdmo wnar. On 13 plotur- 
esque acres, doEe to Chillwack. 
~rge quola; Throe fully auto- 
matte hems, d In excellenl 
dlzh~. Large modem ren- 
dlhouse. 1-7M-0~87. 
8O0-972-692O 
DEL-MAR INN, Cadlfornb, ~ler8 
roorne with kitchens, $15OO 
month, Indodee: Co~lne~d 
Bmsddssl, Afternoon Tea, 
(619)788 o786, 
For Just $I~,O0 you san 
P~ yaw nd in over 100 
community newlplpem 
throughout the B.C,'and 
Yule, For n l~ 
oo~act your (oral newa~s. 
per or cd (804) 80G4KIg~, 
r '  ~'1 
1 
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21, Help Wanted 
JOCUS EDUCATIONAL Toy Company seeks 
consultants In KItlmat, Do you like kids and 
toys. Earn $$$. Phone LIz Haws 638.0827 
6pl 9 
LOCAL AGENTS REQUIRED by Calgary based 
company, Exclusive dynamic product, new on 
Canadian market. We are looking for bright, 
aggressive Individuals. No investment re- 
qulred. For more information, please.carl 
632.7547 8pl 9 
WANTED 70 OVERWEIGHT PEOPLE to lose 
10-75 Ibs with the Diet Disc program, 100 per 
cent natural. Toll free 1.978.3027 4p21 
DORIS' COIFFURES requires one qualified Hair- 
dresser immediately, Call 638.1704. 4c21 
REQUIRED someone to babysit from 11:30 
a.m.. 4:30 p.m. Men- Fd. End of Sept. Vehl. 
cfe is needed to pick.up child at school Light 
housekeeping (Uplands School area) 
635-7683 
2p22 
24. Notices 
From the 8AHA'I HOLY wdfings 
"Blessed are your ears, for they 
have heard the Calll Blessed are 
your eyes, for Ihey have beheld 
the signs of the Mighty Lordl" 
To explor e these writings further call 
635-3219 or 636-9012 
NOTICE OF MOVE 
Carlyle Shepherd 
& Co., C.A.'S 
are pleased to announce their 
move, 
Sept. 24, to a new location, 
Two doors East, at 
4644 Lakelse Avenue, 
TERRACE, B.C. 
SHE MADE IT TO 30 
co. .A U. T,O.S J
LOVE YOUR FAMILY J 
25, Business 
Opportunities 
FOR SALE- HOUSE OF SHANNON. 5 station 
• beauty shop. Good situation. Owner has mov- 
ed~ Call 638.1127. Ask for Rebecca. 
6p21 
GROWING JANITORIAL BUSINESS in Terrace 
for sale. Owner moving. Enquiries to Box 999 
c/0 Terrace Standard, 4646 Lazelle, Terrace, 
V8G 1 $8 2p22 
BEAUTY SALON FOR SALE. In downtown Ter. 
race. Set up for 3 operators. Good location, 
askingprice$25,000.Cal1635.7961 4p22 
THOMPSON PROFESSIONAL SUPPORT ser- 
vices Is currently accepting applications for on 
call community support workers and full time 
night staff. On call rates $8.50. Full time. 
$8.75 to start. Applicants must possess valid 
D.C. ddvera license. To have worked with 
special interest individuals i an asset. Please 
forward resume to Box 126, Terrace, B.C. 
V8G 4A2. 2p22 
,PART•TIME EMPLOYEE for sales and clerk 
duties. Nirvana Modern Metaphysics. 
635-7776. Ask for Laurel. 2p22 
CATERERS REQUIRED for May '91 conference 
in Terrace - Lunches. nutrition breaks and 
banquets for 300 plus. For more information, 
call Elaine 638-1174 2c22 
LIVE.IN BABYSITrER for two school aged 
children. One child welcome. Call Houston 
845-3300 or 845-7748 4p22 
IF YOU DON'T LIKE what your'e doing try 
something else without leaving your present 
job. Forappointmentphone 635.3484 lp23 
WOOLWORTH accepts applications for 
employment every Wednesday. For an ap- 
plication and interview please apply in person 
to Personnel Dept. lp23 
LAST CHANCE 
FOR SUMMER$$$ 
Update your Terrace/KItimat 
city directory at residences 
m your area. No selling. No 
experience necessary. Paid 
weekly. Rexible hours. Start 
immediately. For two weeks 
work. Minimum 25 hours per 
week required. Apply to: 
B.C. Directories " 
No. 201 . 4630 Lazefle 
Terrace, B.C. 
636-8009 
25. Business 
Opportunities 
Hairstyling Shop For Sale 
Downtown Location, Established for 20 Years 
6 Stations 
Owner willing to stay on and work 
Phone 635-5544 after 6 p.m. 
TRUSS MANUFACTURING PLANT 
Land, Buildings and Equipment, are immediately available 
with attractive terms, located in Terrace, B.C. This Is an ex- 
cellent opportunity to become the only local manufacturer of 
Wood Trusses and Building Components for Residential, 
Commercial and Farm Construction. For more information or 
details, please call: 
Torn Evans, 
Gang-Nail* Canada, Inc. 
• (403) 273-4300 
Btro -Canada has an excellent opportunity 
for someone interested in leasing a THREE- 
BAY SERVICE STATION in MacKenzie, B.C. 
SERVICESTATION 
OPPORTUNITY 
Experience in the automotive and mechanical 
industry is desirable but the primary qualifica- 
tions are in t ative, enthusiasm and a strong 
desire to be part of a winning team. An 
investment is also required. 
In support of your commitment, Petro.Canada 
offers outstanding marketing activities, Includ- 
' ing advertising, sales promotion, and mer- 
: . chandising. 
:~ Please send your resume to: 
George Prosunka 
3776 Shane Crescent :~ ~ 
Prince George, B,C, : 
V2N 4N1 ., 
Pll'l~t~lMl~ Tel: (604) 563.4111 ~ ~:  
CTION AD 
 BUY v'SELL v'RENT v'TRADE 
21. Help Wanted 
WANTED PART TIME SALES CLERK for 
Fridays, Saturdays and Sundays. Wilt be F/T 
dudng Christmas and summer, Pickup applica. 
tions at Colas Bookstore at Skeena Mall. 
lp23 
MANAGER TRAINEE. Grow with the fastest 
growing furniture chain In North,America: 
United Buy& Sell Furniture, From High School 
graduation to Manager in 3 yrs to Supervisor 
in 4 yrs, to Area Manager in 6 yrs etc. We am 
opening 3o locations during the next 12 men. 
ths and have openings for 2 individuals who 
are determined to become leaders in this ex. 
citing industry. No expedence necessapL but 
you must be willing to start at the bottom and 
work hard. No smokers. Apply at 4650 Kalth 
Avenue. lp23 
INSTALLERS REQUIRED Immediately for B.C, 
Hydro program. Vehicle required. Contact 
local employment office. (635-7134) lp23 
Position Now Available] 
for a qualified | 
HAIR DRESSER J 
at the House of Shannon ] 
, Phone 638-1127 ask for Lesbe J 
Growing service-oriented 
company seeks a bright 
part-time 
Office Assistant 
with the following qualifications: 
- good organizational skiffs 
- able to communicate with the public el. 
fectively 
- common sense and the ability to work 
under minimum supervision am a must 
• basic typing and filing skills 
If you are seeking a job that is a little 
out of the ordinary and offers a vadety of 
duties, then you are who we are looking 
for. Please send resume with handwritten 
covedng letter to Box 341 clo The Ter. 
race Standard, 4647 Lazelle Ave. Tot. 
race, B.C. VSG 168. 
Delivery 
Drivers 
Wanted 
With their own small cars 
call 638-1500 and 
ask for Gerry 
23. Work Wanted 
THE TERRACE STANDARD reminds adver• 
• tisers that the human rights code In Bdtish. 
Columbia forbids publication ofany advertise. 
ment in connection with employment which 
discriminates against any person because of 
origin, or requires an Job applicant to furnish 
any Information concerning race, religion, col• 
our, ancestry, place of odgin or political belief. 
Readers: In ads where 'male' is referred to, 
please read also as 'female' and where 
'female' is used, read also as 'male'. 
REPLYING TO A BOX NUMBER? Please be 
sure you have the correct box number as 
given in the ad. Address to: Box , The Ter• 
race Standard, 4647 Lazelle, Ave., Terrace, 
B.C., VSG 1S8. Please do not include bulk 
goods or money to Box replies. 
TIRED OF HIGH Accounting costs? Experienc• 
ed and qualified for your bookkeeping needs. 
Reasonable rates. Call Llano at 635-4344 or 
635 9592 6p19 
WILL DO SEWING for all oocassions. Hallo. 
ween, Christmas, weddings, etc. Call 
635-5426 6p20 
CARPENTER_ FOR HIRE. Contract work. Fram• 
inn vinyl siding, renovations. Call 635-7794 
4p20 
LADY WANTS HOUSECLEANING JOB around 
Oil's Place (Lakalse Lake). Would like 
$8.50/hr. Phone Evelyn at 798.2450 3p21 
JOURNEYMAN CARPENTER will do finishing, 
renovation, install cablnest, patios, etc. Call 
after 6 p.m. 635.6277 4p22 
SWINGSHIFT Country rock band. Available for 
bookings. 1.695.6469 eve. 4p22 
I WiLL DO HOUSECLEANING in your home. 
References available. Call Nancy 635-4492 
4p23 
iTERRACEJ 
The City of Terrace is seeking interested residents to sit as 
Volunteer 
Members 
of the 
Terrace Advisory Parks 
and Recreation Commission 
The Commission serves as an advisory body to City Coun- 
cil on matters pertaining to parks and recreation in Terrace. 
To apply, please submit a letter of Introduction to: 
Steve Scott 
Superintendent of Parks and Recreation 
321 5 Eby Street 
Terrace, B.C. 
V8G 2X8 
Letter must be received by October 10, 1990.  
( 
I'd like to be a TERRACE STANDARDISKEENA MARKETPLACE Corder 
N/~E:. 
ADDRESS:----- 
PHOflE ~ - 
. m  
AGE . . . .  
•ase 4op off ot send as: 
TERRACE STANDARD (Attention Terry) 
4047 Lezelle Avenue 
Terrace, B.C. VSG 188 
~- ..................................... . . . . .  
Routes Open In Tilmce 
Braun, Keith 
A Wednesday Community Newspaper Distributed 
IO,Homes and A Shopper INsldbuhNi to 14,000 Homes 
_CAREERS_  - 
; !i(i! i ¸i21(ili! i(iii i /i ;ii  ¸,!. 
-PROFESSIONAL OPPORTUNITY 
DENTAL ASSISTANT 
Required for progressive prevention oriented practice. Ex- 
cellent remuneration and benefits with opportunity for per- 
sonal and professional growth and development through con, 
ttnulng education. 
Apply with resume to: 
Dr. J.D. Zucchlatti's Office 
4623 Lakelse Avenue 
Terrace, B.C. 
635-2552 
WANTED EXPERIENCED 
SPACERS 
with 2 or more years coastal experience. We have 
a four week project in the Queen Charlottes paying 
$650/ha start immediately. Contact: 
RHONDA at BRINKMAN & ASSOCIATES 
(604) 521-7771 
EMPLOYMENT OPPORTUNITY 
Do you want to work in the No. 1 
restaurant in Terrace? 
We are looking for a personable, motivated 
Dining Room Waiter/Waitress 
with some background in the hospitality industry. We are will- 
ing to train if you have serious intentions. 
Apply in person to: 
The Bavarian Inn 
4332 Lakelse Ave Te[r~ce 635-9161 
. . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .  ~!'~ T;' d'~',~ • ~ . 
MANAGER 
If you are energetic, enthusiastic and eager to develop 
restaurant operal~ons and management skills, the Kentucky 
Fried Chicken Management Training Program is the spot 
for you. 
Training is thorough, salaries and benefits are good. The 
job requirements will provide the challenges you, as a 
highly motivated person, require for growth. 
Your participation in our program will depend on: 
• your commitment to a career in the food service 
industry; 
• ability toperform managerial/supervisory functions; 
well developed interpersonal skills. 
As a member of the Kentucky Fried Chicken team, you 
will be a part of a well established, progressive company 
within an exciting field. 
~ ~ ~ j ~  Please send resume to Dave 
Otto, or apply in person at: 
® 242 City Centre, Kitimat, 
B.C. VOC 1"1"6, 
. " \Ks.N.ous, soc.E v 
BOX $87. 
(~ TERRACE, B.C. 
VeG 4es 
is seeking qualified applicants for the position of  
EXECUTIVE DIRECTOR 
Qualifications: 
- -  Excellent interpersonal skills 
- -  Ability to establish and monitor budgetary policies 
- -  Good written and verbal communication skills 
- -  Initiative and sound judgement 
- -Admin is t ra t ive  background,  inc luding computer  
operations 
- -  Knowledge of grant and proposal wrlUng 
- -  Must submit to a cdmlnal search 
Duties: 
- -P rov ide  overall administration/supervision of current 
programs ' Including administration office and off ice 
support staff 
- -  Responsible for coordinating fund raising activities and 
public relations 
- -L ia i son  between board of directors and various 
government agencies 
- -  Evaluation and upgrading of policies and procedure 
- -  Handle all correspondence o f  Society 
Salary negotiable based on experience and qualifications. Ex-. 
cellent benefit package, 
Submit resumes to: 
No, 5.3238 Kalum Street, :~ 
Terrace, B.C. V8G 2N4 ".i; 
Attention: Chalrpemon 
or Fax No. 638-0803 . . . . .  ":;~.~ ~',;'~:-i, ~ .... : 
. ,~: ,  ~ ~ i ~  . :~' • .. "7"~ ''~~ . . . . . . . . . . . .  ~; .......... ~ ,  . . . . . . . . . .  _. , ,  ..., 
638-SAVE • + i 
': ~ '~ t,"':++  
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26, Personals 32. Legal. Notices _ 
ADVERTISE personal messages In the Terrace + I, Kenh Willms will not he held responsible for 
Standard. Confldenbellty is assured. Phone any debts incurred by Krlsta Wglms/Welfon. 
63a.7283 Monday to Fdday, 9 a.m to 5 p.m. 
WARNING - II really works[ Lose weight 
NOW. Fast, simple, 100% guaranteed. 100% 
natural nutrition. Interested. Just call 
638-8134 6pl 8 
35 YR. OLD MALE. Intelllgenl, attractive and 
financially self sufficient. Seeks female with 
similar attributes and interests. Reply to Mike 
at Box 766. Terrace, D.C. VSG 4R2. 3p21 
NIRVANA -- MOOERN METAPHYSICS 
courses. Intrnduotion to Melaphyslcs, Pro. 
Gressive Metaphysics, Advanced Meditation 1
and 2, Stress and Relaxation Mediation, Pro. 
gressive Meditation, Youn 0 Adults Courses, 
Healing Group. 8 wk. courses start Ocl. 1. 
Registration by Sept.24. Pre.reDietraUon for 
each set. Space limited. For calendar and Into 
call 635.7776. Laurel. 4p21 
"REWARO OA-ERED tor anyone that witnessed 
the deslruction ef my fence on 2776 Clark 
Street. (Aug. 30, Friday at 4 a.m.) Call 
635.2578. 3p21 
COMMUNICATION FOR COUPLES workshop. 
Oct. 4, Oct. 18 and Nov. 1 from 7 p.m. • 10 
p.m,, Tillicum Theatre, 3rd floor. $50 per cou. 
pie for all sessions. Register before Sept. 30 
by phoningNW Counselling Centre 638-8311. 
3p21 
OPEN CHANNEL READINGS. For appointment. 
phone Laurel at 635-7776. 3p23 
32. Legal Notices 
R'ovth¢e of 
B+'iUsh Cdumbia 
Mnisb"y of 
Fm'ests 
CALLIN0 FOR TENDER8 
See~ed Tenders for the construction of four thou. 
sand three hundred rnelm8 (4,aoo metree} 
more or less of class 5 r0ed on the Ktaanza. No 
Gold Forest Set.Ace road wlS be received by the 
Dlaeicr Manager, Kslum Forest Dislrlol, 
200.5220 Ke~th Avenue, Terreco, B.C. V8G 
1L 1, up ro 2:00 n.m+ Oclober 17. 1990 end will 
be opened In pubU¢ at that eme, 
NI enquldeo shOUld be made to the above men- 
tlone~ ad~'eo8 or pttone e38.3290, 
Tandem must be made 8ubJecl Io the conditions + 
of tonde¢ end aubmntad on the forms and in the 
envelope euppned. 
No tender ehan be considered haWng eny quaO. 
fYinO clauses whatsoever end the toweot or any 
landor will hal ne¢esarUy be accented. 
Bidders ~'~OUM be aware that encordlng to the 
onndnlons or tender, fen (tO) percent of the 
londorecl price ~ required as bid bOnd or bid 
deloOSll. 
I IN THE MATTER OFTH£ BANKRUPTCY OF 
I K,=,....L0= gYSS,=,,.cK 
:INOTICE is hereby given that 
I KENNETH ALOIS DYSSERINCK fjl- 
ed an assignment on the l Oth 
day of September, 1990, and that 
the first meeting of creditors will 
be held on Friday, the 30th day of 
November, 1990, at the hour of 
9:30 o'clock in the forenoon, at 
The Court House, 100 Market 
Place, in the city of Prince Rupert, 
in the Province of British Colum. 
bla. 
Dated at Prince George, B.C. this 
13t~ day of September, 1990. 
i 
INVITATION TO TENDER 
Project NO. 710913 
Conbact NO. 002 
Sealed tandem are ~v~ted for the Access Cen. 
Ire. ~ithers, a.c, 
TanUera will be received by the Development 
Group, Bdtleh Colurnl~a Bu~f~nge C~0orsUon 
on the 2nd Floor of 33e0 Dougk~ Street, Box 
1112. V~I~,  B.C., VSW 2T4, until 1990 O~- 
lober 17 at 2:00 p.m., end opened In nubllc 
idlorey theracffOr. 
Tender Uocuments may be o~laJned on 19a0 
September 28 from the Con~ultent, Alan 
Hodgson, ArchHact, 404 I .~ry Street, V~ 
B.C, Tbess docgment= are avaMb/e to Oaneral 
Conhactors only Upon recelpl of a refund~lde 
deposit of a cerUfled cheque or cash In 
amount or ONE HUNDRED DOLLARS 
(Sl00,O0) Payable to the Corporaeon. Bopos~ 
wl, be refunded upon ss~fentmy refum of 
tender documents wltMn one month of tender 
cloning date. 
BM ~ for aub.tredac l~Ited 111 the In. 
strucffo~e to Blddera will close ! gee October 
12 ol 3:00 p.m. 8t the ConstrucUon &monlaUon 
officea located at Prince 0eocgo end Vancouver. 
The lowest or any tendor wIM nol neceea-dly be
eccepted, Oenend enquiries may be dkactad to 
the PmJe¢l Manager, H~I Cbermla In Vk:tode at 
3a7-72 le, Faclinlbe Number ae8-2703, or the 
Consultant, AJ4m Hodgacn at 383-oeT4, Fac- 
Idmne Numbe¢ 383-0374. 
I 
=ml  
FORMER HIGHWAYS YARD 
FOR SALE 
The Bdttah Columbia Buildings Corporal on 
nvltes offers to purchase the following 
land and Improvements. 
LOCATION: Good Hope Lake, :1:40 
kilometers Northeast of Casslar, B.C. 
LEGAL DESCRIPTION: D.L. 2983 and 
Slock A ol D.L. 6738, Casslar DIsldcl 
IMPROVEMENT DESCRIPTION: Former 
Highways maintenance buildings including 
service garage, warehouse, capenter's 
shop, equlpmertt shed 011 storage, 
res dunce, various storage sheds. 
SITE DESCRIPTION: Irregular shaped 
parcel :1:8.84 ha (:1:21.6 acres) and 
hectares enjoys excelfont frontage and ex- 
po~ure on Highway No, 37, 
Paled Sept. 6, 1990. 3p21 
FOR SALE BY TENDER -- Bid cottage In Ter. 
race. Ras electric heal, range aAd fddge. Cot. 
taoe has been lived In on year round basis. 
Will be sold as is and must be removed from1 
present location by November 30, 1990, 
Buyer will be responsible,for emoval and 
moving, bids close October 31, 1990, Please 
mark envelope "Cottage lender bid". Phone 
after 6 p.m. 635-4441 er write Box 354, Ter. 
race, B.C. VSG 4B1 2p23 
I Muww TH°m' S m' rBs  I 
given that 
I  _the mth-+a ;+7 
I 
I I at me+-+ ;i
I ;i 
I I &G;: | bla. ............ 
| ~ ! n c e  George, B.C. this 
TRAILERS FOR SALE I 
FOR REMOVAL | 
LOCATION: Former H;ghvvays Complex, Good 
Hope lake, Plus/.40 Idlometora Norlheaat of 
~ ,  e.c. 
IMPROVEMENTS: 
OESCRIPTION: (e) 4. 1974 Fsbco 
Modular Bunk NOuss Tdple 
Unit + 145.02 m s 
(be 4. 1074 B~flco Rec 
hail Trailer 4" / -  9e,e m' 
(o) 4. 1972 Double Wide 
Oenora# IvbbUe Home :1: 
98.16 m ~ 
(d) 1974 Atoo Kitchen 
TraS0r 4- 7o.96 m = 
IntonnaUon,'offer toPorcbese I~ckages may be 
oble~ed from the office of the Government 
AGent, ProvlnclaJ Government Building, P.O. 
MBOx 340. Connen [~fvo, Ca~,  B,C. or 
Iohacl 8empson, Real Estate ~alyst, B.C. 
i~¢flnga Corporanon. a35o Dow~zs Street, 
~or ~¢~I ~ c: VSW2T4, at 387-7302 (Vlclorle 
~=, , , vo  ~ OUU'T42.OI52 Or fscaimile pet- 
I 
21. Help Wanted 
What s Up 
OCTOBER 2,1990-- The next 
general meeting of the Ladies 
Auxiliary to the Royal Cana- 
dian Legion Br. 13, will be held 
in the Legion starting at 8 p.m. 
Come and find out about our 
upcoming plans. Anyone  
wishing to inquire about cater. 
ins, please phone 635-3955 and 
if you at' interested in becoming 
a member, phone 635-6073. 
Don't forget the next Zone 
Meeting is being held in Ter. 
race, with a get together Friday 
evening, Oct. 12 and the 
meeting is Saturday morning, 
Oct. 13 starting at 9 a,m. 
dr dr A" tk*  
OCTOBER 3, 1990 ~ Cans- 
dian Women in Timber, Ter- 
race Branch will hold a general 
meeting at 8 p.m. in Rm. 2002 
at N.W.C.C. All interested 
please attend. Call Diana at 
638-1602 for more info. 
* ,d r***  
OCTOBER 4, 1990 - -  Terrace 
and District Community Ser- 
vices Society will hold its an- 
anal general meeting Thurs. at 
7:30 p.m. in the Terrace Public 
Library board room. 
dr dr A'dr* 
OCTOBER $, 1999 --Terrace 
Bridge Club 1990-91 season 
starts Thurs. at the Legion. 
Please register before Oct. 1. 
Call May 635-2875 or Darlene 
638-1770 (after 5) New players 
welcome. 
dr*dr*dr  
OCTOBER 6,1990 - -  The Ter- 
race Women's Resource Centre 
will be having a garage sale, 
Sat. at 4542 Park Ave. l0 till 3 
• p.m. Anyone wanting to 
donate items toward the sale, 
please drop them off, at the 
Centre Man. - Fri. between 
noon and 4 p,m. 
dr dr dr*  dr 
OCTOBER 6, 7, 1990 - -  The 
Pastor and parishioners of 
Sacred Heart Parish, Terrace, 
e.c.  invite you to join us as we 
celebrate the 75th anniversary 
of our parish. Oct. 6 at 8 p,m.: 
Wine and Cheese Social; Oct. 7 
at l p.m.: Outdoor Mass; Oct. 
7 at 3 p.m.: Afternoon tea. 
*dr  d r**  
OCTOBER 9, 1990 - -  The 
Pacific Northwest Music 
Festival Committee general 
meeting will be held at 8 p.m. 
at the Northwest Academy of 
Performing Arts, 306-4720 
: Lakelse Ave. All members fire 
requested to attend and new 
members will be va in ly  
welcomed. 
Terrace Women's Resource Centre is currently seeking 
applicants for the Position of 
Project Co-ordinator 
This project is a ;Job Re-entry program funded by Canada Employ- 
ment Center, that is designed to Introduce women to a variety of 
technological occupations and to provide them with the information 
and skills necessary to make informed, realistic career decisions. 
Applicants should have: 
- Some Post Secondary Education and/or equivalent experience 
• exceptional written and oral skill, 
- exceptional organizational skill, 
- has the ability to work co-operatively with board members 
• to be a llason worker with host employers 
• to co-ordinate all aspects of the project. 
• collect preliminary research data 
• assisting and developing a detailed proposal of project spec's 
• abllily to establish and monitor budgetary forecasts 
• setting up program with necessary workshop facilitators 
• screening and interviewing of participants 
• advertising and media communications 
- prepare evaluation reports and final reports 
Start date: 
• October 1, 1991 
• Temporary full.time posti0n/$13,25 per hour ...... 
- 36 hours per week 
Please submit resume and cover letter highlighting related experience 
to the Canada Employment Centre by closing date October 8, 1990. 
1%  west Commanl ty  College 
~I f  o f fm Cable LOgGb= ~ Sondu=r/Workahops 
r Cable Loggiag for Mu~ers - Ed Aulerieh 
October  12th  . $130.00  
'rhla I~B~AR w~c~ l~tpor~t ~z~klentlozul that must be made to ,ucce~fully 
pteme=tt az~ mnauct eabb harvmt  ope~t ione  " 
Advas~ and D i~dvantan .~ - -  ' 
Cozudd=:=tt~a= T,d=~, T~tntn 8 Coo Co=,~.,~.,. 
* * ,k  dr,k 
OCTOaER 12, 13, 1990- 3rd 
anuuai conference of Northern 
B.C. Friends & Families of 
Schizophrenics nt the Terrace 
inn, spon.sored by the Terrace 
support group. Topics are The 
value of support; taking care of 
ourselves. Invited speakers: 
Gerry Marshall & Sylvia 
Trembley from the B.C. 
branch, Lynn Turnbull, 
Telkwa branch. For further in- 
formation contact Marsha 
635-5010 or 638-3325. 
d r*dr**  
OCTOBER 2.5. 1990 - -  Jean 
Rysstad will be reading at the 
Terrace Public Library on 
Thurs. at 7:30 p.m. Her stories 
have been aired as radio 
dramas on CBC 
"Momingside". Travelling In, 
her first book of stories, was 
recently published. Admission 
is free. 
NOW OPENED - -  Crystal's 
Place, Youth  Centre. 
Operating, Monday, Wednes. 
day, Friday. 3:00 p.m. to I1:00 
p,m. 4804 Olson St. 
* *** ' J r  
TEAM PLAY HORSESHOE 
.'There will be a horseshoe train- 
mg program for anyone who 
would like to play. Come out 
Wed. evening or Sunday after- 
noon. It is fun and good par- 
ticipation. For more informa- 
tion call 635-2856 
dr dr dr dr*  
THE OVEREATERS ANON- 
YMOUS support group meets 
every Wednesday at 7:30 p.m. 
at the Terrace Women's 
Resource Centre, 4542 Park 
Ave. Ph. 635-6510 or 638-0664 
for more informat ion.  
Newcomer's welcome. 
*dr*dr ,  
THE KINETTE CLUB OF 
Terrace hold their meetings on 
the second and fourth Wed. of 
the month. Anyone interested 
in more information about the 
Kinettes or meetings please call 
Gall at 635-9253. 
*dr***  
WOMEN'S SUPPORT 
GROUP will be meeting every 
Thursday from 1-3 p.m. in the 
Conference Room at the Psych 
Unit. For further info. call 
Benita at 635-4906.(Mon.. Fri, 
8:30 - 4:30 p.m.) 
*dr***  
WED. NITE VIDEOS will be 
held downstairs atthe Kermode 
Friendship Centre at 7:30. Now 
playing: Educational videos on 
Alcohol and Drugs. For further 
info, call 635-4906 (Mon.- Fri. 
8:30 - 4:30 p.m,) 
dr*  *dr  dr 
CO-DEPENDANTS 
ANONYMOUS, is a 12 step 
fellowship specifically designed 
for those who wish to improve 
their relationships with others. 
If you have problems forming 
or maintaining intimate rela- 
tionships, these meetings may 
help. Videos and educational 
material are part of the format. 
Meetings are 8 p .m. -9  
p.m,Tuesdays at the Skeena 
Health Unit Education room. 
For more information phone 
Northwest Drug and Alcohol at 
638-8117. Newcomers very 
welcome, 
**dr**  
WEDNESDAYS COF- 
FEEBREAK, a women's com- 
munity bible study begins its 
new season. We meet Wed, 
9:30 -i l  a.m. We offer free 
child care, a story hour pro- 
gram for 3,4 & 5 yr. olds, an 
opportunity to meet new 
friends, small group discus. 
siGns over a cup of coffee. 
There's a place for you with us 
- -  join usI Terrace Christian 
Reformed Church on the cor- 
ner of Sparks & Straume. j 
****dr  
FOR INFORMATION ON 
THE Girl Guide of Canada, 
Tall Totem Division, contact ] 
Kathy Davies 638-1245 or Marg 
Cooper 638-0609. 
Intxoductlon to Cable Logging. Ed Aulerich 
October 13th - $140.00 
'-to=. ,o No.  
o-- "=15" u= a u¢'lt~Ule ~ ~ dbct~lmd ,l~m+ ~+k I.k= 
I= aad--~l != .~ .  'm~ rendition= of £pplicat~,m~ . . . . .  o . - - -  -.- 
' p .'r~zex~, lOllg~  wUdllffa bla!n~% m . .~, -~. ,  and ILnd.uze pl L'nL. tat. 
Cable Logging . F,d Aulerieh 
O~tober  lB th -  19th. (5 days) . 8700.00  
rim,on.oh *.o=s.op .d . - - -  l, ,,o,..,, .,, 
. . . .  o-." --'~ - r  ------# B wm.z e.= pilD¢IIJIcnoIR d~rt . '~  mm .~,~.,....i 
(u=~ p]==~b~ b =.~KI ~a the r.,ad.o:~,tt ~ . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .  
" Wedo~o-k~dm=--m~l'- • U I '~T- ]P~NGANDLAYOUTWORY~HOP) ,  
. . . .~__ ,  ~I~..,~'~_ =qm'~ ~= .-~m, ~'na.=,a pbu=m, 
--= r ~ ..,=.,~=W ell~ ~l, ez~ ae 4 ji1zzu~ t~haj d lull. 
HOW TO .APPLY 
Regbter with: 
North w~ Conmumlty OoUege 
81"~1¢R1' 8gavlcB8 
e- ..Te.r~ Cempu, 
~z mc~,mssleU AVenue 
P.O. go= 72e 
Terrace, B.C. 
VSO 4C2 
Fee= Include: 
tlmqJom, couxse m=tex.18d|, 
f 
Informallon/offer to purchase packages J c~l:,~s,~t=,, _ " p . . _ .  . lU-ela=',=ao.==~uo,,,,~,,,, J ' " ~ ' ="d coffee brmLks. 
may be ob~ned from lha office of the I . ~d:~e~J~t AzeePJamt~ ~l)'~r~J [~/~.  Urn'. IllpeluilbCtty e[ ugh ptztiollm=t ) 
G0V n m=~ tad ~yur~ emme t Agent, Provlnctal O0vem. - 
ment Building. P.O. Box .340, C0nnell I Unlt P lann/ng and Layout. Stephen Aulerieh 
unve. ~tar .  8.C. or irom l~Iclml  ] L + OCtOber 22nd-  26th (5 Day=}, $700 O0 
Idl..,e ,,,,,oration, 33,,,, ,,,, ,on r . . . . .  ,"-ea-,,, . . . . . . . .  . .  ~ r me'm,,=,,,,,,,,, orm,',am -"e, ,.,,1,,, mm=t ~ ~dm nneL q/, n 
i 387.7382 (Victoria) or 1.800,742.6152 ' , l  i ~,d_d_.mlg=,t, a,asb+~.m~+"flm&.Inclu..d~ne~theb, ndj__ana . . . .  bounds~,'i~ " "  " : I 
l(fo, free) or facsimile particulars f0 I .  I :  ~--'~Y,,~--'~PL~'_.*~..~-=,,=~. ~, ,+  " ' "  == I ,,,G,,,,~I~ . . . .  
l~gl ld l .q ' I I ---~-" + --  . . . . .  .,-.,,,.utU,='~oldl,,l=nt===v~l,jia+=u~..,,=o.~,._ I .. ." . . . . .  ,,.- ,==,,~v~+m,o 
1,7 : '7""  +, , I :  l " :  + l'e~ass.+,h..,~.,, ( r '7 - ,7 '  . . . .  I a°rts'W~-tComm""e+Coaeu  
.... " " " ' ' , " " l , omttmndl~ : ~ , . . . .  " wmoe _C=mpta= 
"' : dlam : . ,1 r .m z.mm=mo. ~a ~ , . . . . . . . .  : ' . . . . . . . .  , . . . . .  ~ h~m.~. , . .  ~b i .~Wssk .  h . . . . . . . . . .  : • 
1990 TAX SALE 
rm.~ty~r 
Pursuant to section 457 of the Municipal Act, on the 1st day 
of October t 990, in the Council Chambers of the City of Ter- 
race, at the hour of ten o'clock In the forenoon, there shall be 
offered for salo by public auction each and every parcel o f  
the real property Including improvements, upon whloh any of 
the taxes are delinquent. 
The following properties have delinquent taxes as of August 
31, 1990: 
I 
F oh No, 
81.000 
617.000 
1131.000 
I 1133,000 
1444.000 
1489.000 
2542.000 
2648.000 
6110,000 
6137.000 
6427.000 
10028,000 
t 1D14.000 
1 I015,000 
11020.000 
11028.000 
11161.000 
11162.000 
11169.000 
14002.000 
19003.001 
19006.002 
19105.000 
19241.000 
Address: Legal gemcd~bn: Upwt Pike 
2809 Hall St. Lot 4 DL 380 Ran 3053 $2,912.90 
2701 Hall St. Lot A DL 360 Plan 10785 $2,S63.32 
4720.4724 Laketse Ave. Lot 1 DL 381 Plan 3100 $114,693.81 
4711 Lazelle Ave. Lot G BIk 12 DL 361 Plan 3127 $22,545.49 
3701 Kalum St. Lot 1 DL 361 Plan 3631 $3,135.$7 
4742 Strauss Ave. Lot 21 elk 4 DL 361 Plan 3674 $4,606.53 
4829 LazeHe Ave. Lot 2 DL 362 Ran 3125 $3,299.04 
4844 Loon Ave Lot 1 DL 362 Plan 3679 $7,821,64 
5136 Afar Ave. Lot 20 BIk 5 DL 611 Plan 3080 $2,201.24 
2704 Braun St. Lot 21 BIk 6 DL 611 Plan 3080 $2,729,46 
5013 PoNe Ave. Let 2 DL 011 Ran 8224 $3,108.89 
45t 00lson Ave. Lot 11 BIk A DL 838 plan 3460 $1,894.85 
4508 Eby St. $1/2 of Wl/2 of 8/k 9 DL 977 Plan 1055 $5,478.25 
4418 Eby St. Wl12Lot10DL977Plan1055 $10,321.71 
4411 Sparks St. 81k 11 DL 977 Plan 1055 $9,033.66 
• 4403 Eby St. BIk 21 OL 977 Plan 1055 $1,865.32 
4423 Eby ST. Lot A DL 977 Plan 9025 $4,434.87 
4421 Eby St. Lot B.D DL 977 Plan 9025 $9183.58 
4308 Thomas St. LotB OL 977 Plan 10385 $2,631.97 
5021 Halliwell Ave. elk11 Ptan 1097 
3614.03 Kalum St. $8,045.37 
3614-06 Kalum St. $720.15 
3614-105 Kalum St. $667.86 
$743.32 3624-4t Kalum St. $830.62 
Invitation to Tender 
In accordance with the Ministry of Transportation and 
Highways Act, Section 49(1). sealed tenders are Invited for the following: 
Project No.: 05897-0006 
Location: le.6 ks. south of Terrace on HIGhway 37 
De$crlpt/on: Furlong Creek Box Culvert Re-surfacing - -  Con- 
struction of a 1SO mm concrete overlay Including all prepsra. 
lion work. 
Sealed tenders, completed in accordance with the Conditions 
of Tender on the forms provided, will be received by the Ministry 
of Transportation and Highways at No. 300 - 454e Park Avenue 
Te2r, ace. B.C VSG tV4 until 2:00 p.m. (local time) on October 
1990, when tenders will be opened In public. 
A security deposit/surety bid bond will not be required (in accor. 
dance with the conditions of the tender). 
A pre-tender meeting will be held on October 9, 1990 at 2"00 
p.m. at: No. 300 - 454e park Avenue, Terrace, B.C. 
Tender documents complete with envelope, plans, specifica. 
lions and condtions of tender are available from the Ministry of 
Transportation and Highways at No. 300 .  4548 Park Avenue, 
Terrace, B.C~V8G 1 V4 between the hours of 8:30 a.m. to 12:00 
p.m.. and 1 :DO p.m. to 4:30 p.m. Monday to Friday, except holidays. 
Where required, payment for contract documentation shall be 
made by certified cheque or money order, made payable fo the 
Minister ot Finance and Corporate Relations. All purchases are 
non-refundable. 
For further information contact Randy Penner, Area 
Manaoer/6ridges at (e04) 638-3360 or fax (804) e38-3316. 
The lowest or any tender will not necessarily be accepted. 
~ =..~'_-" == =. _-== 
=~--~_~= - - - .=-  
Province of 
Dfilish Colombia 
Minislfy ot TfausporlaUan 
arid Highways 
Hanourabts Rila M. Johnston. Minister 
CITY' OF  TERRACE .a ~ ..... 
AMENDMENT TO ZONING BY-LAW NO. 401-1986 
AS IT RELATES TO THE C1 CENTRAL COMMERCIAL 
ZONE 
TAKE NOTICE THAT an application has been made to amend the City 
of Terrace ZONING BY-LAW NO. 401-1966, (and amendments 
thereto). 
TAKE NOTICE ALSO THAT this amendment affects the areas within 
the City of Terrace zoned C1, Central Commercial, and shown as the 
shaded area on the accompanying map. 
------t 
n 
II 
- f i  
INTENT: The Intent of this zoning amendment application Is to add 
NEIGHBOURHOOD PUBS as a permitted use in the C1, Central Commer- 
cial zone. 
The proposed amendment • By-law may be inspected between the 
hours of 8:30 a.m. to 4:30 p.m., Monday to Friday, excluding holidays 
from September 10, 1990 to October 1, 1990, both inclusive, In the 
reception area at the City of Terrace Public Works Building at 5003 
Graham Avenue, Terrace, B.C. 
Any pers0n(s) wishing to voice their opinions regarding this Appgca. 
tlon may do so, in wdtfng, to Mayor and council, and/0r In person MOH. 
gAY, OCTOBER 1, 1990, at 7:30 p.m., in the 
• Municipal Council Chambers 
3215 Eby Street, Terrace, B.C. 
THIS NOTICE IS GIVEN IN ACCORDANCE WITH THE MUNICIPAL ACT, 
R.&B,C. 197'9 (AND AMENDMENTS THERETO). TAKE NO'lICE and be 
governed accordingly, 
' : E.R. HALLSOR, CLERK.ADMINIsTRATOR 
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,L' ' 
. . . . .  • 
[)O~'T 
<'~,,,M,~,~\,~'AY ~Sa le  starts Men., Sept 24 thru.to Sat Sept 29 I 
but that's as far as I'll 8o. ~ ./._~.~:."'~.,~. . • 
When you've finished ;~, . .~; , . .~ • Mon..Wed. 
your Sholopin~, someone ~ ~  m j Thurs, & Fri. 
. . . .  - pen f p ~!s = . i; just startin& __ .~,  I Saturday ~°o""='o~"oe '~"  COU S ust be presented at hme o urchase l Sunday ~, - ~ .  away. .~; 
~ m m ~ m ~ .  " I  
I (~T  I HIS COUPON IS WORTH !~J ~ 
I I e A  Jr1~Jr~ 0ver$20,0OReg. or=lePdce ~ ,  i THIS 
I N~B'B  1~It~ VALID SEPT. 24-  SEPT. 29 i l  i -1- o, . ~ ,  ! COUPON 
I I *Limit one coupon per item RP,'p;.~'e  " ................................................... I .~'"a, not~,us,dw,h.o,bercoupo, ~.  ....................................... ~ ,  J IS 
I(-~ ............................................................. ~ l  i WORTH 
=20 oo 
1 
® i ~f I THIS COUPON IS WORTH ~ ~1 TowerdsthePumhaseon 
s4oo 
'Limit one coupon oer item 
i (~May not be used with any other coupon 
i® 
Towards the Puchase on Any One nero I 
Over $20,00 Reg, or ~ie ~ce 
VALID SEPT. 24 - SEPT. 29 
Dept .................. . . . . . . . . . .  
Reg. Price. 
Sale Price ............................................... ; ............. 
(~ May not be used with any other coupon 
Any One Item Over Sl00. 
Reg. or Sale Pdce 
VALID SEPT. 24-SEPT. 29 
Dep| ................................... 
Reg. Price ............................. 
Sale Price .............................. 
• Limit one coupon per item 
(~%( ~ i *May not be used with any I )) other coupon I 
THIS COUPON IS WORTH 'I )" 4 Towa~s the Pumhale on Any One flem 
O0 0ver S20.00 Reg. or Sala Price 
VALID SEPT. 24-SEPT .  29 I THIS  
~°' ..................................................................... ~ I COUPON 
'Li-, one coupon per,tern "eg P~' ............................................................. I I  IS 
Safe Pr;ce ............................................................ ~ J 
) I  WORTH 
:1 
I 
I 
I 
•1 
I 
I 
i (~  THIS COUPON IS WORTH 
sToo 
"Limit one coupon per item 
; ~May not be used with any other coupon 
Towards the Pu~hase on Any One flem 
Over $35.00 nq. or Sale Pdce 
VALID SEPT. 24 - SEPT. 29 
Den| ................... , ..... 
Re(]. Price ............................................................. 
Sale Price .. . .  . .......... 
THIS COUPON IS WORTH 
$700 ,,-,,.,-,,.,.o. ,o Over S35.00 Reg. or Sale Pdce 
VALID SEPT 24 - SEPT. 29 
Dent ......................... , .......... 
Reg. Price...,,. .. 
Sale Price .............................................................. ~ 
*Limit one coupon per item 
i (~May not be used with any other coupon 
THIS COUPON IS WORTH (~ 
Towards the Pumhase on Any One Item 
Over $35.00 Rug, or Sale Pdce 
VALID SEPT. 24 - SEPT. 29 
DeDt ................................................................ 
Reg. Price ............................................................. 
s7oo 
*Limit one coupon per item 
(~) *May not be used with any other coupon 
w_ 
cou,o,js wo s,o... 
(I~ z~l  ~ n i I~ Over $50,00 Be0. or SaY Pdce / 
I k l l~  VALID SEPT 24  - SEPT 29 
w an .  c o . _ _  ......................... , ........ , ................ 
!(~'--~THIS COUPON IS WORTH 
= =10 °° 
• Limit one coupon per item 
not be used with any other coupon 
Towards the PucJuse on Any ~ ~m 
Over $60.00 Reg. or Sale Pdce 
VALID SEPT. 24 - SEPT, 29 
Depl ........................... , .  ............... , . , . . . . . . , . ,  ....... 
Reg. Price ............................................................. 
................................................. i::, ..  
4647 Lakelse Avenue 
Tenaoo, B.C. 
636.7281 
WE RESERVE THE RIGHT 
TO LIMIT QUANTITIES 
PRICES EFFECTIVE 
WHILE GUANITITIES LAST' 
=100 
Towards the Purchase on 
Any One Item Over $500. 
Reg. or Sa]e Pdce 
VALID SEPT. 24-SEPT. 29 
Oept ..................................... 
Reg. Pdce ............................. 
HOURS: 
9:30.6:00 p.m. 
9:30.9:00 p,m; 
9:00.6:00 p.m. 
11:oo. 5:0,0 p,m. 
I THIS COUPON IS WORTH 
I I d~ A l l  A - -  Towards the'l~m=hase on Any One Item I 
/ ~ ,811 l 6 1 i Over $20 O0 Reg. or Sale PI~II | 
I /  qwl~lm vV VALIDSEPT. 24,SEPT. 29 - I 
I m I I I  " Dept ................................................................ 
*Limit one coupon per item I /  .co ~.  ....................................... : .. .. ..... 
! (~May not be used with any other coupon sale Prlce.....,,..,...: ................................... ; ... .. ( ~  
r 
r 
THIS COUPON IS WORTH 
Towards the Pumhnse on Any One gem 
4 ~  ~ , Over $20.00 Reg. or Sale Price 
V ~ VALID SEPT. 24 - SEPT. 29 
Oept ......................................... 
*L m t one coupon per item Reg. Price ............................................................. 
m ~  i. 
/i not be used with any other coupon see Prk:e .............................................................. . L  J 
(~ay  • ~J~__~l 
_1 
THIS COUPON IS WORTH 
I 
I /  ~ J IB al~ A Towards the Pumbese on Any One Item / 
/ " ~ 4  n i l  " 0ver S20'O0 neo" °r Sale Pdce I ' 
,~ vv  VAUD SEPT. ~4-SEPT. ~ 
I Oepz ............................................................... 
/ *Limit one coupon per Item Reo Prk:e ..... 
• *M ........................................................ *~ ay not be used with any other coupon SaJe Price.. .......................................................... 
. . . . . . .  m 
i :TH'S COUPON,S WO"T-H . . . . . . .  
• , nnm ~ A Towards the Pumhase on Any One Item | 
[] i [] n Over $35 oo Reg or Sale Pdce ' " - I  
' v v VALID SEPT. 24 - SEPT, 29 ' - 
$ 
Dept ................ . ............ I } J ' Sale Price ............................... L ................. 
imlt one coupon per item Reg. Prk:e ......................................................... I 
iI I ay not be used with any other coupon saJe Pr~e .............................................................. 
I *May not be used with any 
~ , other coupon 
. . . . . .  i i  ® " I  
' . . . . .  ~ THIS COUPON IS WORTH (~  
Ik"~ THIS (~ I  " " _ Towards the Pumhase on Any One Item / I ~ ~ n Over S35.00 Beg, or Sale Price | 1  COUPON v / VV  VALID SEPT, 24-  SEPT. 29 / !  
I S  ", 'm]t : : .  . . . . . . . . . . . . . .  Dept ..................................................................... / 
WORTH 
Roe. Price ............................................................. J 
Sale Prfce ................................................. : ............ 
"Limit one coupon per item 
May not be used with any other coupon 
i~ - -TH IS  COUPON IS WORTH (~ 
Towards the Pumhase on Any One Item 
Over $35.00 Reg. or Sale Pdce 
VALID SEPT. 24 - SEPT, 29 
o::: ;~::::::::::: ............... ::::::::::::::::::::: ........... : j
Sale Price . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .  ' ' .......... : ~  
=2000 
Reg. or Sate Pdce 
VALID SEPT 24.SEPT. 29 
DRnt ..................................... 
Rug, Price ............................. 
Safe Price .............................. 
*Limit one coupon per item 
*May not be used with any  
uther coupon 
I 
7 $ O0 I I 
I *Limit one coupon per Item 
I .,..~*May not be used with any other coupon 
I r{~.,~ ~7.~-.~] (~ THIS COUPON IS WORTH • (~ 
!~-J THIS ~Ji ! /  _ TeWa,lthePumhauonAny0oellem / !  
' Over $00.00 Reg. or hie Pdcu COUPON : |  $1 n00 V,'OSEPTi24.SEPT. 29 I 
IS ! /  m De, ; I  
• p .................................................................. : I 
WORTH i l Umlt one coupon per Item .~. l~e ........................ ................ ; : ,,';,;,,., ' J  l 
I .,,,.~*May not be used with any other coupon s~ Prk:e , ,  : I : 
=100 ....................................... 
Towads the Purchase on 
Any One Item Over $500. 
Reg. or Sale Prime 
VALID SEPT. 24.SEPT. 29 I HIS COUPON IS WORTH 
S m A A A Towanla Ihe Purchaa on Aoy OVo Item J 
q ~ U lUU I eve $uo.oo neg. or Sale Pdao I 
m U .vv  VALIDSEPT. 24-SEPT. 29 I 
L L . , 
Imlt one coupon per Item n~. Pr~e ..................................................... ~. ,,., I *L 
~ ay not be used with any other coupon s~ ~ ........ ;......... ........ :............. : .... ( ~  
~ , : - - - , - -  
couPo:"SlCA""OT 
BE USED IN COMBINATIONS 
10~p| ..................................... 
' R~,  ~Jce ............................. 
~e  Prk:e .............................. 
"Limit one coupon per Item 
*May not be used with any ® o.,oou,o 
el 
I 
